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The Resurrected Man
In the man called Baron human destiny had paused at the crossroads, pointing the way to a new tomorrow. But there was an arrow pointing backwards, too—a great danger.

A COMPLETE SCIENCE FICTION NOVEL

by E. C. TUBB

Death was a metal cylinder drifting in the void five million miles from Mars. A sleek hull studded with venturis and stuffed with torpedoes, filled with instruments and heavy multiple cannon. A man-made wasp of space, able to jerk into tremendous velocity, to strike and destroy, to run, to strike again. A tiny patrol ship of the Terran Fleet, its hull darkened against reflection, unarmored, depending on speed and maneuverability for safety. It drifted in a silent orbit around the red planet, ready to smash any vessel attempting to run the blockade, and around it the invisible fingers of radar detectors swept space for a million miles.

The control room was a coffin. A tiny area in which two men lived and slept, breathed and ate, waited and watched. They were as much part of the ship as the instruments were, strapped in high acceleration padding and chafed by the harsh fabric and metal of spacesuits. Their food was capsules from a box, essential vitamins and drugs, for little energy food was needed during the long periods of free fall, and glucose provided all the energy that was necessary. Their
water was rationed in ounces, reclaimed from waste and the humidity of the air, and they breathed almost pure oxygen at eight pounds pressure.

Two of them. Carlos the gunner, a Latin-American with liquid brown eyes, swarthy skin, and a palate for heavily spiced foods. His mind was a computer, his fingers part of his guns, his eyes blank from watching destruction. To him death was an abstract—ripped metal and blossoming flame, tiny scraps of raw humanity spinning in the void, the whine and throb of multiple cannon and the hissing discharge of homing torpedoes. A slight man with muscles of whipcord and rubber, steel and high tension wire. A calm man who had long ago locked his private life in a rear compartment of his mind.

Baron was the captain. He was tall and with cropped black hair hugging his skull. Hard eyes of slate grey stared from either side of a hooked nose and his mouth was a tight gash over a jutting chin. A scar wretched over his left cheek, a jagged tracery of a time when searing metal has caressed him with a torrid kiss, and his brows rested like a thick bar over the cold bleakness of his eyes.

For a month now they had been cooped up in the too-small control room. For two more weeks they would have to live within the confines of their protective cloth-
ing. Then they would be relieved and return to the mother ship. They would be cleaned and their ship serviced and for a week they would relax, eating as men should eat, enjoying the tug of synthetic gravity and moving free of the padding and pressure.

Six weeks and a week off. Time after time until it had grown to be a routine, a habit pattern. Six weeks of high tension, of watching and waiting, ready to strike and run, to dodge and veer, to kill or be killed. Six weeks of hell and a week of life.

The glory of interplanetary war.

Baron thought about it as he sat, his eyes automatically staring at the blank face of the radar screen. Below him, within arm’s length, Carlos grunted as he jerked from a light doze, and yawned with a flash of white teeth.

“Time to eat?”

“Eat what, pills?” Baron shrugged, the movement hardly noticeable beneath his suit. “Wait until we get relieved before you talk of eating.”

“Then I will eat,” said Carlos. He reached for the inevitable gum and chewed silently for a moment, trying to deceive his stomach with the released saliva. “Tortillas,” he murmured. “Chili and tamales, curries, so hot they skin the mouth—and wine. Ah, the wine!” He kissed the tips of his fingers. “Chianti I think, and perhaps some of that sherry from Spain, the good
sherry with the taste of almonds. Tequila, of course, lots of tequila, and a steak, seared on the outside and raw within.” He grinned at the captain. “Yes?”

“Stop teasing yourself.” Baron slumped back in the padded acceleration chair which served both as control seat and bed. “You’ve two more weeks to go before you can stuff yourself and thinking about it only makes it harder.”

“A man can dream,” said Carlos with simple dignity. “Even in space a man can dream.”

“Dream?” Baron gave a snort, half-laugh, half-contempt. “I don’t dream.”

“You should, my friend. This,” Carlos gestured with a gloved hand, “this is but a part of life, the hard, cold reality, but in dreams a man can escape. He can eat and taste the tang of wine, the soft velvet of good liquor and even listen to the guitars at fiesta time. It is not good for a man not to dream.”

“No? Then why are you here, Carlos? Why do what you do if your heart isn’t in it?”

“Did I say that?” White teeth flashed in a smile and liquid brown eyes glittered in merriment. “I do what I have to do, the same as any other man, but that is not all my life. I shoot and kill and blast men to fragments but there is no emotion in it for me. No. I save that for the real things, the enjoyment of the body and the mind. I save the thrill for the wind in the evening and the song of birds, the thrum of guitars and the smiles of dancing girls. They are the real things, my friend. They are the only things.”

“You’re a fool,” said Baron, but he said it without heat. “This is the reality.” He struck the edge of the control panel vigorously. “This.”

“And yet, when the war is over and we are back on Earth, when we can eat three times a day and walk without suits? Will this then not seem like a dream? Is it then more real than the other things? For then we will enjoy what we now dream of, and I do not think that I shall ever dream of what we do now.”

“The war will never end,” said Baron. He said it as if repeating a lesson, without emotion or conviction, mounting the words, as if they were a cold statement of fact. Carlos laughed. “All things end, my friend, and this war will end as other wars have ended.” He hunched himself higher from the low-slung gunner’s seat. “I heard a whisper the last time we rested in the mother ship. A truce has been arranged and an armistice is a certainty. The Martians are beaten. They know it, and we would be glad to end the war.” He smacked his lips. “This may be the very last time we share this vigil together.”

“No!” Baron said in protest.
“Why not? We have won the war.”

“No!” Baron glared at the smiling face of the gunner. “It will never end.”

“That is foolish,” said Carlos gently. “Could it be that you don’t want it to end?”

“I don’t know.” The captain shook his head as if trying to clear it of cobwebs. “I want peace, I suppose, but . . .”

“But you don’t know what peace is.” Carlos nodded and his eyes held a surprising gentleness. “You were trained for space, were you not? A pilot?”

“Yes.” Baron clenched his gloved hands and stared bleakly at the ranked instrument dials. “I entered the Space Academy when I was fifteen, a ward of the State. Both my parents died in the Luna crash and they found me a place as compensation. I did five years’ preliminary training before war was declared against Mars and since then I’ve piloted a patrol ship.” He swallowed. “That was ten years ago.”

Carlos nodded. He knew of the spartan discipline of the Space Academy, the rigorous training and deliberate crushing of softness and gentleness in the men who were chosen to pilot the vessels of the space lanes. The Terran Fleet had room only for the best, and their standards were high.

As a gunner Carlos was lucky. He was trained, of course, but a gunner’s training wasn’t nearly as severe as that of a pilot. He could remember the ease of a world at peace and he had carefully kept the stringency of war divorced from his normal self. His soul was free from iron and he could shake off the past ten years as a dog shakes itself free of water.

Baron couldn’t.

He had no other standards. He had only known war and the exigencies of war, the hair-trigger tension and harsh rigor of active service. Incredible as it seemed the captain was almost afraid of peace! Afraid of it as he could never be afraid of war.

Carlos sighed and reached for a glucose tablet. “You will learn,” he said quietly. “You will forget the steel and the guns, the night of space lit by distant stars and the gushing blood from strained capillaries. You will move more freely out of uniform, unhampered by metal and plastic, letting your limbs swing free and filling your lungs with God’s sweet air. You will learn.”

“They will still need pilots,” said Baron grimly. “With the war over trade will increase and men will be needed to steer the ships.”

“Yes?”

“Yes.” The captain sounded desperately hopeful. “Space is my life, I know nothing else, and they will still need men.”

“So they will, my friend, but have they not men?” Carlos stared
sombrely at the cold metal of the guns, winking in the soft illumination. "Young men."

"I am not old."

"You are thirty, battle-scarred and overstrained—a man of war, a machine. There are others, younger men, higher officers, more suitable perhaps to civilian life."

"I am trained."

"So are a thousand others, ten thousand others, maybe more. Will there be ships for all those men?"

"I don't know." Sweat shone on the captain's harsh features. "I've given my life to the Fleet. They will look after their own."

"A comforting philosophy," said the gunner quietly. "I admire your faith."

He yawned and stretched and hummed a snatch of some Latin rhythm, quick and blood-stirring, warm with the southern sun and redolent of flowers and wine, of gaiety and care-free indifference. Baron stared before him, not listening, his mind a cold mass of tissue, emotionless, calculating, indifferent to the lilt of tunes he had never heard and hearing, could not understand.

A buzzer jarred the air with its harsh warning and a flood of ruby light replaced the soft glow. Again the grating warning, stilling the lilting song on the gunner's lips and turning the captain's mouth to a down-curving gash.

"Where?" Carlos strained forward as he tried to see the radar screen, his back-swung helmet clanging as it struck the metal of the hull. "Many?"

"One." Baron cut the alarm with a sweep of his palm and spun the controls of the instruments. "Coming out of the sun and heading for Mars." He let his slate-gray eyes flicker over the bank of dials. "Heading this way—fast."

"Range?"

"Too far." Baron grunted as the alarm shrielled again with calculated, nerve-scraping sound and green pips crawled over the surface of the radar screen. "More of them! It must be a convoy."

"Convoy?" Carlos frowned. "That doesn't make sense. What do they hope to gain?"

"I know what they're going to get." The captain tensed as he watched the flickering needles on the instrument panel. "Five of them." He grinned again, a twisting of his lips, a grimace utterly without humor. "We're in luck. They'll pass through our sector. Stand by now."

Carefully they swung down their helmets, sealed them, tested the inter-suit radios and settled in position. On the radar screen the green flecks grew as the speeding ships drew nearer, and gyroscopes whined as Baron fed them power, turning the nose of the tiny ship by reverse torque.

"Ready?"

"Yes."

"Fire a torpedo on the word."
Silence fell as he watched the swinging hand of the chronometer. "Now!"

Air hissed as a slender torpedo streaked into space, driven by a blast of compressed air. It spat away from the patrol ship, the delicate mechanism in its nose guiding it by mass-attraction towards the advancing ship.

"Now!"

A second torpedo, loaded with explosives and shrapnel to penetrate and riddle the enemy vessel with jagged death.

"Now!"

Again the slender shapes streaked from the bell of the ship, the hiss of the driving air echoing softly through the silent ship. Again and again until the bays were empty and the invisible containers of destruction had been sent on their way.

"Think that they will do any good?"

"Not unless those pilots are fools." Baron rested his hand on the firing controls. "If they're watching their radar they'll spot them but it will give them something to worry about."

"Any answer yet?"

"I'm watching." The captain narrowed his eyes as green flecks spotted the screen. "Here they come."

"Shall I blast them?"

"Don't be a fool! Time enough for target practice when you've got something important in your sights. Ready now, stand by for blast."

"Ready."

"Now!" Thunder drummed through the vessel as long streamers of blue-white flame spouted from the rear venturis. Weight slammed against them, driving them deep into the pneumatic padding of the acceleration chairs, and hull plates and internal structures protested with metallic whisperings as the powerful thrust of the rocket tubes jerked the ship from relative standstill into seven-gravity acceleration.

On the radar screen green flecks swelled and grew to skittering blobs and Carlos smiled with sheer happiness as he settled himself behind the smooth metal of his guns. This was the time he enjoyed, not for the killing—he never thought of that—but for the sheer love of action and the testing of his skill.

There was nothing for him to do but to snatch his opportunities and send streams of explosive shells towards the enemy ships. An automatic servo-mechanism could have done it as well, better even, for it could have tracked the ships and computed their probable position after time-lag. But a computer couldn't stand watch, take over if the captain fell sick, provide conversation and company. A computer was more expensive and weighed more, and
needed more servicing. Gunners were expendable.

Baron had a harder task. He had to pilot the ship, dodge homing torpedoes, approach within firing range, give the gunner opportunities to blast the enemy, and avoid answering fire. He had to do all this while travelling at high speeds and constantly altering accelerations. He had to watch his instruments, compute flight patterns, gauge distance, remain conscious and remain one jump ahead of enemy pilots who had all his qualifications and motives.

A pilot was considered old at twenty-eight and ready for re-classification at thirty. The jerking acceleration ruptured blood cells and capillaries, strained ligaments and tore muscles. The results were similar to those suffered by careless boxers after repeated blows on the head and punch-drunkenness was an occupational disease.

But now there was no time to think of that.

Visiscreens flickered into life as electrical silence was abandoned with the betraying lances of flame from the streaming rocket tubes. Radar had revealed their position but any meteor or drifting mass would have produced the same result on the screens. Once the rockets flared into life, however, there could be no hope of concealment and Baron drew hard on the controls as he blasted towards the enemy ships.

A squat-hulled cargo-type vessel swelled on the visiscreen, fire sparking from the multiple cannon in its turret and streamers of flame slashing across the void from its steering jets.

Carlos chuckled as he sighted it. "Look at that fat pig. Watch."

His guns throbbed as he sent a stream of shells towards the ungainly vessel, Baron holding their course to give him a clear target. Blood gushed from ears and nose as he fed power to the steering jets and jerked the patrol ship from its line of flight. Struts groaned as the opposing thrust tore at the structure and the drumming of the flaring rockets mounted as he reversed the ship and altered their relative speed.

Again they drove towards the enemy vessel and again the throb of guns vibrated through the ship as Carlos blasted at squat hulls with steel and flame.

"Like geese," yelled the gunner. "Like sitting ducks. They must be mad to try and run a blockade with converted cargo ships."

"Don't get careless," said Baron grimly. He swore and jerked at the levers as a torpedo homed towards him, its rocket trail clear against the night of space. Abruptly a flower of incandescence blossomed where a ship had been—a spreading gush of obliterating energy as one of the torpedoes homed on its target and detonated the fuel, ripping hull and crew,
cargo and ship to unrecognizable debris.

"You must have got their radar," said Baron with satisfaction. "Keep it up." He grunted as sleek shapes revealed themselves against the distant disk of the sun. "Here comes trouble. We're up against more than just cargo ships now. Those were warships." Tensely he concentrated on the instruments.

The rest became a nightmare. A hell of flaring rocket trails and bludgeoning acceleration changes, of whining guns and desperate escapes from the hunting torpedoes and streaming shells. Air gushed from the punctured hull and shrapnel smashed against the armored backs of the protecting acceleration chairs. Glass shattered as the instrument panel exploded into semi-molten ruin and the radar screen died with a shower of sparks. Utter chaos took over, in pinwheeling sheets of flame.

"Out!" Baron threw the controls into neutral and punched the crash button. Explosive charges blew out the double doors of the air lock and stars glittered coldly through the wide gap. "Hurry, Carlos. Without radar we can't spot the torpedoes and once they home in on us it'll be curtains."

"A moment." The gunner's heavy breathing sounded thick and harsh over the inter-suit radio. "My leg . . ."

"Are you hurt?"

"I'm not sure, but my leg! I can't move it."

"Let me see." Impatiently the captain tugged at the limp form and stared at the narrow confines of the gun compartment. "I see what's wrong. A shell must have buckled the hull and you're trapped. I'll get you out."

Sweat oozed from his forehead as he dragged at the trapped man. Carlos groaned, a quick inhalation and a long, pain-filled sigh. Then abruptly he came free as the captain dragged ruthlessly at the trapped limb.

"Madre de Dios!"

"How's the suit? Intact?"

"I think so. Yes."

"Good. Abandon ship." Frantically the captain swung the gunner through the blown-out opening in the hull, flinging him out and away with the full strength of his arms. Then standing on the edge of the aperture, he kicked himself into the void.

Like a darting fish he glided from the ripped hull, spinning slightly as he moved, impelled by the strength of his legs and twisting as he tried to find the suited figure of the gunner. Below him Mars was a swollen orange streaked by the dull green markings of the canals and tipped with the white of the snow cap. To one side the sun glowed like a feral eye, smaller than it would have been if seen from Earth, but bril-
liant in its naked glory. On all
sides the stars shone, cold and re-
mo
tune, clear and steady in their glit-
tering aloofness.
A voice whispered from his
radio. “Baron?”
“Here, Carlos. How do you
feel?”
“Rotten. I think my leg is
broken. It hurts enough for that,
and there is something wrong with
my spine. I can’t move my other
leg.”
“You’ll be all right. The hospital
will fix you up as good as new.”
“You think so?” Irony weighed
the whispering voice. “There is an
old proverb I have heard of. First
catch your rabbit.”
“Meaning we may never see the
hospital?”
“Exactly.”
“Don’t worry about that. The
radio tracer will have reported our
position and they’ll be looking for
us. You’ve got your gear? Reac-
tion pistols and signal flares?”
“Yes, but . . .”
“We’ll get together after the
ship goes. I don’t want to betray
our position to the enemy and they
won’t leave until the ship has been
destroyed. If we use the reaction
pistols now they’ll spot them and
drag us in.”
“Maybe it would be better that
way, my friend,” said Carlos
quietly. “Space is very big.”
“And spend the rest of the war
in a prison camp?” Baron grunted.
“Not me. I . . .”
He blinked as fire blossomed
from the distant hull of the aban-
don
ded vessel. It gushed in a fury
of released energy, shattering hull
and plates to fragments as the ex-
plo
ding torpedo ripped and de-
tonated the fuel tanks. For a
moment it seemed to fill all the
universe. Then it died in expand-
ing incandescence and the cold
night of space reclaimed its own.
“Carlos?”
“Here.”
“What’s the matter with you?”
Baron frowned. “You sound hurt.”
“I’m dying, my friend. You must
forgive my weakness.”
“Dying!”
“Yes. A fragment from the
ship. It gashed my suit and went
deeper than my skin.” Incredibly
the gunner laughed. “For me it is
over, all over. No longer the
dreams of good wine and food, of
fiesta and sloe-eyed dancing girls.
Never again will I walk in the
sun and feel the warm winds of
summer. For me there can be only
silence and . . .” He coughed and
liquid gurglings echoed with sick-
ening suggestion from the helmet
radio.
“Carlos!” Baron glared around
him, trying to spot the figure of
the gunner. “Use your reaction
pistol, light a flare, anything, but
show them where you are.”
“It would be useless, my friend.
There is nothing you can do.”
“Like hell! I can patch your suit,
take care of you.” Irritably the
captain twisted his body, glaring at the circling stars. 'Where are you?'

"Forget it." The whispering voice choked and strangled over rising blood. "It is nothing, it comes to us all and each much face it alone. But—one thing."

"Yes?"

"Drink a bottle of wine for me. Go to a fiesta and learn what tortillas are, chili, tamales. Sip at tequila and listen to the guitars. Do that for me, my friend. For me."

"Yes." Baron gritted his teeth against the sounds of a man in pain. "I'll do that."

"Thank you. Do not forget."

"Carlos." Baron spoke the name huskily.

"Red wine," muttered the gunner. 'Deep and rich, like blood.' He choked again, tried to laugh, and sighed in final surrender.

"Adios."

Silence and the soft hum of the empty carrier wave.

"Carlos!"

Silence and the silent burning of the distant stars, gleaming like candles on the altars of heaven, keeping watchful vigil over one who was no more.

Bleakey Baron watched them through the transparent face-plate of his helmet, seeing them slide across his field of vision as he spun slowly on his journey through space. Stars like scattered diamonds, the ruby ball of Mars, the tiny orb of the sun, then stars again.

Over and over, a glittering panorama of majestic splendor, a blazing sea of light which had lasted untold years and would last uncounted eons more. Dully he watched them, not thinking about what he saw, not thinking about a man now dead or a promise fresh made. Just watching.

And waiting for the rescue which might never come.

II

The laboratory was a sterilized miracle of green plastic and plated steel. A place of humming electronic machines and peculiar instruments, of racked ampoules and selected cultures, of metal and glass, plastic and tissue. A modern shrine for the ill and the broken, for those who suffered and those who wanted to get well. There were always plenty of cases but not all could be treated, for this was no mere hospital. This was the place where men took a faltering step towards fresh discoveries and bodies were regarded as interesting cases and not as human beings.

Doctor Le Maitre walked briskly through the gleaming corridors, his step light in the Luna gravity, and the soft glow of the tube lights shining from his naked scalp. An old man, he still retained the burn-
ing enthusiasm of youth, and glittering blue eyes, glazed a little by their contact lenses, gave the lie to seamed features and wrinkled hands.

He glanced at the man walking beside him, tilting his head with a peculiar bird-like motion, and his voice echoed from the spotless walls like the rustle of dry autumn leaves.

“You’re certain that the specimen is intact? No organic injury?”

“None.” Doctor Whitney smiled at the old man’s eagerness. “He is hardly a specimen though. I prefer to call him a patient.”

“Patient, specimen, what’s the difference? To me they are the same. You will admit, I hope, that he is an interesting case?”

“Yes.”

“And dead?”

“Quite dead.” Whitney paused before a door. “A ship discovered him on their radar, drifting in an orbit well beyond Mars, and had the good sense to leave him in vacuo while bringing him in. Obviously he was a member of the military forces, for his papers show him to be a pilot attached to the Terran Fleet and, as far as we can judge, he must have died a few weeks prior to the armistice.”

Whitney pushed open the door. “It was very lucky that there are no organic injuries. As a conjecture I would say that he waited for rescue as long as he could

and then, when his air ran out, he opened his helmet and got it over with.”

A sealed vat stood in the centre of the room. Within it, protected from the surrounding air, a man lay humped in a peculiarly huddled position, one leg drawn up a little and his hands lifted to his bare head.

“Naturally we haven’t tried to alter his position in any way. Aside from searching his external pockets for information we have left him exactly as he was found.”

“So I see.” Le Maitre grunted with satisfaction. “You were wise. Any attempt to adjust his limbs would have broken them off like sticks of wood. He must be as brittle as glass.” He looked at the young man, his blue eyes shining with excitement. “This is wonderful! A complete, unharmed specimen ready to our hand. It couldn’t have worked out better.”

“You’re going to try and revive him?”

“But of course. What else?”

Whitney didn’t answer, but his eyes as he stared at the humped figure in the air-tight case were thoughtful.

“What’s the matter, my boy?”

The old man stared at his assistant. “This is a great thing for us.”

“I was thinking about him.” Whitney pointed to the dead man. “He died five years ago and since then has been drifting in space, frozen solid and protected from
all decay and cellular breakdown. What do we know about him? His name was Baron, he was a patrol ship pilot and he fought in the Terran-Martian war. He died in space."

Whitney stared at the old man. "He isn’t a specimen, you know, doctor. He is a human being."

"What of it?" The old man shrugged. "So he is human." He chuckled. "If we revive him he will be grateful, if not . . ." He spread his hands. "What harm can we do?" After all, the man is dead, legally and actually. Nothing we can do will hurt him now.

"I’m thinking of those mice," said Whitney slowly. "The guinea pigs, the cats, the monkeys and other experimental animals. We’ve exposed them to space and managed to revive them, but . . ."

"They were a low order of life," snapped the old man impatiently. "Anyway, we did manage to restore several monkeys to life and reason. The others don’t count." He smiled as he stared at the dead man. "This is the first human being we have found without organic injury who has obviously died before asphyxiation. His blood has not been poisoned and there is no reason to assume cellular breakdown.

"From all counts he is a perfect experimental subject for research and if we are able to restore him to life and reason we shall have developed a technique which will be of inestimable value in all cases of exposure to the void."

"You don’t have to convert me," said Whitney quietly. "I know how important it is to develop the revivification technique, and I know just what avenues such a process will open up. Suspended animation for one, the ability to spend years, centuries even, frozen and dead, and yet awake in full possession of all one’s faculties. It will mean that spaceships can head out towards the stars, their crews frozen but alive and able to take over on landing. It will mean lots of things and one of them will be to abolish the eternal dread of space travellers. If we succeed it won’t matter what happens to a ship. All the crew and passengers need do is to expose themselves to space, die, and wait for rescue and revivification."

A glow entered his deep-set eyes. "In a sense it could lead to a form of immortality. A man could spread his normal life span over centuries, thousands of years, tens of thousands. He would be able to observe the rise of a galactic civilization and watch the unfolding of discoveries we haven’t even dreamed of. Brilliant scientists could be frozen until such time as new techniques had been developed to restore youth to their worn-out bodies."

He caught himself and laughed with self-conscious embarrassment.
"But first we must restore this man’s life."

"And we will!” Le Maitre almost trembled in his excitement. "Everything is ready in the laboratory. You will arrange for the body to be stripped and made ready?"

"Yes."

"Hurry, then. I will wait for you in the main lab."

It took a long time before the frozen corpse of the space captain was ready. First his heavy space-suit had to be cut away, then the anti-acceleration padding, the thick underwear and the restraining bandages. Whitney sweated as he worked, knowing that any strain would snap glass-hard tissue and cause irreparable injuries. Finally it was done, the stiff body washed with alcohol, and placed gently on supporting webbing in the immersion vat.

"We must not hurry this," said Le Maitre as he stood by the main panel and directed operations. "The thawing however, while not too slow, must yet be quick enough to prevent tissue breakdown. Most important of all, the thawing must be even, from inside out, so to speak, and the temperature must be controlled at every moment."

"Shall I put on the mask?"

"Not yet. We’ll seal his mouth and nose against admission of the immersion fluids but it is too soon to apply the oxygen mask. There will be time enough for that when he has been thawed to normal temperature."

Whitney nodded, carefully sealing the parted lips and nostrils with the plastic filler. Then he glanced at the old man.

"Ready?" he asked.

"Yes."

Relays clicked and a motor droned to sudden life. Liquid gushed from opened valves into the wide vat in which the dead man lay, covering him with a luminescent green film, thick and oily looking. More relays thudded against their contacts, and on the wide instrument panel several needles flickered across their dials.

"High frequency current on," murmured the old man. "The eddy waves will penetrate every cell and thaw evenly throughout." He glanced at the conductive fluid in the vat. "This part is simple. All we are really doing is putting him in an electronic oven. The hard part will follow when he has thawed enough to be handled with safety."

"The artificial lung?" Whitney glanced to where the instrument stood next to the revivification vat. The old man nodded.

"Naturally. The lung, controlled heat, an artificial heart to stir the blood, electronic energy flow to restore individual cell potential, drugs to stimulate the nerves and muscles. Shock treatment to restore synapses and magnetic induction to replace lost ionic complex.
Trying to restore life isn’t quite the same as repairing a machine. In theory, yes, but in actual practice it isn’t as simple as that. Unless everything is done and all cells and co-ordinate functions are restored decay and breakdown will set in and all our work will be wasted.”

“And the brain?”

“Both the hardest and the easiest part. The body can be made to live after a fashion, even though the brain remains unaware. I am not yet certain whether the restoration of the body automatically brings with it restoration of mental awareness, or whether it may be due to some other cause. In any case, time will tell, and unless there has been disintegration of the cortex we should stand an excellent chance of success.”

Le Maitre sighed and glanced at the ranked dials. Needles swung and steadied beneath the surge of current as automatic relays kept the current at optimum flow, and tiny thermometers registered the internal and external temperature of the dead man.

“Body relaxing, sir,” called a technician from beside the vat. Quickly the old man crossed to the side of the container, slipping gloved hands into the luminous green fluid and touching the flesh.

“Temperature?”

“Sixty degrees.”

“Increase current.” He stood by the vat as Whitney spun rheostats. “Temperature?”

“Sixty-five degrees.”

“Good.” Carefully Dr. Le Maitre inserted hair-fine electrodes into the main nerves and fastened other contacts to the major sensory areas. “Stand by with stimulants.”

Technicians, robed and masked, wheeled a flat trolley loaded with drugs and hypodermics to the side of the vat. Others adjusted the gleaming bulk of the artificial lung and then stood in tense readiness as they waited for instructions. Sweat glistened on the old man’s high forehead and an assistant deftly wiped it away.

“Temperature?” he asked.

“Eighty degrees.”

“Cut current. We mustn’t thaw him out too fast.” He stared at the assembled technicians. “Blood plasma ready?”

“Yes, sir.”

“Saline and glucose?”

“Yes, sir.”

“Good.” Again the assistant wiped glistening beads of perspiration from the high forehead. “You know what has to be done. Once we commence the final stage of operations there can be no respite and no mistakes.” The mask over his nose and mouth moved as Le Maitre licked dry lips. “Temperature?”

“Ninety degrees.”

“Stand by with stimulants. Ready the artificial lung; ninety per cent oxygen, ten per cent
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helium. Prepare infra-red lamps.” He waited as the technicians moved with quiet skill about their instruments. “Whitney?”

“Yes, Doc?”

“Operations commence when internal temperature rises to a hundred. Energen flow at two percent. Magnetic induction at five percent.”

“Right.” The young man set the dials. “Are you going to change his blood?”

“Not at once. We’ll inject stimulants and apply the lung first. I want to be certain that the blood isn’t congealed before draining and replacing. That can be done when the artificial heart is attached.” Again the mask fluttered in a betraying gesture. “Temperature?”

“Ninety-eight point three.”

“Attach mechanical heart.”

Rapidly the technicians made the deep incisions in the now-limp flesh and wedged the plastic tubes to the main arteries and veins.

“Remove seal and adjust lung.”

Liquid gurgled as the webbing was lifted and the sealed mouth and nose rose above the level of the luminous green fluid. Swiftly the plugging was removed from lips and nostrils, the oxygen mask strapped around the head, and the activator of the artificial lung fastened around chest and diaphragm.

“Temperature?”

“One hundred!”

Immediately the technicians swung into smooth, co-ordinated action. Skillfully hypodermics slid into veins and stimulants flooded into the bloodstream. Other drugs joined them—saline, glucose, and a potent compound to destroy the coagulating power of the blood. Le Maitre hovered over them, his burning blue eyes flickering from operation to operation, missing nothing, correlating all that had been done.

“Start the heart.”

Pumps whined and pistons moved as the compact device answered to the flow of power and emulated the normal workings of a human heart. Blood gushed into the sterilized ventricles and passed through the attached tubing as the machine forced the ruby liquid through the unresponsive flesh.

“Lung!”

Air sighed as the bellows filled and emptied. Slowly the arc of the chest lifted, fell, lifted, fell again beneath the external stimulus of the artificial lung. Gases sighed as they flowed into empty lungs, sighed again as they were expelled by the compression of the diaphragm.

“Speed?”

“Seventy-five, sir.”

“Cut to sixty-eight. No need to burn his tissues unless we have to.” Deftly the assistant wiped sweat from the old man’s glistening forehead. “Whitney.”

“Yes?”

“Energen and magnetic flow.”

“Right.”
Lights flashed on the panel of instruments as minute electrical charges began to restore the electrical potential of the dead man. “Cut oxygen to eighty per cent. Accelerate heart. Stimulants. Begin to replace blood.” Le Maitre moved quietly about the instrument-ringed vat as he gave his terse orders. “Skin temperature?” “One hundred.” “Increase to one-twenty,” he ordered. “Internal temperature constant at one hundred.”

Green fluid seethed beneath the impact of high frequency currents and a faint droning vibrated through the laboratory. “Blood replaced, sir.” “Good. Adrenalin in the heart. One CC. Nerve shock and sensory irritation.”

Whitney nodded and threw a switch. In the vat the still figure jerked and jerked again as electricity contracted muscles and flowed along nerves. “Enough.” Le Maitre straightened and impatiently brushed aside the assistant who was trying to swab his forehead. “Nothing to do now but wait until circulation and oxygenation are complete. Reactions are promising and there are no signs of deterioration.”

For the first time emotion tinged his voice with excitement. “I think we’ll do it, Whitney! I think we can restore him to life!”

“Signals from heart, sir,” called one of the technicians. “I caught a flutter then.”

“So soon?” Le Maitre spun back to the vat. Tensely he listened to the electric stethoscope, straining his ears to catch the amplified sound, and lifted his hand for silence. Painfully, irregularly, like the distant throb of a muffled drum, sounds came from the speaker, the halting, painfully weak flutter of a pulsing heart.

“By God!” swore one of the men. “He’s alive!”

“Not yet,” said Le Maitre grimly. “This could be mere reaction to stimulus. We’ve got to make it a self-perpetuating, involuntary muscular response to brain signals from the cortex.”

He frowned. “So much depends on the cortex,” he whispered. “We could pump blood through this body and oxygenate it by artificial means but that would not be life. No. To live he must do these things himself. If not he will be nothing but a mechanically assisted lump of flesh.”

“Heart beat steadying, sir,” whispered the technician. “Rate?”

“As the machine.” “Of course, it would be.” The old man listened to the metronome-like beat from the speaker. “As soon as the beat matches that of the heart we’ll cut out the lung and see whether or not his breathing is automatic.” He frowned. “More stimulants, Whitney. In-
crease energen flow to six per cent. Sugar content?"

"Normal, sir." A technician drew fresh blood from the mechanical heart. "No signs of narcosis or organic breakdown tissue."

"I expected none. This man didn’t die; he merely — stopped. The freezing was so fast that it is doubtful whether or not any cells were ruptured in the process."

"What about pressure, sir?" One of the technicians looked up from where he tended an infra-red lamp. "Wouldn’t the removal of pressure when he lost his atmosphere have burst his organs?"

"No. Some of the skin capillaries, of course, and perhaps a few superficial blood vessels in the nose and ears, but nothing too serious. The removal of pressure coincided with the freezing by expansion as he lost his air. In any case the human body is pretty tough and it has been proved that internal organs do not rupture with an alteration of atmospheric pressure of ten pounds.

"Spaceships of the military forces use about eight instead of the normal fifteen. Less oxygen is needed while in free fall, and there are psychological reasons for the reduced pressure."

Le Maitre glanced at the amplifier. "Heart match yet?"

"Yes, sir. I’ve been monitoring the beat and increasing the rate to seventy-two. They are steady now."

"Good." The old man drew a deep breath. "Drain vat."

Liquid gurgled as it vanished through the escape valves and the supporting webbing tightened as it raised the lax figure level with the top of the container. An operating table slid beneath the still form and the empty vat dropped smoothly down below the floor, a panel sliding over the aperture and making the floor whole again. Tensely they gathered around the limp figure.

"Cut lung!" the old surgeon said.

The hissing pulse of the pneumotor died and the bellows hung empty and collapsed against their frame. Swiftly the technician removed the body parts of the mechanism. Then, eyes anxious, they watched the steady rise and fall of the chest.

Up, down. Up, down. The ribcage reflected the brilliant light as it moved by semi-voluntary muscular action, sucking essential gases into the lungs to oxygenate the circulating blood.

"He’s living," whispered one of the attendants. "He’s breathing all on his own."

Le Maitre shook his head with impatient irritation. "He’s breathing without artificial aid," he corrected, "but that’s all and it means nothing. It could be reflex action continuing from pre-example. The heart is still under mechanical assistance, remember, and that in it-
self would stimulate the respiratory nerves.”

He glanced at Whitney where he stood by the bank of electronic controls. “Increase energy flow to ten per cent. Cut magnetic induction. Stand by for neutron stimulus.”

“Right.”

The old man frowned as the even rise and fall of the chest faltered. “Increase oxygen. Stand by with stimulants. Accelerate heart-beat to eighty.”

Again the even breathing faltered, the rib cage glistened as it jerked and shuddered. Le Maitre grunted as he stooped over the body.

“As I suspected. The cortex is still unaware, the neuron paths ‘dead.’ All this muscular activity is no different from that of a frog’s leg kicking when subjected to electric current. A mere parody of life instead of life itself.” He glanced toward the young doctor. “Neural stimulus.”

Whitney nodded and adjusted his controls. On the dials before him needles kicked and steadied as they registered the minute amounts of electric energy flooding into the convolutions of the brain. Too much would scar and destroy the delicate electrical potential, short-circuiting the synapses and burning out neuron paths. Too little would be a waste of time.

Carefully he adjusted the rheostats, compensating for loss through resistance and stabbing at the motor areas with shocking current conveyed by hair-fine electrodes embedded in the brain of the limp figure.

On the table the body jerked, again, and the chest rose and fell in a great sigh. Again the lungs filled, hesitated, and expelled the trapped gases in a long exhalation. Again, then the rhythm steadied, and the rib cage resumed its regular motion.

“Good.” Le Maitre chuckled behind his mask. “This is what we need. Direct control from the brain centres instead of external stimulus.” He glanced towards the artificial heart. “Rate?”

“Eighty, sir.”

“Strength?”

“Optimum.”

“Good. Cut heart!”

Power died in the compact machine, the blood still surging through the transparent ventricles. But now that blood was pumped not by a machine of glass and metal but one of muscle and sinew. For a long moment they stared at it in silence, ears strained to the metronome-beat from the amplifier . . .

“He’s living!” A technician almost shouted the words. “Heart and lungs operating by normal control! We’ve done it! By God, we’ve raised a man from the dead!”

“Remove heart,” said Le Maitre calmly, but though his voice was
even his hands trembled a little and his bright blue eyes glistened with triumph. Tensely he watched as the pump was removed and the plastic tubes attached to the main arteries and veins joined and sealed. Still the organic pump beat with strong regularity and he relaxed a little, his mask stirring to a shielded smile.

“Well?” Whitney stared from across the room. “Have we succeeded?”

“Perhaps.” The scientist in the old man was putting a rigorous curb on unjustified enthusiasm. “We have restored his body and revived heart and lung action, circulation and normal control of the prime functions, but . . .”

“The rest?”

“Yes. We still don’t know whether or not his brain will function as it should. What we see now is mere animal response, a man hopelessly lost in insanity would show as much, and what good is a functioning body without a functioning brain?” He sighed. “When I remember those guinea pigs . . .” His voice trailed into a meaningful silence.

“The monkeys came through all right,” said Whitney. “Why not Baron? Wouldn’t the same outcome be likely here?”

“Monkeys do little but eat and sleep, play and scratch. We restored those abilities, but will they be enough? This man is human, he must regain awareness, full awareness, for if he does not we have failed. Will he remember what happened to him? Will he retain the powers of speech? Of reason? Of moral right and wrong?” The old man shrugged. “Only time will tell — and we haven’t too much time.”

“Why not?”

“The brain cells are stubborn. They are the last to deteriorate but once they do nothing can restore them. The brain cannot heal itself, it cannot grow fresh tissue. Now that he has been thawed and apparent life restored we must force the brain into some kind of activation. I . . .” He broke off as he stared at the silent figure on the operating table.

Baron had opened his eyes.
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Like empty pools of grey nothingness they were, dead and lifeless, devoid of all feeling and recognition. Like chips of volcanic glass, glistening in the reflected light of the fluorescents, the pupils contracted to pinpoints, the ball a peculiar hard white tinged with blue. Sleep-walker’s eyes, fish eyes, dead man’s eyes, the eyes of the insane.

Two long strides Le Maitre took and his hands were gentle as they touched the muscles around the staring orbs. Impatiently he gestured towards the young man and
Whitney joined him, signalling for a technician to take his place at the control panel.

"Is he awake?" Whitney whispered as though afraid of bringing about that which, in another part of his mind, he hoped had taken place.

The old man shook his head. "No." There is no awareness, the lids opened by muscular reaction but the brain isn't receiving visual images." He passed his hand over the staring eyes. "See? No response, not even of the iris, and that coloration..." He frowned.

"Glaucoma?"

"It could be, but I doubt it. Internal pressure of the anterior when the aqueous froze and expanded would give the symptoms of glaucoma but the thawing would have relieved the pressure."

He reached for an ophthalmoscope and examined the staring eyes. "No—no sign of glaucoma in any part, Whitney."

"Yes—is that a good sign?"

"You know damn well it is." Le Maitre gestured towards the wide-eyed figure. "Look at him. Behind those eyes lies a brain, one of the most complex electro-mechanisms ever built by man or nature. It holds everything that makes a man the thing he is. His memories, experiences, knowledge. With it he is able to co-ordinate his body, use the marvellous tools of his hands, learn and reason, guess and discover. It makes him a man and without it he is worse than a beast."

Le Maitre sighed. "Our job is to restore awareness to that brain."

"Shock treatment?" Whitney frowned. "I don't like that. It can cause too much damage and that is the one thing we want to avoid."

"I agree. We dare not shock the brain any more than necessary. Baron has already experienced the greatest shock a man can undergo. He died. To everyone else that shock is the final one, there can be none greater. It is our job to convince the brain that it didn't die at all."

"I see what you mean." Whitney nodded. "But is it as simple as that?"

"Of course it isn't. Nothing is simple and the human brain by its mere construction can never be. But we must do what we can." Le Maitre glanced at the huge dial of a wall chronometer. "We must hurry. Every moment wasted means that the electro-potential is dissipating from the neuron paths and when it has gone degeneration will set in."

Abruptly he swung into action. "Stimulus, eddy currents and directed energen flow. Ignore the body now. It can take care of itself, but we must restore awareness to the mind."

Tensely they set to work.

Electrodes, delicate silver wires with needle points and insulated shafts, were sunk into the skull,
probing as they penetrated the brain cells and coming to rest in the major areas of perception and memory. Current flowed along them, microvolts of magnetic force, and external electrodes of an electro-encephalogram were taped to the temples and base of the skull.

A pattern writhed on a screen, the picked up and amplified emissions of the brain currents converted to impulses which directed the tiny spot of an electron beam onto a cathode. The result was a mesh of lines with jagged peaks and valleys.

"There's the alpha wave," Le Maitre pointed towards the screen. "Weak, too weak, and there is hardly any trace of the beta and gamma waves at all." He stared sombrely at the writhing lines. "Carry on, Whitney. You know what to do."

The young man nodded and stooped over the limp figure. Carefully he adjusted the power flow through the hair-fine electrodes, varying the potential between different areas of the brain, and as he worked the writhing mass of line on the electro-encephalogram jumped and wavered on the screen.

Time passed as he manipulated the electrodes, the current flow, the magnetic fields and energen trickle-charge he had concentrated on the base of the skull. Relentlessly the sweep hand of the wall-chronometer swung round as it counted off the minutes, the hours, and still the inert body showed no signs of returning awareness. Le Maitre sagged as he stared at the clock.

"The time," he whispered. "Almost it will be too late."

"We're getting nowhere." Whitney straightened and glanced at the old man. "We could go on like this for hours, until the cell tissue deteriorated and all hope was gone. I want permission to try drastic measures."

"Such as?"

"Neuron surgery." Whitney spoke quickly before Le Maitre could protest. "It's our only chance now. Somehow, somewhere, a mental block has been thrown up between the conscious and subconscious minds. We've got to break it down, and we daren't wait too long before doing it. Unless we can bring physical awareness back to the cortex all our work will have been for nothing. "Baron will spend the rest of his life as a mindless idiot, a working lump of flesh, without vision, hearing, sensory perception or any of the five senses. He would be better dead. In effect he would be dead—if you can imagine a dead man with a beating heart and breathing lungs."

Slowly Le Maitre nodded, his blue eyes pained as they stared above his mask, and Whitney could guess at the old man's feel-
ings. Neuron surgery was a highly specialized form of therapy, needing delicate instruments and fantastic skill. Few men were capable of it and if it proved essential in the restoration of life to all who suffered death in space, then the dream of suspended animation was ended before it began.

"This is an emergency," said Whitney rapidly as he assembled his instruments. "Normally we wouldn't have to contend with the mind-shock obviously present here. The barrier must be directly due to the fact that the brain has accepted the fact that it is dead and refuses to believe otherwise. Once we restore this man he will be able to tell us of his experiences and we can avoid any repetition later on. A simple drug would prevent it, a bromide or one of the nerve hypnotics, anything to bring unconsciousness before actual death."

He swung a screen of milk-white substance over the cranium and snapped a switch. Immediately the surface glowed with a greenish fluorescence and Whitney nodded as he adjusted the vernier controls.

"We'll set the scanning beam for brain surface and deepen the penetration if necessary. I'm still afraid of causing damage, for fine as these electrodes are they still ruin some of the cells."

Carefully he adjusted a control and on the screen the image writhed and blurred, lost shape and form, to steady in abrupt, razor-sharp focus at the touch of a second control.

Silently they stared at the magnified image of a naked human brain. It pulsed gently as they looked at it, bathed by an invisible flood of energy which, penetrating the bone of the skull, transmitted the image of the hidden organ back onto the fluorescent screen. In itself the instrument was nothing, merely an adaptation of the old-fashioned X-ray, but it avoided trepanning, guesswork, and blind searching for suspected faults of the internal organs. In neuron surgery it was an essential tool.

Essential too were the calibrated electrodes, clamped to the skull and operated by remote control. Delicate, hair-fine things, capable of transmitting stimulating energy, cauterizing infected brain cells, even severing large portions of the tissue from the main body. So fine were they that it was possible to destroy a single cell deep within the brain, and to learn the skill of their operation was something few men could do.

Young Dr. Whitney was one of them.

Tensely he slid his fingers in the robot gloves and, as was his habit, kept up a continual monologue as he worked. In itself it was nothing, a device for easing the terrible nerve-strain accompanying the delicate operation. But Le
Maitre was glad of it and he watched and listened with eager eyes and ears.

"The brain is a funny thing," he murmured, more to himself than to his listeners. "It can't feel pain, there are no sensory nerves in it, and yet it receives messages from every part of the body which, in case of damage or injury, it translates as pain. Unlike the rest of the body it can't repair itself and once damaged stays that way. Most of it serves no apparently useful purpose. We can remove a major portion and the patient experiences no ill effect. Of the entire mass we use only about a tenth, most of it concentrated in the occipital lobes."

Le Maitre grunted as a tiny dial flashed red and his muscles flexed as he fed current to one of the electrodes.

"Must build up the potential of that area. There!" He relaxed and continued his minute search of the convoluted surface. "In effect the brain is an electronic computater." He went on. "It receives the stores sensory impressions, millions of them, and it never forgets anything either seen or felt or heard. Never. The records are kept from the moment of awareness, before birth even, until the moment of death. With patience and training every single episode ever experienced during life can be recalled in full sound, taste, color, feel, and emotion. Memory is merely the taking of selected impressions from the mental storehouse."

An assistant wiped globules of perspiration from his streaming forehead and the image altered as he deepened the scanning depths of the rays.

"An electric computater," he murmured. "It can be overloaded, blow a fuse, get fouled up by false signals and have parts of it cut off from the main circuit. It can even get unplugged from the body itself. Our job is to plug it back in."

Again the image writhed and again the watching assistant wiped sweat from the young man's forehead. Now the screen showed the deeper parts of the brain structure, and the calibrated electrodes moved a little beneath the guidance of the young doctor's flexing muscles.

"Potential at correct variance," he continued. "Nothing wrong there. A little scar tissue from ruptured blood cells, probably caused by high acceleration and course-change. No signs of self-induced injury, alcohol or drugs taken in excess, and no trace of radiation burns." He sighed. "In other words the brain now should work as good as new—but it doesn't."

He relaxed from the controls, breathing deeply from the nerve-rasping concentration, and hardly seemed to be aware of the old man's rapt attention.

"What can we do now, Whitney?" Dr. Le Maitre asked.
“Do?” The young man blinked and stared at the worried eyes of the old man. “I don’t know, unless ...” He let his voice fade into silence as he stared at the glowing screen.

“There might be just one way, unpredictable, but worth trying. If I burned out the censor it might be just possible that the mental barrier between what the conscious imagines to be the truth and what the subconscious now knows is false, can be eliminated.”

“Burn out the censor?” Le Maitre shook his head. “I don’t like it.”

“Neither do I,” admitted the young doctor, “but I can see no help for it. This isn’t a normal case of traumatic shock. The conscious mind has accepted the reality of death and it refuses to respond to external stimuli. The subconscious, because of its innate functions with the involuntary muscles, knows that the body is not dead, but the censor is preventing that knowledge from passing to the conscious. There is conflict, a feed-back surge of opposed potential, and the result ...” He gestured towards the limp figure.

“But ...” The old man swallowed. “Will it cause permanent damage?”

“Physically, no. Mentally it should not harm him either, but there has been no previous case of a censor removed and we can only surmise what may happen. He will have to guard against impulse, of course, force himself to weigh his every action, for with the censor gone there will be no safety value between emotion and action. That isn’t too important, we can replace it with post hypnotic suggestion and induced depressants.” He looked at the old man. “Well?”

Le Maitre glanced at the clock, then at the silent technicians, and finally, the limp figure of the somnolent man. “You have my permission,” he said tiredly, and leaned closer as the young doctor slid his hands into the robot gloves.

“A fascinating study, the human mind,” he murmured, and the image on the screen writhed to a deeper penetration. “As far as we can determine the portion of the brain containing the censor, the bridge between the subconscious and conscious portions of the brain, is here.”

He narrowed his eyes as he adjusted the depth of the calibrated electrodes. “Just below and to the rear of the pineal gland. We don’t know yet just what it is and how it operates, but it is the barrier between desire and fulfilment. The censor is the thing which prevents a man from committing murder at a whim, stealing at a thought, insulting his fellows without apparent cause. It is the barrier between primitive emotional drive and civilized restraint. Now.”

Sweat oozed from his forehead
as he guided the thin electrodes towards the indicated section of the brain. Relays thudded and needles swung on their dials as current surged through the insulated leads, cauterizing the brain cells holding the mysterious function which men knew only as the “censor.” Whitney relaxed and stared thoughtfully at the screen.

“I’ve burned out that portion of the brain and in effect cut the frontal lobes off from the rear portions. That means the entire rear portion of the brain is now out of all contact with the occipital lobes. I wonder . . .”

“It won’t harm him,” said Le Maitre, and glanced again at the chronometer. “Let’s try to revive him.”

“A moment.” Whitney flexed his hands and slid them again into the robot gloves. “I’m going to trace a path to replace the connecting area of the censor.”

“By-pass it, you mean?”

“Yes. I can stimulate the cells with varying potential and open a neuron channel to the subconscious. The adjusted potential will open fresh paths for the neuron synapses and replace the cauterized censor. It won’t act the same, of course, but it will give access to the ‘dead’ areas.”

The cold light of the scientist burned in his deep-set, brown eyes, and he stared at the limp figure on the operating table as if it were merely an intricate piece of mechanism instead of a human being.

“I’m going to do it! The results shouldn’t harm him and they may prove very — interesting.” Grimly he bent to his work.

It took four hours. It took ten years of mental life with tension mounting like a living thing in the sterilized perfection of the operating theatre. It took the accumulated skill of mind and hand, eye and brain, the combination of human achievement and electronic perfection. When it was over weariness closed over the doctors and even the technicians seemed to have wilted beneath the strain.

“Finished.” Whitney slumped back as an assistant bathed his forehead with alcohol, breathed deeply at a puff of revivifying gas, and gestured towards the assembled equipment. “Clear away.”

“What now?” Le Maitre checked the respiration and heartbeat. “No change.”

“We’re going to wake him up,” said the young man. “Shock-electrodes on all main nerve endings. Stimulants, as much as he can stand. Flare-lamp for visual attention. Amplifiers to aural nerves. Move!”

Swiftly the technicians moved about the quietly breathing patient, adjusting and fitting the various mechanisms to the warm flesh.

“Ready, sir.”

“Good.” Whitney sighed and squeezed his eyes tightly shut. “Let’s get on with it.”
Tensely he stooped over the body and whispered into the microphone, his words caught and amplified, transmitted directly to the nerves in the ears and so to the brain, jarring it with repeated sound.

“Baron! Wake up!”

Light flared from the curious lamp swung above the staring eyes. A carefully judged vibration of calculated angstrom units designed to stimulate the optic nerve without damage. Current stabbed at nerve and muscle, sheer pain to jar the sleeping ego locked in the sleeping brain.

“Baron! Wake up!”

Pain and light, stimulus and harsh command, stabbing and calling in a desperate effort to wake up a man who believed he was dead and refused to admit otherwise.

“Baron! Wake up!”

On and on, again and again, light and sound, pain and nerves-twitching current. Sweat dripped unheeded from the young doctor’s forehead as he appealed directly to the ego of the once-dead man, calling to it to stir, to arouse itself from the black clouds of oblivion, to wake and regain control of its body, to see through the eyes, to hear through the ears, to feel and experience the messages from its body.

“Baron! Wake up!”

A message travelling no more than a few centimeters in distance, and yet having to travel across the immense gulf separating the living from the dead. Travelling on the wings of pain and thundering sound, searing nerve constrictions and flaring light. With every force at his command Whitney attacked the sealed fortress of the hidden brain, trying with desperate insistence to arouse the slumbering ego to awareness and a sense of personal existence.

“Baron! Wake up!”

“Heart-beat faltering, sir,” whispered a technician quietly. Whitney ignored him, repeating his message with monotonous frequency and yet taking care to vary the words so as to avoid hypnotic suggestion.

“Wake up now, Baron. You must!”

“Sugar content falling,” whispered the technician. “Respiration irregular.”

“Inject glucose,” ordered Le Maitre harshly. He watched with eyes reflecting his inner strain, and pushed aside the assistant with the coolants and swabs for his streaming face. “Adrenalin. Watch saline content.”

The technician nodded and skilful hands selected loaded hypodermics.

“Wake up!” urged Whitney harshly. “Baron!”

A groan sighed through the room, echoing above the muted drone of electronic instruments and the soft movements of men.
A thin, ghost sound, whispering as if from a vast distance and seeming to hold a terrible weariness and desire for sleep.

"Eyes closed, sir," said a technician excitedly. He adjusted a switch on the flare-lamp and the wash of light changed a little as the beam-depth adjusted to strike beneath the closed lids, the light rippling in an irregular pattern.


Again the groan echoed through the room and on the smooth surface of the operating table the body twitched, the head rolling a little against the restraining pads, and like the slowly closing claw of some alien insect, the fingers of the right hand clenched a little in muted protest at rest disturbed.

"He's coming out of it!" Whitney wiped the back of a gloved hand across his streaming forehead. "Stand by with anti-shock therapy. Watch that temperature and blood density." He clutched the microphone. "Wake up, Baron! Wake up, do you hear me? Stop malingering!"

The eyes opened again, empty and dull. As slowly as the disintegration of suns, life returned. It came like a thin fog, a subtle alteration as if a new tenant peered from behind the dusty curtains of a neglected house. Blankness crept away and intelligence came into its own again.

"Car ..." The lips gaped and the throat worked with painful intensity. "Carl . . ."

"Wake up, damn you!" Whitney snarled with simulated anger as he called into the microphone, adding the lash of his own voice to the whips of the electronic stimuli.

The lips of the awakening man writhed back from his teeth in snarling, animal-like rage. His hands clenched and fire smouldered in the cold, slate-grey eyes. On his cheek the scar twisted like a livid signal of warning and the sound of breathing was a rasping curse.

"Who are you?" Whitney sweated as he rapped the question. Above all it was essential that the man should have awareness of his own identity. The thing on the operating table, writhing and twitching in newly awakened awareness could be no more than an animal, a brainless beast responding to the surge of primeval emotion. He repeated the question. "Your name, damn you! What is your name?"

"Bar . . ."

"What?"

"Ba . . ." Warm saline bathed the vocal cords and gentle fingers massaged the constricted throat.

"Who?"

"Baron. Baron. Baron." It sounded like the distorted playing of some ancient record. Whitney sagged, gesturing for the electronic stimulus to be cut, and swung aside the flare-lamp. Almost
it was over but—he had to make certain that there was no relapse. "Who are you?"
"Baron."
"What is your name?"
"Baron." Rage glowed in the grey eyes. "Leave me alone."
"Who are you?"
"Baron, damn you. Baron! Now leave me alone!" He sagged, the lids falling over the anger-filled eyes, and a ripple coursed through his body as relaxation came and with it a healing sleep. Whitney stared down at him, the microphone swinging forgotten from his gloved hands. Le Maitre touched him on the shoulder.
"Yes?"
"Yes. Usual post-operative treatment and intravenous feeding. We must replace his wasted tissues. There must have been some dehydration while in space." Sombrely he watched as expert hands stripped the equipment and instruments from the unconscious man. He felt tired, almost too tired to think straight, and before him the features of the old man seemed to waver and blur. Tiredly he closed his eyes, conscious of only one thought.

The man would live.

IV

The resurrected man lay on a narrow bed in the cool greenness of the Luna Laboratory and stared at a ceiling which had the color of a delicate leaf seen at early dawn. He wore a civilian blouse and trousers, green as the walls were green, made of shimmering synthosilk and fitting his wide shoulders and narrow waist with trim perfection.

A belt circled his waist, soft shoes hugged his feet, a glinting chronometer was strapped to his left wrist. He was shaved, his hair cropped, his body filled out with good food and regulated exercise. Books rested on a low table at the side of the cot, and the blank surface of a television screen occupied a large section of one wall. He was as comfortable as a man could be, and yet he was unhappy.

He stared at the tinted ceiling and within his skull thoughts darted like summer lightning, stabbing from the sullen clouds of memory and weaving strange and convoluted patterns of mental imagery. He sat up as the door slid open and Whitney entered the room. Le Maitre followed the young man, and Baron thinned his lips at their clinical expressions.

"What do you want?" Baron spoke harshly, brutally, not troubling to hide his impatience and irritation. Le Maitre glanced significantly at the young man, and both doctors seated themselves at a small table.

"Just dropped in to see if you are all right," said Whitney calmly.
"How do you feel?"
"Fed up, if you must know."
“Physically I mean. Right now.”
“Well enough.” Baron flexed the muscles of his arms. “When do I get out of here?”
“Do you want to go?” Le Maitre leaned forward as he stared at the big man. “Aren’t you comfortable here? If there is anything you would like just let us know.”
“Trying to bribe me?” Baron lowered his thick brows as he glared at the old man. “Or are you forgetting that there’s a war on and I’m needed in the Terran Fleet?”
“The war was over five years ago,” said Whitney quietly. He gestured the old man to silence. “We haven’t bothered you up to now because it was important that you recover your full physical health. Now you are as fit as we can make you.”
“So?”
“So I’d like you to help us.”
“How?”
“By permitting us to examine your mind.” He saw Baron’s expression and hurried on before he could interrupt. “You are a unique case. In fact you are the only case medical science has knowledge of.” He hesitated. “You were dead for five years and are alive again. We want to know just what has happened to you because of that.”
To his surprise Baron didn’t appear shocked at the revelation. He sat, stiff and unyielding, on the edge of the bed, and the soft light glinted from his cold grey eyes. For a long moment the silence lasted, each waiting for the other to speak.
Le Maitre swallowed as he broke it. “Aren’t you surprised?”
“No.”
“You remember then,” said Whitney eagerly. “You recall just what happened up until the moment when you lost consciousness?”
“Yes.”
“Good. We were afraid——” He smiled. “You will help us then?”
“Why should I?” Baron stared coldly at the two men. “When can I leave?”
“Soon.” The young man stared curiously at Baron. “I can understand your impatience, but not your antagonism. Why are you so against the idea of answering a few questions and submitting to a few tests? They can’t hurt you and they could help us so much. Help us and others who may need our skill and knowledge.” He smiled. “Are you afraid?”
“Afraid?” Baron creased his lips in a humorless smile. “Of what?”
“Of memory, perhaps?” Whitney let the words hang on the air while he stared at the scarred face of the big man. “You underwent a terrible shock; as a doctor I know that even better than you can realize. Your libido was severely traumatized and I can understand your reticence in avoiding a repetition of that shock. But I can assure you that reliving the episode is the quickest and best way of getting rid of it—permanently.”
“Is that a good thing?” Baron shrugged. “I’m not afraid of memories.”

“No? Then why the antagonism at telling us what occurred?”

“My memories are my own, not yours.” Abruptly the big captain rose to his feet and began to pace the room. “Why are you so insistent on this? How will knowing what I felt at the moment of death help you? Is it just idle curiosity, or—”

“No that.” Whitney interrupted with calculated timing. “You are an intelligent man, Baron, and you must know that the mind cannot be divorced from the body. It isn’t enough just to heal a wound; we must also heal the mental scars attendant on it. More now than ever before we realize that the mind is dominant over the body. Psychosomatic science has taught us that unless the mind is well the body can never be. Physically you seem fit, but how long will that last? At any moment you may begin to suffer from asthma, glaucoma, bronchitis, ulcers, migraine. All caused by the apparently forgotten mental experiences you underwent at the moment of death. Don’t try to forget what happened, Baron. Remember, and help both yourself and us.”

“I see.” Baron paused and something like pain dragged at the corners of his thin mouth. “What do you want me to do?”

“Relax,” said Le Maitre eagerly. “Just let yourself forget the present and relive what you experienced five years ago. Talk about it, tell us what you felt and what you thought.” He glanced at Whitney. “Is there time for full recall?”

“No, and it isn’t necessary. Full recall will take too long and besides, he hasn’t forgotten the episode. He just has a natural disinclination to remember it.”

“But—”

“Forget your hobby horse, Le Maitre. Full recall is all right in its place, as an afternoon game for those with nothing better to do, or as a long-term therapy for mental instability or inexplicable psychosomatic ills. We don’t need it here.” He glanced towards the big man. “Ready?”

“What do you want me to do?”

“Just talk.” Whitney threw the switch on a portable tape recorder. “Start at the time when you were drifting in space.”

“After Carlos died?” Baron slumped down on the narrow bed. “I waited for a long time, just drifting through the void and watching the stars spin past my face plate. It’s lonely out there, too lonely, and I’d just heard the only friend I ever had die in isolated misery. It did something to me.”

He touched the region of his heart. “I seemed to be cold and indifferent. I just didn’t care any more. I just seemed to be frozen, lifeless, drained of energy.”
He stared at his hands. "Ten years," he whispered. "I never thought I’d miss him so much."

"And then?"

"After about twenty hours the air began running out. I lit what flares I had and even tried to use the reaction pistol to throw me back towards Mars. Useless, of course, they were too weak to even begin cutting my velocity. I think I knew then that I was going to die."

"How did you accept the fact," whispered Le Maitre. "Did you—"

"I didn’t scream or rave or pray if that’s what you mean." Baron stared his contempt. "I’d faced death too often to be afraid of it when it came. No. I was annoyed more than anything else. There was something I’d promised to do and I was furious because now it looked as if I’d never get around to doing it. Anyway, the whole thing was a mess. I suppose you could say I felt anger more than anything else."

"No fear?" Whitney asked the question as though he were asking about the weather. "No panic? Just anger, is that right?"

"Yes."

"Then what?"

"I hung on for a while; hope is a funny thing and I still thought that I might be picked up. I wasn’t, of course, and when the air really did run out I couldn’t stand it any longer."

Baron swallowed, and great beads of perspiration shone on his scarred face. "It’s not nice when the air runs out. You get sick in the lungs, start retching, and you can taste your own blood. I decided to end it all quickly." He paused. "I opened my helmet and breathed space."

"What were you thinking of then?"

"When I opened the helmet?" Baron shrugged. "Nothing, I guess, but I seem to remember that I had the crazy idea that I could breathe once I’d done it. I didn’t stop to think about it. I was pretty bad, and it happened almost of itself. I just jerked the face plate open and then—"

"Yes?" Whitney breathed the single word and the recorder made a soft purring as the metallic tape spun past the magnetized poles.

"I felt the air rush past me, felt it leave my lungs, and for one moment I actually breathed space. It was a peculiar feeling, so quiet, no cold at all, just silence and a great stillness. It lasted for perhaps a second. I don’t know, but during that time I felt free and clean and filled with a great sense of wonder. It was awe, worship, peace; I don’t know what it was, and then—" He snapped his fingers. "I woke up with you calling my name."

"Nothing else?" Le Maitre sounded disappointed. "Nothing between the time you opened your
face plate until you awoke on the table?"

"No."

"Are you absolutely sure? Please try to remember."

"I've told you." Baron stared at the old man. "Sorry, but I can't bolster your superstitions. No Heaven and no Hell. Nothing."

"But then, of course, you weren't really dead," said the old doctor. "The brain cells were intact and the web of electro potential had not dissipated." He sounded a little forlorn, as a man might sound who clutched at straws to bolster his hopes. Baron laughed, but Whitney did not.

"I'm sorry, Doc," he said gently, "but Baron was dead. Heart beat, respiration, reaction, all had stopped. Medically and legally he was dead. You can't argue that away. It makes no sense to try."

"But not truly dead; if he had been we would never have been able to revive him."

"You know better than that," said Whitney quietly. "As a doctor you know that we have resurrected a man and, as a doctor, I can't legitimately speculate about the problematical existence of a soul. We must leave that to the theologians, who, I have no doubt, will use your own arguments to prove that we have proved nothing." He shrugged. "Our concern must be with the living."

Whitney stared at Baron. "Is there anything else you would like to add?"

"No."

"I see." He switched off the recorder. "Well, that will be all for now. We'll have another session tomorrow."

"Will we?" The big man's voice held a taut bleakness. "When do I get out of here?"

"Must we go over all that again? Whitney sighed and forced himself to remain calm. "Like it or not you owe a duty to science. As an officer you should know that meaning of duty. Please let us have no more of this."

It was a mistake; he knew it as soon as he felt the words leave his lips, but he was tired, irritable, and neglected to remember that Baron was not a laboratory specimen but a living human being. He tried to cover up.

"You agreed to help us, you know. I assume that you still want to aid science and others who might benefit from what you can tell us."

"You think wrong." Baron surged to his feet and his thick finger trembled as he pointed at the recorder. "Who the hell do you think you are? And what am I supposed to be, an animal? Damn you for your insolence. Am I a guinea pig to be kept here against my will? You've cured me and I want to get out of here. Are you going to stop me?"

"I should think that at least you
would feel grateful for what we've done," said Le Maitre with simple dignity. "After all, we did save your life."

"Did you?" Broken glass gritted in the savage tones. "Did I ask you to?"

"Well, no, but—"

"Then why should I feel grateful? I didn't ask you to resurrect me. I didn't come begging you to help me. What you did was because you wanted to do it. You wanted it, not I."

Logically his argument was correct. Whitney knew it and yet he felt the burning of an irrational rage as he stared at the big man. In all fairness he strove to remember that Baron couldn't help acting the way he did, and, staring at him, the young doctor remembered the by-passed censor and the experimental operation he had performed. He swallowed his anger.

"You were dead," he said. "We brought you back to life again. Is that nothing?"

"It's too much." Anger glowed in the cold grey eyes. "I was dead you say. Well, what of it? I died, didn't I? You didn't kill me, you didn't owe me anything, so why did you have to interfere? I was dead and it was over with. Now?" Baron gulped and sweat shone on his scarred cheeks. "Now it's all to do again. Should I thank you for that? Must I get down on my knees and grovel because you've permitted me to experience death
twice? Is that something to be grateful for?” He clenched his big hands and stared at his interlaced fingers.

“It was over,” he whispered. “Finished. Now it has to be faced again.” He glared at the two men. “Damn you! Damn you to hell! Don’t you realize what you’ve done?”

“Calm yourself.” Whitney’s sharp tones slashed through the air like a knife. “No hysterics. We are not children or neurotic women, and we can remain sensible.” He looked at Le Maitre. “Perhaps we had better go now?”

“Yes,” whispered the old man, and rose to his feet. “Perhaps we had.”

“What about me?” Baron stood before the door, the thin material of his blouse tight over his tensed muscles, and his eyes were hard as he stared at the two men. “When do I get out of here?”

“Are you certain that you want to go?” Whitney tried to find the psychological key which would convince the big man he should stay. “Even now you’re not really fit. A few more weeks—”

“No.”

“We could keep you here by force,” whispered Le Maitre.

Baron sneered his contempt and primeval emotions turned his face into a distorted mask. “Could you?” he said softly, and his big hands curved into claws.

Whitney shook his head. “Have no fear of that. This isn’t a prison and you are free to go.” He felt forgotten emotions prickle his spine. “It will take a little time. You need papers, clothes, passage to Earth. A day or so, no longer.” He hesitated. “One other thing. I want you to keep in touch with me. Any hospital on Earth will provide a communication channel should you wish to contact me at any time, but I would appreciate it if you would let me hear from you at least once a month.” He made himself smile. “Will you do that?”

“Perhaps.” Some of the rage left the slate-grey eyes and the scar puckered on the cheek. “Sorry. I’ll keep in touch. I promise.”

“Thank you.” Dr. Whitney hesitated. “One other thing.”

“Yes?”

“Try and control yourself, your emotions, I mean. Don’t let yourself get angry or upset. Will you promise me that too?”

“I will, if you will do something for me.”

“If I can.”

“Where can I buy some wine—Chianti I think it’s called—and some other stuff.” Baron frowned. “Tor—Tort—”

“Tortillas?” Whitney smiled. “That Mexican food and Italian wine. You’ll be able to get them in any Latin American quarter. Why?”

“Nothing,” said the big man. “No reason at all.” He was frown-
ing as they left the green-tinted room with a ceiling like a fresh young leaf in the early light of dawn.

He was still frowning when the lights went out.

V

A rocket took him to Earth, one of the stubby, short-shot vessels plying between Luna and the mother planet. A thin-hulled ship with small tanks and big cargo space, conveying the assembled produce of the planets from the inspection depot of Tycho down to New London, Greater New York, or the wide landing field in the desert wastes of Arizona. Other landing fields dotted the Earth, Woomera in Australia, Glynod, in Poland, or what used to be Poland. Kung Sing in China, and the big, dusty one in Africa. From them the short-shot rockets blasted toward the Moon, boosters falling away when they reached optimum velocity, and from Tycho the interplanetary liners took over.

Baron was headed for Greater New York.

He sat, half asleep in the bucket seat, not thrilling as the other half-dozen passengers thrilled to the sough and whine of braking atmosphere as they swung in for landing. He had experienced it all before, ten years of it during the drawn-out Terran-Martian war, and he was hardened to the throb and drum of rockets. The landing was not a particularly good one, the pilot slamming them down too hard for comfort, and the big man glowered at him with professional distaste.

Impatiently he joined the line waiting to be cleared by the port authorities, showing his identification papers and matching his thumb-print with that on the plastic.

"Baron?" The official grunted as he stamped the identity card. "Want to duck out the back way?"

"Why should I?"

"You’re the resurrected man, aren’t you?"

"Am I?" The big man slipped the papers in his pocket. "Is that what they call me?"

"That’s what they call you." The official jerked his thumb towards the entrance. "There’s a reception committee waiting out there for you. If you want to act shy there’s a back way out."

"I’m not timid." The big man swung towards the door. "Thanks all the same."

"You’re welcome." The official shrugged as he turned to the next in line, forgetting the big man, the crowds, the girl he had to meet after duty hours, everything in the monotonous rush and routine of business.

Baron stepped outside.

A crowd surged towards him, a pushing, jostling crowd of shrill-voiced women and impatient men.
Flash bulbs bloomed in his face like dying stars, and a babble of questions rose around him like the frenzied mouthings of idiots at prayer.

“What’s it like to be dead?”
“Did you see the world of the spirit? Is there an after-life?”
A woman thrust her way towards him, some small-time video actress after free publicity. Her painted face was twisted in an artificial smile, schooled to show too-white teeth and too-red lips. Perfume wafted from her, heavy and reeking, and the synthosilk on her body did nothing to hide her figure. Baron grunted as she threw her arms around him.

“What the hell?”
“Take it easy, big boy,” she whispered. “Hold the pose.”
“Go to hell!” He shoved her aside, thrust his way through the crowd and flagged a passing turbocab.

“Where to, bud?”
“Fleet Headquarters. Hurry.”
In the calm of the vehicle he relaxed. The crowd had surprised him; somehow the news of his resurrection and arrival must have leaked from the Luna Laboratories and excited the interest of the mob. He was news, big news, and the thought of it left a bad taste in his mouth. He was glad when the turbocab skidded to a halt outside the towering building which was Terran Headquarters.

A receptionist listened to him with bored inattention, but he knew it had to be a pose. No one could be completely indifferent to a man who had once been dead.

“Captain Baron. Yes, we’ve heard of you, but the time—” She glanced towards a wall chronometer. “I suggest you come back tomorrow.”

“I suggest you bestir yourself and do some work,” he said tightly. “Where can I find someone with enough brass to get the wheels moving?”

“If you will make proper application through channels,” she said coldly, “your case will be attended to.”

“It will be attended to now!” Suddenly he was behind the desk, his fingers hard as they clutched the nape of her neck. “Play a tune on that intercom, sister, and move!”

Something in his voice or perhaps it was the iron grip of his fingers, not hurting yet but giving harsh promise of what could be, stirred her to action. Lights glowed on the intercom and voices responded to her urgent summons as messages were relayed over the vast building. Meekly she stared up at him.

“Captain Morris will see you in room fifty-nine.” She rubbed at the back of her neck. “Are you always so polite?”
He didn’t answer, walking swiftly across the echoing hall towards room fifty-nine.
Captain Morris was an armchair officer, a fat man with a neat uniform and a pompous manner to match, and he pursed his lips as Baron strode into the office.

"I must remind you, captain," he said primly, "that you are not in action now. An officer is supposed to be, and act like, a gentleman." He rested the tips of plump fingers together and examined them with meticulous care. "I understand you wish to see me?"

"Yes."

"Your problem?"

"I want money, information, reassignment." Baron dropped into a chair. "You know about me?"

"I have your dossier." Morris condescended to look at his visitor. "I assure you that all this haste is entirely unnecessary. The machinery which has been set up to deal with retired officers is capable of dealing with your case in the normal way."

"Retired?"

"Naturally. The war is over, Captain Baron." He didn’t trouble to hide his sneer. "The Terran Fleet has been forced to reduce its personnel, and your age—" He flipped the pages of the file. "Well, you are rather old, aren’t you?"

"I'm thirty, in good physical condition, a trained pilot and a front-rank fighter," Baron forced himself to be calm. "A medical examination will prove what I say."

"Your file gives your age as thirty-five, and a medical examination will not be necessary." Fat fingers crawled like slugs over the white papers. "You were reported killed in action and, naturally, your name was dropped from the active list." He smiled. "I think that is all, captain."

"You what?"

"Officially you are dead." Morris gestured towards the file, enjoying his moment. He didn’t enjoy it long. Baron moved with the swiftness of a striking snake, his cold grey eyes burning with cold fury. One hand caught the fat man by the front of the tunic, the other tightened on his throat.

"You fat swine! Are you trying to be funny? You know damn well that I’m not dead."

"Please." Morris gulped and tried to smile. "Naturally we know that. I only repeated what was in your file." He gasped as the grip round his throat fell away. "Really, Baron, I must ask you to remember who and what I am."

"I know what you are," said Baron coldly. "When I think of it I feel ill. Get on with what you have to do and don’t try any more jokes. I'm not in a laughing mood."

"Right." Anger glowed in the little eyes wreathed in their circles of fat. "Here it is then. As a ward of the State all your possessions reverted to the State when you were declared legally dead. Your commission was rescinded at the same time. In brief, you are no
longer connected with the Terran Fleet in any way, and all back pay and saved monies were restored to the Treasury."

"You're joking." Baron wiped his forehead and stared at his moist hand. "How could that happen. I'm not dead."

"Officially you are. You died in action five years ago." Morris shrugged. "There it is, Baron, the official fact as in your file."

"But they know different. I was found, restored to life as physically fit as I ever was." He licked his lips. "There must be some mistake."

"Do you deny that you died?"

"No. I can't. I know that I died, but—" He thinned his lips as he stared at the fat officer. "It’s some kind of infamous conspiracy. I’m alive and I want full back pay, accumulations and five years’ service pay with extras for front-line duty."

"Impossible!"

"Why? I would have got it had I been a prisoner of war."

"You couldn’t have been a prisoner that long. The war ended a week after you were reported dead, and anyway, how can a dead man claim service pay?"

"Don’t ask me riddles." Baron stared at the fat man and his hands tightened on the edge of the desk. "Don’t try me too far, Morris. I want a straight answer to a straight question. Do I get any money?"

"Yes."

"That's better." His grip relaxed and he smiled. "How much?"

"I have been authorized to make you an ex gratia payment of two hundred and fifty credits."

"What!"

"Two-fifty credits." Morris removed a slip of paper from beneath a clip. "Here it is. You can cash this draft at any bank, shop, hotel or, if you wish, it can be cashed at the desk in the hall." He held out the printed slip.

"Two-fifty!" Baron made no attempt to take the draft. "A month’s pay. Damn it, they owed me over three thousand and I have a long-service bonus due as well. I won’t take it."

"Suit yourself." Morris shrugged and let the slip fall to the desk. "If you take my advice, however, you’ll take it. You know the regulations as well as I do and there isn’t a hope of you getting more."

He raised his hand at the big man’s gesture of protest. "I know what you’re going to say, but look at it in a logical light. You died. Immediately your estate reverted to the next of kin which, in your case, was the State. The fact that you were found and resurrected, a thing never known before, doesn’t alter that fact. You have no money due to you and this payment," he touched the draft, "is strictly off the record and admits of no liability on the part of the authorities whatsoever."

"The way I look at it I’m owed
about fifteen thousand credit. I want it.”

“From whom?” Morris sighed with a lawyer’s impatience as he stared at the captain. “The moment you were declared dead you lost all claim on the Terran Fleet. A dead man simply can’t remain on the payroll. I’ve already explained about your estate, and even if you had left it to an individual you couldn’t recover it. The statute of limitations, you know, and anyway, there simply isn’t a precedent of a dead man returning to life after five years. I’m sorry, Baron, but there it is. If I were you I’d be too glad to be alive without worrying over money.”

“Would you?”

“Certainly, and so would any man.” The fat officer picked up the draft. “Here, don’t be foolish. Take it and forget about the whole thing.”

“I’ll take the case to law.”

“That’s up to you, of course, but frankly you wouldn’t stand a chance. Confidentially, the Terran Fleet has been severely cut on appropriations and there just isn’t the money to spare.” He hesitated. “If you’d like a suggestion?”

“Yes?” Baron had difficulty in keeping his voice level.

“You are unique and have quite a bit of publicity value. Why not endorse a few products and earn some money that way?”

“Are you serious?” Baron stared at the fat man, and Morris reddened beneath the contempt in the cold grey eyes.

“It was a suggestion,” he said hastily. “I was trying to be helpful.”

“I served the Terran Fleet for fifteen years, ten of them in active service, and all they can do for me is to advise me to peddle my publicity.” Baron snatched up the draft. “Where do I sign?”

“Here.” Morris watched as the big man scrawled his signature. “If you are interested I have a friend—”

“No!”

“Be reasonable, Baron. You won’t find things too easy in the labor market and you are an untrained man. A few words could earn you a thousand credits, a photograph and a statement even more.” He hesitated. “Officially I can’t appear in this, but if you would like me to arrange things? A percentage, of course, but you wouldn’t miss that.” He stared hopefully at the big man. “What do you think?”

“I think it smells.”

“You may think differently when you’re starving in some flophouse,” snapped the fat man. “Ex-officers are a drag on the market outside and you’ve missed all chance of rehabilitation. Refuse this offer and you’ll regret it for the rest of your life.”

“Finished?”

“Don’t think you can come back after a few weeks whining
for my help.” Morris almost quivered with disappointed anger. “It will be too late then, you’ll be forgotten and the chance missed.” His tone became wheedling, “Why not, Baron? What’s it to you? A few words, a pose or two, and we can both cash in. My friend can arrange everything and there’s money all down the line. What do you say?”

“No.”

“You’re crazy.” Morris pressed his lips together like a petulant child as he gathered up the scattered papers and returned them to the file. “You know the way out.”

“Yes,” said Baron quietly, “I know the way out.” He rose and stared down at the officer for a moment, his big hands clenched at his sides and his eyes like chips of broken slate.

“That’s all, Baron.” Morris didn’t look up from where he sat. “There is no point in your coming back.” His fingers rested on a row of buttons. “If you want someone to show you the way?”

“Thank you,” gritted Baron tightly. “For nothing.”

The door jarred on its hinges as he slammed it behind him.

VI

A hotel changed the draft, a shabby, run-down building in the old sector of town, still trying to retain a little of its former dignity, but fighting a losing battle with time and neglect. Baron wrinkled his nose at the musty smell seeping from cracked walls and faded carpets, scowling with irritation at the old-fashioned elevator and sly-eyed attendants. A “boy” showed him to his room, a stooped oldster who would never see forty again, and stood waiting, his hand curved in an age-old gesture. Baron frowned at him.

“What do you want?”

“Everything satisfactory, sir?” The hand became a little more obvious. “Are you expecting a visitor?”

“Should I be?”

“You could be, sir.” The smile was suggestive. “Or—”

“No thanks.” Baron remembered civilian customs and flipped a coin into the open palm. “Know of a good lawyer?”

“Trouble?”

“No.”

“An advisory counsellor then?” The man nodded. “We have one resident in this hotel. Shall I ask him to call?”

“Yes.” Baron stared distastefully around the sordid room. “This is a hell of a dump.” He peedled a note from his slender roll. “Bring me something to drink, something strong.” He remembered a vague promise. “Tequila, you know it?”

“Certainly.” The stooped old man grinned at the bill in his hand. “If there is anything else you want, sir, anything, just ring for me.” He
noded, winked, and shuffled from the room. Baron grunted and examined the shower.

He had bathed by the time the messenger returned with a slender, wax-corked bottle and a couple of delicate glasses. Deftly he removed the cork and tilted the bottle, his words muted as he poured out the potent spirit. "I have informed Mr. Hansard of your wish to see him, sir." He set down the bottle. "He will be along within the hour." He hesitated. "Anything further, sir?"

"Do I get any change?"

"Change?" The man raised his eyebrows. "Liquor is forbidden in the rooms, sir."

"Forget it." Baron stared at the man. "What's your name?"

"Lefty, sir. Just ask for Lefty."

"Right. Beat it."

"Yes, sir."

Alone once more, Baron slumped in a chair and raised the tulip-shaped glass. He stared at the oily contents, and staring let memory carry him back through space and time until, in imagination, he saw a swarthy face, liquid brown eyes lit by inner merriment, a mobile mouth curved in a care-free smile, and flashing white teeth.

"Carlos," he whispered, and touched the glass to his lips. "I wish that you could be here now."

He swallowed the tequila.

It surprised him. It seared his throat and tingled his stomach, filled his eyes with tears and doubled him in gasping reaction. Like most spacemen Baron was no stranger to drink, but again, like most men who lived on their reflexes and kept lonely vigil with the silent stars, his drinking was little and his bouts far apart. The potency of the Mexican liquor caught him unawares and numbed him by its impact, but it also warmed him, drove some of the misery and chill from his bones, made even the squalor of the cheap hotel room seem more bearable.

He was sipping his third drink when Hansard entered the room.

The advisory counsellor was a thin, hollow-cheeked man with thin grey hair slicked back from a creased forehead, and a nervous, shifty manner of continually drying-washing his hands. His eyes seemed to contain a life of their own and flickered from object to object in ceaseless motion. He smiled as he saw the bottle.

"Ah! Tequilla! May I?" He poured a drink without waiting for permission, sniffing the bouquet and sipping with prim precision. "Good, very good, better with lemon, of course, but a beggar can't be a chooser, can he?" Hansard chuckled with artificial merriment and refilled his glass. "Our mutual friend tells me that you have a problem. Is that correct?"

"Yes." Baron coiled the liquor around his tongue and reached for the bottle.

"Then I am the man to help you." Hansard nodded as he tilted
his glass. “Yes. I am the very man.” He smiled at Baron. “For a nominal charge I will give you the benefit of my wide knowledge of law, science, politics, and all kindred subjects appertaining to the inevitable conflict attending human affairs.”

“I’m told that you are an advisory counsellor.” Baron glowered at the shifty eyes. “Credited?”

The other nodded.

“Certainly. My bond is with the First National Bank and my certificate of competence was issued by the Law Academy of Illinois. I am fully qualified to sit in advisory judgment of any problem concerned with law. If I say that your case is worth taking to litigation, then you may be assured that it is. If not, then you save both time and money by consulting me rather than paying the high fees of a lawyer.” He washed his hands with restless motion. “For a hundred credits—”

“Too much.”

“Indeed?” Hansard frowned. “For expert advice?” He shrugged and reached for the bottle. “Between gentlemen, then, and as I am drinking your liquor, shall we say seventy-five?”

“Let’s say fifty,” suggested Baron, and blinked as he lifted the glass to his lips. “If I win the case I’ll cut you in a couple of hundred.” Rapidly he explained his problem, stressing the fact of his unreceived pay and saying nothing of Morris. Hansard shook his head.

“Sorry, my friend, but you haven’t a chance.” He burped and smiled with unabashed apology. “If you insist on taking the case to the courts you will be stripped of all you own and the results will be the same.”

“Why’s that?”

“In law a dead man has no rights. He cannot be penalized, and so, beneath the law, he cannot claim. Only his dependants and creditors can claim, and then only because of personal loss or unfulfilled commitments.” He shrugged. “You are dead.”

“Like hell I am!”

“In law you are. There’s no precedent of a man once dead returning to life, and there was no possibility of error. You were really dead, as stiff as mutton, meat ready for the worms. Sorry.”

“I see.” Baron let liquor slop over his chin. “There’s no hope then?”

“Not unless legislation can be passed through the Senate. You are a precedent, and fresh laws will have to be made to cover any further such cases. That, however, will take time, years, perhaps decades. I assume that you haven’t the money to do the necessary lobbying, bribing, convincing and bringing to bear of pressure in the right places.”

“You assume right.” Tiredly Baron reached for his roll and
peeled off fifty credits. He didn’t begrudge the money. It would have cost far more to consult a registered lawyer, and the price was cheap for correct advice.

Hansard, like many more aspirants after professional status, had found that there wasn’t room at the top. To plead at court he had to take expensive examinations, open hard-to-get offices, confine himself to a rigid system of ethics and procedure. The result was the founding of the advisory counsellors, would-be lawyers who just hadn’t made the grade and who eked out a living by acting as in-between men, a buffer to the lawyers with their sky-high prices and would-be litigants who wanted to make certain they had a genuine case in law.

Baron knew that he didn’t have a chance.

They sat drinking after that, tilting the bottle until it was dry, then sending for more. Strangely, the potent spirit seemed to have no effect on the counsellor. He smiled a little wider, washed his hands a little faster, and his shifty eyes darted at increased speed, but that was all. With Baron it was different.

The alcohol seemed to light tiny fires in his brain. Thoughts coursed through his mind like scurrying rats, clear and bright and wonderful and, as he drank, warm, somehow alien pictures painted themselves against his mental vision.

Men, dressed in strange clothing, bearded and weaponed. Women, laughing, screaming, wide-eyed with passion and narrow eyed with hate. The ruby light of smouldering cities and the surging roar of vast seas. Sounds and sights he had never before experienced, tantalizing glimpses of a world both familiar and strange, flashing across his mind like the flickering images from a television screen.

Mingled with them were other images, the cold light of the distant stars, the squat form of a cargo vessel exploding into incandescent brilliance, the harsh face of his commanding officer, the greasy features of Morris. He felt rage when he thought of the fat man, a searing, stomach-knotting rage, and he breathed in great rasping gulps, his muscles tensing and his blood pounding through his veins with the sheer desire to rend and tear, rip and destroy, to wallow in blood and—

Baron grunted as a hand shook his shoulder. “What’s the matter?”

“Are you all right?” Hansard peered at him, his eyes for once no longer flickering from object to object. The thin man seemed worried and his tongue darted, snake-like, over his lower lip.

“Sure I’m all right. Why?”

“You looked — strange.” The counsellor smiled as the big man sat upright in his chair, and his eyes resumed their interrupted flickering.
“Strange?” Baron laughed and tilted a bottle, letting fiery drops fall to his tongue. “How do you mean?”

“Peculiar, your face seemed—different.” He gestured with his hands. “I find it impossible to describe. Probably a trick of the light and moving shadow, but you muttered something, I couldn’t make out what, and seemed to be in pain.”

“I’m in no pain.” Baron rubbed his eyes and stared around the room. Three bottles, all empty, lay on the faded carpet. Spilled liquor had made a sticky huddle on the table and the air was heavy with a peculiar, sickly sweet odor. He sniffed and Hansard twitched thin lips in a smile.

“Anything wrong?”

“That smell. What is it?”

“Tobacco? Surely you have smelt it before?”

“That’s not tobacco.” Baron stared at a thick, loosely-rolled cigarette. “Dope!” He glared at the thin man. “Have I been smoking marijuana?”

“You joined me in a stick of tea,” agreed the counsellor. “I didn’t ask you, but you insisted, and what could I do?” He spread his hands. “Don’t you remember?”

“No.” Baron dropped his throbbing head on to a supporting hand. He ran his tongue over parched lips, “What time is it?”

“Almost dawn.” Hansard yawned. “We had quite a session.”

“Yeah.” The big man stared at the smoke-filled room, the empty bottles and the littered stubs of hand-made cigarettes. “Get to hell out of here.”

“What!”

“You heard me. Beat it!”

“Really!” The thin man drew himself up with offended dignity. “Remember who I am and what I am. I, sir, am a gentleman and I must ask you to address me as such.”

“You’re a dirty, dope-peddling shyster,” snarled Baron. “Now get out of here.”

“You haven’t paid me for the tea,” protested the counsellor. “Those things cost money. I demand to be paid.”

“Do you?” Baron bared his teeth in a humorless smile. Slowly he rose, swaying a little, and glared at Hansard. “Would you like to collect what I owe?” he said gently, and took a staggering stride forward. “Would you?”

Hansard gulped and moved hastily towards the door. Standing at the portal he felt safe, and turned to snarl a curse at the big man.

“You dirty moron, I’ll make you pay for this, see if I don’t. No one takes me for a fool, and I’m damned if you’re going to be the first.”

“Get out!” A bottle stood on the floor and Baron reached for it, his big hand snaking around the neck and jerking it level with his shoul-
der. Swiftly he threw it, the glass spraying in a thousand shards as it smashed with savage violence a foot from the thin man’s head.

Again he reached for a bottle, this time exploding it into glittering ruin on the closing panel of the door. The third almost buried itself in the plaster of the wall; then, impelled by a savage kick, the small table splintered as it skidded across the floor, a wall mirror collapsed in noisy destruction, and a chair sagged as it yielded to the tearing force of surging muscles.

Baron stared at the ruin, gulping great breaths of smoke-filled air, sweat gleaming on his forehead and his lips writhing back from his teeth as he felt the urge to continue the destruction. He mastered it. He fought with himself until the nails of his fingers dug into his palms. Then, staggering clumsily across the floor, he thrust his head beneath the shower and turned the cold tap full on.

The needle spray of frigid water helped to clear some of the fog and mist from his clouded senses. Stripping to the buff he let the shower lash his skin with its icy whips. For a long time he stood there, feeling his flesh grow numb beneath the cold rain, feeling his bones begin to ache from the cold and his teeth chatter in uncontrolled reflex.

When he had dressed and flung wide the smeared windows he was almost himself again. Grimly he counted what money remained in his pockets. Fifty he had given to Hansard, ten in advance for the night’s lodging, ten for the first bottle of tequila, and the rest? He stared down at a crumpled mass of small-credit notes, smoothing them with his thick fingers and counting them. He should have had about a hundred and seventy credits, assuming that he had paid an additional ten credits each for the other two bottles.

He was short by a hundred. Grimly he stared at his money, feeling anger at having been robbed, but knowing that he had no right to blame anyone but himself. A man had to look after what was his, and if he couldn’t—

He shrugged and threw himself down on the bed.

The next morning he tried to get a job. He joined a long line of waiting men at the gates of a factory, turning away only when it was obvious there could be no vacancies. He signed on at three agencies, promising them a full week’s pay in return for finding him work, and paying out a ten-credit registration fee at each office. He borrowed a newspaper and tried to find something in the advertisements and, when it was obvious that he lacked the barest qualifications for even the lowest paid, semi-skilled work, crumpled the sheet in his big hands in bitter frustration.
At mid-day he ate, stuffing himself full of cheap food at a dingy restaurant, taking double helpings in an effort to ease the mounting pains of hunger leaping within him. From the restaurant he went to the spaceport and, after waiting an hour, managed to get an interview with the labor boss.

"Baron?" The man looked up from his desk. "I've heard about you. What can I do for you?"

"I want a job."

"A job." The labor boss frowned. "Not much doing here at the moment. In fact, I'll have to lay a few off soon." He stared at the big man. "You shouldn't have to come here. A man like you should be able to pick up something better than I can offer."

"Where?" Baron leaned across the desk. "I'm not asking for special treatment. All I want is a job, something to give me enough to eat and a place to sleep. I'm a trained pilot, fifteen years with the Terran Fleet, and I can handle any ship in the field."

"So can any of those." The man pointed through the windows to where a small group of men worked like Trojans as they unloaded a freighter. "All ex-officers. All thrown on the labor market at the end of the war. There isn't one of them without ten years space training, and most of them have degrees as well." He shook his head. "I'm sorry, Baron, but you see how it is."

"I'll do anything, skim the repair pits, clean out jets, haul sand for the launching racks. Anything." He swallowed. "Give me a chance, can't you?"

"I'd like to, Baron, but—" The labor boss shook his head. "Sorry."

"Are you sure? Isn't there some job I could do? It doesn't matter how dangerous it is. Anything will do. Anything." He tried to keep the note of pleading from his voice, but it forced its way through. The labor boss looked up from his papers.

"Desperate?"

"Yes."

"Wife? Children?"

"No, but does that matter?"

"It might." The man stared at the tips of his fingers. "There is one job," he said slowly. "A nasty, dirty, dangerous job, but if you want it—"

"I'll take it."

"Take it easy, you haven't heard what it is yet." He didn't look at Baron. "There's a vacancy at the sludge pits. Removing waste radio-actives from the power piles." He shrugged at Baron's instinctive gesture of refusal. "I told you it was a nasty job. I'm not blaming you for refusing."

"I haven't refused yet."

"You can start tomorrow. Five-hour shift at five credits the hour and a free meal in the canteen. But I'm warning you, the work is dangerous and the turnover large. We average one complete change-
over a month, and,” he looked at his fingers again, “you can give up any idea of children. The gamma radiation is pretty deadly and you’ll be sterile within a week.”

“I’ll take it.”

“Are you certain, Baron?” This time the labor boss stared directly at him. “We usually use criminals; they work off a year of their sentence each week they spend at the pits. I told you it was a nasty job.”

“As bad as that?” Baron shrugged. “Thanks for the offer. At what time do I start?”

“You said that you were desperate,” reminded the labor boss, “or I wouldn’t have offered it to you.” He wrote on a card. “Think it over; if you turn it down I’ll understand and contact you if anything else turns up.”

He handed Baron the card. “If you decide to start hand this card to the gatemen. He will direct you and notify the pit boss.” He hesitated. “Take your time about it. The card is good for any time tomorrow; we can always fit you in, so there’s no need to get here at dawn.” He held out his hand. “Good luck, Baron, and I hope that you find a better job.”

“Thanks,” said Baron, and meant it. “I’ll see what I can do.”

From the spaceport he caught a lift back to the city and dropped in a low-rate eating house for a meal. His appetite amazed him; it seemed as if he just couldn’t get enough to eat and, as he spooned at the greasy, yeast-culture soup and rough bread, he worried about it. Food wasn’t cheap, even the yeast extracts from the culture vats, necessary to augment the natural vegetation, cost almost more than the average man could afford.

And he was eating more than enough for three average men.

After the meal he had a drink, crude rotgut, probably distilled from some illicit still, over a hundred proof alcohol and raw enough to skin the inside of his mouth. It warmed him. With his craving for food he seemed to have acquired a craving for alcohol, strange in a space pilot, disturbing also to a man who had always kept himself in the peak of physical condition. Thinking about it increased the craving, and he had another drink, then a third, feeling the little fires light in his brain, feeling too his depression and worry fall away like a tattered garment.

When he left the place he was almost cheerful.

The route back to the hotel led past the towering building of the Terran Fleet and, acting on impulse, he stepped inside. A uniformed private looked up from where he sat, a gaudy amusement periodical in his clasp, and frowned in irritation at being disturbed.

“Yes?”

“I want to enlist.”

“Do you?” The man yawned. “Why?”
“That’s my business. Where’s the recruiting officer?”
“There isn’t one.”
“What are you talking about? There must be.”
“Why must there be?” The man stretched with languid indifference. “The war’s over. We don’t need any more men now.” He yawned again. “Thanks for coming. Try again when the next war is declared.”

Before Baron had turned away he was deep in the magazine, chuckling over the antics of painted fools in a painted world.

Back at the hotel trouble waited. It came forward in the guise of a tight-mouthed man, his synthosilk betraying his wealth, his narrowed eyes his bitter soul. Behind him crowded the stooped figure of Lefty, and behind him, his thin face triumphant, Hansard pressed forward to see the fun.

“Baron?” The tight-mouthed man rapped out the word as if he were firing a bullet. “I’m Carson, I own this hotel.”
“So what?”
“So you owe me two hundred credits damage.” He held out his hand, palm upwards. “Give.”
“Like hell!” Frustration and anger sharpened the big man’s voice. “Take it out of the hundred Lefty lifted from me last night.”
“I want that money, Baron.”
“If you find it you can have it.” Bitterness made his voice harsh and he felt anger tense his muscles.

“I haven’t got two hundred or anything like it.”
“So?” The narrowed eyes didn’t change expression. “Can you get it?”
“Maybe.”
“Where from?”
“That’s my business.’
“And mine.” Carson stared at the stooped figure of Lefty. “Did you take his money?”
“No.”
“He’s lying,” snapped Baron contemptuously. “He must have taken it; if he didn’t then that dope-peddler must have listed it.”
“What?” Something flickered in the cold eyes. “What did you call him?”

“He’s lying, Carson.” Hansard thrust his thin body forward, his hand clutching at a synthosilk arm. “Pay no attention.”

“Shut up, you fool.” Abruptly Carson’s manner changed. He smiled, brushing off the hand on his arm, and jerked his head towards the big man. “Let’s talk this over. Drink?”
“Thanks.”

“Right. Lefty, a couple of bottles in this gentleman’s room.” He smiled at Baron. “If you will lead the way?”

The room had been tidied, the ruin removed and the table replaced. Carson sat down, his cold eyes thoughtful. As Lefty set down the bottles he jerked his head in dismissal. Hansard stretched out a thin hand and poured out drinks.
“You’re a strange man, Baron.” Carson lifted his glass and stared at his brandy. “Hansard has told me about you.”

“Yes?”

“You mentioned something downstairs. What do you know?”

“Nothing.”

“Must I refresh your memory?” Something of the tiger peered through the narrowed eyes. “You can speak freely here. You could almost call us—friends?”

“Well—friend,” said Baron with heavy sarcasm, “I know that this hotel is a dump. At ten credits a day you wouldn’t get a self-respecting rat to sleep here. So there must be reason for the high prices, and that reason is partly concerned with our friend’s habit of smoking reefers and passing them around to casual guests. What was he after? A new addict?”

“I offered you a smoke from pure friendship,” stuttered Hansard. “A gesture to a drinking companion.”

“A gesture for which you wanted payment.” Baron shrugged. “Don’t get me wrong. Personally I don’t give a damn what you do, but just keep off my neck, will you?”

“You were careless, Hansard.” Carson almost purred as he sipped his brandy. “This man could have been a stooge from the police. You were lucky.” He handed Baron a drink and watched as the big man drained the glass at a single gulp.

“You drink deep, my friend.”

“So what?”

“Nothing. Are you working?”

“I’ve got a job to go to.”

“Good.” Carson rose. “You may stay here if you wish.” A smile curved the corners of his humorless mouth. “Window dressing shall we say? Just see nothing, hear nothing, and remember to keep your mouth shut.”

“And the rates?” Baron reached for the bottle.

“Twenty a week—on the nail.”

“Fair enough.” The big man smiled as he hefted the one full and one partly opened bottle. “Goodnight.”

He was too busy drinking to notice when they left.

The next day he started work. Dressed in thick, cumbersome, anti-radiation armor he sweated in the sludge pits as he cleaned the waste radioactives from the rocket power piles.

The work was hard, grappling with tongs almost as heavy as he could lift, shifting weight at odd angles, trying not to think of the invisible death permeating the entire area from the spilled radioactives. With him worked criminal ruffians, desperate men glad of the chance to work off a few years of their sentences, and yet trying their best to dodge what could not be avoided. It could not be done. The sludge had to be taken from the pile, shifted to the disposal con-
tainers, and the containers themselves loaded into heavy, cadmium and lead-sheathed transports. Baron had the job of loading, and his muscles cracked as he heaved the heavy bins into position and when he flexed his arms pain shot through them.

Once a day he ate free at the spaceport canteen, eating enormous quantities of food, stuffing himself against the too frequent hunger tearing at his vitals. After his five-hour shift, when he had washed and rubbed anti-radiation salve into his skin, he went to the poorest section of the city and there drank the crudest, cheapest liquor obtainable. Life narrowed to work, eating and drinking, dream-haunted nightmares, and work again. The alcohol seemed to keep alight the tiny fires within his skull, and though he never seemed to get helplessly drunk yet he was never wholly sober. The craving for alcohol, like the insatiable craving for food, was so inexplicable that he had long since stopped worrying about it.

After a month he lost his job.

He awoke the morning after, his mouth furry with the familiar after-effects of too much liquor, and sat for a long time on the edge of his bed, head in his hands, trying to clear the mist away from his mind. Light seeped through the dirty windows and he squinted at it, staring at it as at something totally unrecognizable. Then tiredly he heaved himself up from the bed and stepped into the shower.

He stood for a long time in the cold spray, letting the water cool his feverish body, feeling it drum against his skull and wash across his face. Soaping himself well he rubbed the lather into bulging muscles and barrel chest, rubbing his fingers through the thick hair matting his body and massaging his limbs with the milk-white foam.

Soaped, he let the stream of ice-cold water flush him clean, then stepped from the shower onto the mat, slapping at the switch of an air dryer as he stood before the grill. Warm blasts played around his naked body and, while waiting to be dried, he stared thoughtfully at his reflection in a mirror hung against the wall.

For a moment he imagined that he stared at a stranger. A big man, thick-set, with smoothly sloping shoulders and tremendous biceps. The neck was a tree-like column, the jaw massive, the cheek bones prominent and the ridge of bone above the eyes lowered from the sloping forehead. Only the eyes remained the same, cold and grey, bloodshot now, but still hard and bleak in their sockets. The eyes and the scar which writhed over his left cheek and puckered his lips into a sneer. Stubble coated his lips and chin, and his cropped hair was a tousled mess.

He grimaced and the illusion was broken, and as he irritably
covered the stubble with depilatory cream and wiped both cream and hairs off on a paper towel it vanished still more. Hair oil added sheen and order to the tousled mess, self-acting paste removed the stains from his once-white teeth, and astringent lotion made his cheeks glow with artificial health.

He had just finished dressing when the knock came at the door.

"Who is it?" He glowered as the panel swung wide and he saw the thin face of the counsellor. "You! What do you want?"

"Take it easy, Baron, I'm here to help." The thin man slipped through the open door, and another man, a dark-skinned Eurasian, followed silently after. Both men sat on the edge of the sofa, and Hansard began talking before the big man could throw them out.

"You're in a spot, Baron. I know it and there's no sense in you acting otherwise. You lost your job yesterday, didn't you?"

"How did you know?"

"A month is all they let you work at the sludge pits, and they're running things fine even then." The counsellor smiled as his eyes flickered over the room. "You may not realize it, Baron, but you're a sick man. Those radiations haven't done you any good and you'll need plenty of rest and good food before you can think of work again."

"So what?"

"So there's rent to pay and food to buy, and liquor. You need plenty of liquor, don't you, Baron? Carson won't let you owe much rent and, believe me, Carson isn't a man to forgive. He's got a few goons to take care of his dirty work, nasty types with knives and the willingness to use them. He wants his rent credits on the nail, Baron."

"I can pay him."

"Can you? For how long? A week? Two weeks? A month even? And after that?" Hansard smiled. "You could move, of course, live in a bug-ridden flophouse down among the ruins, but would you like that, Baron? A man like you, an ex-officer, a man used to the cleanliness of space?" He dry-washed his hands. "I think not, Baron."

"What are you after?" Baron glared distastefully at the olive-skinned man with the ridiculous turban set with an obviously false gem. "Who is this clown?"

"He could be your friend, Baron. A very good friend. He is a Guru, a teacher, and—but there! He can tell you himself."

"I'm not interested."

"No?" Hansard nudged the Guru, who silently produced a bottle of liquor. "Now are you interested?"

"Do you take me for a drunk?" Baron glared at the thin man, muscles knotting along the line of his jaw and his hands tightening into fists. "Get out!" He almost shouted the words.
"I meant no harm!" Hansard recoiled on the dingy sofa. "A mere peace offering, a token of my regard, a civilized custom over which we could have a friendly discussion."

"You tried to bribe me with your stinking liquor." Anger sent little tremors racing through Baron’s muscles. "You think that a bottle can make me behave, that I would grovel like a dog at your feet for the sake of rotgut poison. Hell! Have I sunk so low?"

"A moment, my friend." The dark man spoke, and his voice was pure melody. "You are letting the illusion blind you to the reality. There is no harm in the giving or the accepting of gifts. The wine?" He shrugged and deliberately thrust it aside. "The wine is nothing. If it will please you it can be broken and be as if it never was. It was not for that I came."

"Then get out."

"Take it easy, Baron." Sweat glistened on the thin man’s forehead. "At least listen to what he has to say."

"A hundred credits if you will listen." The Guru calmly peeled a note off a thick wad. "A second hundred if you will join my friend in a glass of wine." A second note joined the first. "A third hundred if you will promise not to lose your temper again." He smiled like some Eastern god over the little heap of notes. "Well?"

"It’s a deal." Baron scooped up the money and thrust the notes into his pocket. Hansard grinned, sweating like a man just reprieved from the gallows, and his thin hands trembled as he opened the brandy.

A glass rested on the floor, dusty and stained with old liquor. He washed it in the shower, rinsed a water glass, and set them both on the small table, filling them with the golden promise of heaven on earth. Glass clicked as he rattled it against his teeth, and brandy rilled down his chin. He grunted as he set down the empty tumbler.

"Go ahead, Guru, he’s listening."

"First, let me explain that I am the spiritual head and temporal adviser of the sect known as the Electro-Mechanists."

The Guru bent his head as if in homage as he spoke the words. "My flock, while not large, is select and extremely influential—an elite of the mass, a group who seek to find the true path through the undoubted manifestations of the Electro-Mechanist approach to the infinite. You have heard of us, perhaps?"

"No."

"Then perhaps I should explain that our tents are that the Universe is a materialistic entity governed by the ebb and pulse of the electromagnetic waves, and ruled over by the One. Life is explained in the terms of the laboratory, but the hereafter is still open to both proof
and doubt. We hold that the ego is but part of an infinite reservoir of intelligence, that after death we return to the Mother Flow and there mingle with all those who have been and who ever will be.” He paused. “You follow me?”

“No.”

“Naturally my explanation is an over-simplification. I have hardly the time to show you the significance of the symbols and phenomena attendant to the Prime Function, but it must suffice. However, let us say that after death the individual does not die but merely merges with the One, there to experience all the joys and passions of all those who have ever lived, sharing and vibrating to all other lives, retaining individual awareness, and yet capable of completely merging with all forms of life in the entire Universe at will, either as spectators or as temporary owners of illusion.”

“Illusion?”

“Certainly. All this, our bodies, this world, are nothing but illusion. But to continue. After death the ego, as I have explained, returns to the One, there to enjoy all until such time as rebirth or, as we say, re-entrance into illusion is desired. This necessitates a mental blankness of past experience and knowledge in order to complete the illusion, which can only survive while it is thought to be real.”

“Nice racket.” Baron stared at his brandy, fighting the desire to empty the glass, and forcing himself to put it down untouched. “It answers almost everything. Even to the lack of real knowledge of this so-called ‘One’.” He nodded. “Very nice. Did you dream it up or can anyone join in?”

“I am proud to be the inspired prophet and leader of the sect,” said the Eurasian gravely. “The Electro-Mechanistic doctrine embraces both old superstition and modern discovery. It is the answer to all.”

“Congratulations. Where do I come in?”

“I would have thought,” said the dark man quietly, “that would have been obvious to a person of even average intelligence.”

“Yes.” Baron’s hand moved from table to mouth and back again, the empty glass ringing on the stained wood as he set it down. “Now I get it.”

“Every religion needs at least one miracle,” murmured the Guru smoothly. “Faith is so rarely sufficient for the weak illusion which is human frailty.” He spread his hands and smiled as if forgiving all the sins of the world. “A few wavers, a few doubters, a few who decry the wisdom of the ancients and—”

“A few suckers who don’t like being plucked?” Baron stared somberly at his glass. “Shall we cut the nonsense and talk English? I’m not one of those fat fools you soft-soap with jargon. I’ve got more to
do with my time than kid myself. I'm one of the elite." He reached for the bottle and looked at the Eurasian over the rim of his brimming glass. "How much?" Baron asked.

"A man of perception." The Guru nodded. "A man with whom I like to deal." He smiled with a flash of too-white teeth, the smile dying like the fire of a blown match. "You understand what it is you have to do? Not that I ask you for anything but the truth, you understand. But it is possible that you carry a message of tremendous importance and it is my duty to see that your message reaches the ears of the understanding." He leaned forward, the tips of his slender, almost fragile fingers resting lightly on his knees. "You follow?"

"I follow you," said Baron thickly. "A man who died and returned to life again." His voice deepened with self-disgusted irony. "For five years I was dead, rejoined with the One, and when illusion called to me I re-entered, full grown and with unimpaired memory. I am the living proof that the Electro-Mechanist doctrine is the true path to reality, the only proof, the accidental messenger from the hereafter."

"Exactly. Naturally there will be a little briefing, and the groundwork will have to be prepared, but your task will be simple." He stared at the big man. "One other thing. It would not be wise to do other than directed, and I take you for a wise man."

"Don't worry, I won't try to snatch your glory. Your cleverly burned chestnuts are safe from me." Baron gulped the smooth brandy. "How much?"

"For a message of such import I do not consider five thousand credits to be too high a price."

"Five thousand?" Baron shrugged. "Chicken feed! Once I tell those fat matrons what they've got to look forward to if they follow the path donations will flow in like rain. Think again, Guru, I'm not that cheap."

"No?" Eyes of liquid jet glanced at the half-empty bottle. "Perhaps not. Ten thousand then, one thousand a week for ten weeks. I doubt if you will be needed after that."

"What do I do then, return to the One?" Baron grinned without humor. "Don't try anything clever, Guru. Pay me and I'm satisfied. Try a second miracle and I'm likely to get annoyed."

"There need be no fear on that account."

"I hope not. Shall we say five now and five after I've given the message?"

"I prefer to give you five hundred now, five thousand after the message and the remainder when our association is ended."

"One down, one a week, and ten thousand when, as you say, our association is ended." Baron slammed the bottle on to the table.
“No arguing. You’ve heard my price. Take it or leave it.”
“You are a hard man, Captain Baron.”
“Miracles come dear, my friend. Pay me and get out!”
He waited until the Eurasian counted out a sheaf of notes, sitting silent and still as both men rose and left the room, Hansard’s promise to return and act as intermediary ringing like an unclean promise in his ears. He sat until the light began to fade through the dirty windows, staring at the bottle, wondering what had happened to him, and not liking what he thought about.
The golden sheen of the brandy triggered an automatic response and he picked up the bottle, poured a glass full of the lambent fluid and hesitated, the bottle still poised in his hand.
Savagely he flung it against the wall.

VII

IN THE BRILLIANT circle of light, the stained culture of Streptococci looked like a collection of beads strung together in writhing chains. Around them the dark bulks of leucocytes seemed ugly and awkward in comparison to the tiny bacteria, small and graceful in their deadly presence in the blood sample.
Whitney stared at them, his eyes firm against the rubber-mounted eyepieces of the twin-barrelled three-dimensional microscope and, with the skill of long practice, his right hand made rapid, unseen notes. He looked up as Le Maitre entered the laboratory.
“Sorry to disturb you,” said the old man. “I know how it is when research is interrupted, but we have a visitor.”
“A visitor?” Whitney snapped off the powerful microscope light and returned the slide back to its container. “Baron?”
“No.”
“A pity.” The young man blinked hard, closing his eyes and moistening the balls with rapid motions of his eyelids as he helped them recover from the strain of recent concentration. “Who then?”
“Inspector McMillan, a policeman from Greater New York.” The old man led the way into the corridor. “He arrived on the mid-shift rocket and seems in a hurry to see you.”
“Why me?”
“Well, both of us then.” Le Maitre slid aside a panel. “You can ask the questions yourself. The inspector is waiting for us in the recreation room.”
McMillan was a big, almost bulky man with sharp blue eyes and sparse brown hair. He wore his trim uniform of blue and scarlet as if born to it, and he wasted no time.
“Doctor Whitney?”
“Yes?” the old man asked.
“My apologies for disturbing your work, doctor. But I must catch the next rocket to Earth and there isn’t too much time.”

McMillan pulled a thick sheaf of papers from a briefcase. “To be frank I’ve the feeling that this trip will be wasted effort, but in my business no lead, no matter how remote or absurd looking it may be, can be ignored.” He glanced at the two men. “Have you read the newspapers recently?”

“I haven’t,” said Whitney, and glanced at the old doctor.

Le Maitre shook his head. “Nor I. There is too much to do here, too many scientific periodicals to catch up with.” He grunted as he sat down. “Why do you ask?”

“You’d better read this, it will save time.” The inspector threw a lurid-headlined paper on to the table, and Whitney pursed his lips as he scanned the brief details.

“What has this to do with us?”

“Perhaps nothing.” The inspector shrugged as he replaced the paper in his briefcase. “The point is this. We know that Baron got mixed up with this cult, this pseudo-religion calling themselves the Electro-Mechanists, and we know that he worked with an Eurasian known as the Guru, but with a rather less exotic name in our files.

“Incidentally, he was arrested a couple of years ago for trying to persuade a woman to sign big checks over to him while under the influence of hypnotism. Before that he dabbled in dope, a little opium, some marijuana, and even cocaine, I believe, but we never had proof of that. As I said, we know that Baron was mixed up with him. You can guess why?”

“Yes,” said Whitney disgustedly. “As the resurrected man he would be in a perfect position to persuade certain fools of the truth of the hereafter.”

“Exactly. But that isn’t important. There is no crime in organizing a religion, and if people are stupid enough to believe a lot of nonsense, that is up to them.” The inspector hesitated. The only thing is—the Guru was murdered.”

“Murdered?”

“Yes. We found his body a few hours ago. As yet the discovery has been kept quiet, no need to warn the rats that we’re after them. His body was found in the ruined section of the old city, the part near the river, you know. He hadn’t died too easily. The major cause of death was a broken neck, but he had been severely handled and beaten up. His face was practically unrecognizable. We identified him from fingerprints, and he had every appearance of having been mauled by a wild animal.”

“I see.” Le Maitre glanced at the young man, then back to the inspector. “But what has this to do with us?”

“I’m worried about the identity of the man calling himself Baron,”
admitted the policeman. "I have several eye-witness descriptions and, of course, his record with the Terran Fleet, and that's why I'm here."

"Indeed?" Le Maitre shrugged. "I still don't see—"

"The descriptions do not match, doctor." McMillan leaned forward as he spoke. "According to the official records Baron was a well-built man but not overly muscular. Space pilots seldom are, the very nature of their work precludes too much bulky muscular development.

"Also, the record gives Baron's weight at eighty-three kilos, but the witnesses swear to the fact that the man who must have murdered the Guru was at least ninety-five. That's quite a bit of difference, and that isn't all." He reached again into the briefcase. "Is this the man you know as Baron?"

Whitney took the full plate, full color photograph, and both he and Le Maitre stared at the scene. It showed a small group of men and women, one, obviously the Guru, dressed in dark brown synthosilk and wearing a white, gem-adorned turban. Next to him stood a big man, and Whitney stared at him, passed on, frowned as he looked at him again, then glanced at the inspector.

"Is this the man you mean?"

"Yes."

"That isn't Baron," said Le Maitre decisively. He gave a dry chuckle. "I had the best opportunity in the world to examine the man, we both did, and they are not the same."

"Are you certain?" McMillan looked at the young doctor. Whitney slowly shook his head.

"I don't know," he said quietly. "At first glance I should say no, but—"

"You are foolish, my boy," said the old man impatiently. "They are nowhere near alike."

"I wouldn't say that, Le Maitre. There is a certain similarity—" Whitney looked at the inspector. "Can't you make certain by fingerprints? Baron's must be on file."

"They are, and we can't." McMillan shrugged. "Someone beat us to it. He lived in a cheap hotel down by the ruins, a sleazy place used mostly by petty crooks and minor criminals. We know of it, but there isn't any point in closing it down. The rats would only find some other bolthole, and it's better to know where to find them in case of need. As soon as the body was discovered we-searched the place. No results. The room and everything he might have left his prints on had been cleaned."

He sighed. "Believe it or not that photograph is the only thing we have to work on."

"Isn't it enough?"

"Hardly. The ruins are full of down-and-outers, petty thieves, touts, hangers-on, beggars, the homeless and unwanted. They stick
together against the law, and trying to find someone is hopeless. If we knew for certain just what the man looked like, could circulate his prints and De Witt details for recognition, it would only be a matter of time. But until we know whether or not it is Baron we want, or merely someone who borrowed his name, we can’t do much in the way of an extensive search.” He sighed. “I’d hoped that perhaps you could help me, but it seems that I’ve wasted my time.”

“Perhaps not.” Whitney gestured with the photograph. “Do you mind if I have an enlargement made? I want to blow up the features of this man.”

“Go ahead.” The inspector glanced at his wrist watch. “How long will it take?”

“Not long, less than an hour, maybe twenty minutes.” Whitney rose and headed towards the door. I’ll be back as fast as I can.”

He was back within fifteen minutes a still-damp enlargement of the suspected man in his hand. Carefully he spread it on the table.

“The lab boys did what they could. Luckily the original focus was remarkably sharp and they obviously used the new emulsion. We managed to blow it up quite a bit before running into granular trouble.” He stared down at the enlarged head and shoulders. “On which cheek did Baron have a scar?”

“The left, I think.” Le Maitre frowned as he tried to remember. “I could make certain from the files.”

“Never mind. I remember now, it was the left cheek.” Whitney pursed his lips as he stared at the print. “No sign of a scar here. I—” He broke off, narrowing his eyes as he stared at the oddly-shaped skull formation. From a drawer he took a magnifying glass and held it over the exposed left cheek of the man in the photograph. “Look. Apparently there isn’t a scar, for it doesn’t even show on the enlargement. But see?”

His finger traced a wavering line across the print. “The enlargement has brought it out, a difference in the light intensity from the skin surface. Notice it?”

“What does that mean? Plastic surgery?”

“Not necessarily, inspector. Skin dressing could have disguised the scar, or if it had healed in a thin line the result would be the same.”

“Healed?” Le Maitre snorted. “Impossible!”

“Perhaps.” Whitney stared thoughtfully at the print. “You know, Le Maitre, the longer I look at this the more convinced I am that he is Baron. The coloring of the eyes is the same—that cold, hard, slate-like grey. The mouth, the scar, if it is a scar, and the shape of the hair. All the same.”

“You are a fool,” said Le Maitre impatiently. “That man cannot be Baron. Wait, I will prove it.”
Before they could stop him he had run from the room, blue eyes snapping with exasperation, and when he returned he carried a bulky file.

"Now see." He jerked it open and spilled photographs on to the table. "Baron when rescued. Baron when stripped and ready for the immersion vat. Baron after the revivification. Baron during exercise and Baron during examination prior to leaving for Earth." He scowled heavily as he stirred the prints with the tip of his finger. "Do any of them look like your mysterious man?"

"No," admitted the young doctor. He riffled the prints and selected one showing head and shoulders in approximately the same position as that of the enlargement. "Wait!"

"You've found something?" McMillan leaned forward, his eyes eager. "Are they the same? Is it Baron we want?"

"I'm not sure." Whitney looked at the old man. "What do you think?" His finger tapped alternately on the print and the enlargement. "See? The occipital region, the frontal arch, the lower mandible and the nose. Especially the nose. Couple that with the position of the cheekbones, the upper mandible, the ear lobes and the size and coloring of the eyes, and what do you get?"

"Impossible!" Le Maitre snatched at the photograph and scanned it with his blue eyes wide in amazement. "A comparison slide would eliminate all doubt. But Whitney, the thing is incredible!"

"Perhaps, but I think that it's happened." Neither man bothered to explain what they were talking about to the inspector. He called out as Whitney left the room, carrying both enlargement and photograph.

"What's going on here? I've a rocket to catch, remember. I can't spare too much time."

"Forget your stupid rocket," snapped Le Maitre. "We must be certain of this thing. If what my young friend suspects is true, then it is the most remarkable scientific discovery ever made." He hurried from the room.

McMillan shrugged and settled down to wait.

It took over an hour to make the comparison slide, and long before it was ready Le Maitre was trembling with impatience. Tensely he watched the young doctor slip it into the machine, dimming the lights and leaning forward as he adjusted the fine controls. On a screen two images sharpened into focus, the head and shoulders of a man, one taken from the photograph in the file, the other from the print brought by the inspector. Both were exactly to the same scale, and the light density of either could be adjusted at will.

"Now," said Whitney tensely.
“If I’m right, overlapping the prints will prove it.”

He turned a control and the prints blurred, merged, and sharpened to focus again. Overlapping the mystery man the print of Baron showed white against a black background, and, as Whitney adjusted the Vernier controls, parts of the white print fitted exactly against the black.

“That proves it,” said Le Maitre dully. “The brain areas correspond to within a millimeter and the occipital regions are the same. The frontal features are different, but—”

“They are the same man.” Whitney drew in his breath with a soft inhalation. “Incredible! And yet true. The Slides prove it.”

“But how?”

“Retrogression.” Whitney switched off the projector. “It has been known to a limited extent before. Certain diseases thicken bone and alter the features, but I’ve never heard of anything like this. Baron was in perfect health when he left us a few months ago. The change seems fantastic, unbelievable. It is against all medical teaching.” He shook his head. “Even now I can’t accept it.”

“It is a fact.” Now that he was convinced, the old doctor had no time for doubts. “We can rule out disease. Baron didn’t have any and, besides, the change has occurred too fast for that.” He looked at the young doctor. “That leaves us with but one possible answer.”

“The neuron surgery?” Whitney nodded. “I’d thought of that. By-passing the censor did more than we suspected. It not only eliminated the barrier between the conscious and subconscious, cut away the restraining influence between thought and action, but my interference resulted in the entire ‘dead’ area of the brain being placed in free contact with the higher centres. But who could have guessed it would lead to this?”

“We must face facts,” said Le Maitre sternly. “This is an opportunity not to be missed. The man must be found, held, studied. Who knows what questions of evolution may be answered by careful observation.”

“What of McMillan?”

“The policeman? He must be told. There must be no danger of Baron being shot by some stupid fool in the line of so-called duty.”

“Yes. He isn’t responsible, of course, he probably doesn’t even know what has happened to him.” He shuddered. “Let’s tell the inspector.”

McMillan heard the news with a cold, professional indifference which almost drove Le Maitre to a frenzy. He stormed with impatience as he tried to explain, but the more he tried the more he lost himself in highly technical jargon, and the more he lost himself the more icy McMillan became.

“Please, doctor,” he said quietly.
"Are you trying to tell me that you have decided the print I brought with me is a photograph of Baron?"

"I am."

"Thank you. Now what else were you trying to say?"

"I can explain," Whitney stepped forward and pushed the protesting doctor into a chair. "To begin with, let me make it clear that Baron is not responsible for anything he may have done or may do in the future. While he was here, during the resuscitation process I had to operate on his brain. In short I cut out the censor, the part of the brain which could be said to control the moral centre. I also opened neuron paths from the frontal lobes to the occipital zone. I must admit that, at the time, I didn’t know what I was doing."

"Unethical surgery, doctor?"

"No. The man was dead, what I did was done in an effort to revive him."

"I see. Continue, please."

"The result was to merge the brain into a composite whole, and, remember this, McMillan, the conscious portion of the brain is but one tenth of the entire cortex." Whitney sighed. "We don’t really know what the subconscious is. We can only guess why we only use one tenth of our brain and what the other nine tenths are for. Now, because of what has happened, I think we have found the answer."

Whitney sat down and looked at the inspector. "We are animals, McMillan. You and I and all humanity are animals which have risen by evolutionary mutational changes from beasts. We are the descendants of primeval man, the Cro Magnon, the Neanderthal, the Peking, and from those before them. We don’t know just what our distant ancestors looked like; we can only guess. But we have come from them in a straight line of unbroken generations."

"Obviously, otherwise we would not be here."

"Yes. Whitney paused, seeking the words which, while not too technical, yet would explain just what he feared had happened. "When you mix one tenth of a thing with nine tenths of something else, the nine tenths will be dominant. If the thing you mix is something like streptococci with leucocytes then the streptococci will dominate the leucocytes and the patient will die. If you could mix the past and the present then the past will dominate over the present."

Whitney looked helplessly at the inspector. "My analogies are bad, I know, but they will serve to point out what I mean. You see, the ‘dead’ areas of the brain contain all the racial traits and memories. They contain all the data accumulated by thousands of generations, and that data is stored in what we call the subconscious. Now, when I operated and merged the two sec-
tions of the brain together, all that preponderance of racial memory mingled with the smaller portion of present-day fact. In other words, I mixed the past with the present—and the past won!"

He paused then, watching the blank expression on the inspector's face give way to reluctant understanding, and before McMillan had a chance to voice his doubts he piled on the evidence.

"We know that the human body, while as a foetus, goes through the entire biological life-cycle within the womb. The unborn child passes through the gill stage, betrays simian characteristics, and even has a tail. Only during the last few months of gestation can it really be called human. If you have ever seen a new-born, premature baby you will know what I mean. What is happening to Baron is the reverse of that. The accumulated racial 'memories,' for want of a better word, are influencing both his mind and his body. Literally, he is retrogressing down the evolutionary scale."

"I don't believe it!" McMillan glared his protest. "I can understand how your meddling with his brain may have sent him off the rails, but all this other talk—" He snorted. "It's fantastic!"

"I agree with you, but it happens to be the truth." Whitney pointed to the comparison slide. "Look! Notice how the features are changing. The thickening of the jaw, of the ridge of bone above the eyes, the apparently sloping skull due to the aggravated weight of the frontal arch. See how the cheek bones have protruded so as to protect the eyes. Even the nose has flattened a little, not much, but it is there, and the upper jaw—"

Whitney slapped down the slide. "Do you want to know where to see another such man? I can tell you, McMillan. You can see just such features in any natural history museum. I tell you that Baron is changing!"

"But how? A man's body can't change like that. It's impossible!"

"Not impossible," snapped Le Maitre, "merely improbable. There is an important scientific difference."

"You underrate the power of the mind," said Whitney tiredly. "We have known for a long time that illness can be directly caused by a peculiar mental state. If a man really believes that he is ill, then he will be ill, and his illness will be due solely to his mental condition. Psychosomatics has passed from the theoretical stage and is common therapy now. Before even a start can be made to cure stomach ulcers, asthma, hysterical blindness or paralysis, the mind must be healed of false convictions, opposed drives, and self-destructive tendencies."

"It is cold fact that the mind is master of the body." He looked at the inspector. "Surely you have
heard of people under hypnosis who can cut themselves and not bleed? Injure themselves and not suffer? Even the wounds received in such a condition can be made to heal with fantastic speed. That is further evidence of the power of the mind over the body. There are others, the ability of certain trained minds to go into a state of catalepsy, or of altering their heart beat—a thing impossible to the average person. No, inspector, we have proof that such a thing can, and does, happen."

"I'll take your word for it, but what about Baron? His case is a little different to those you have mentioned."

"Only in degree." Whitney frowned. "It is the time element that is worrying me. If only he had stayed here, or even reported to a hospital on Earth, we could have detected the change and maybe have done something for him."

"Just as long as I know who we're looking for." McMillan rose to his feet and glanced again at his wrist watch. "I'll broadcast the De Witt recognition factors and alert the entire force. He won't get away."

"I don't want him harmed, inspector. I told you that before."

"Don't you?" McMillan stared at the young man. "Don't you think I'm the best judge of that?"

"No."

"Why not?"

"Your job is to catch a man sus-
pected of murder, and I've no doubt that you do the job well, but I know the police and I know how they operate. Baron is a frightened man. He won't stop when challenged. Fear will make him run, and your men are trained to shoot at any man running from a command to halt. I don't want Baron shot."

"Neither do I," admitted McMilland. "Even if he did kill the Guru, and there's not much doubt about it now. I can realize that he may not be responsible for his actions." He hesitated. "This change you've talked about. As far as I can see it has altered him quite a bit already. How far will it go?"

"I don't know." Whitney glanced at the old man, and Le Maitre shook his head.

"It will accelerate, that I can tell you, but the rate of change is dependent on so many factors. Without data it is impossible to say."

"Impossible, doctor—or improbable?" McMillan smiled at the old man. "I can supply you with some data, if that's what you want. We've managed to fill in the gaps on Baron. It was just that I didn't want to waste time chasing the wrong man." He took a sheet of paper from his briefcase. "From the start he seems to have hit the battle pretty heavily. He—"

"What!" Whitney snatched at the paper. "Alcohol! Le Maitre! There's the answer!"
"The synapses?" The old man nodded. "It could be."

"Alcohol is a depressant," explained Whitney to the inspector. "It lowers the speed of the synapses, the jumping of electrical potential from one nerve ending to another, and from one cell to another. In short, it reduces the efficiency of the higher centres, the conscious mind, and allows the subconscious to become slightly more dominant than normal."

Whitney looked at Le Maitre. "That must have been the trigger which started the whole thing. Once the lower centres of the brain achieved dominance — and they could because of the lack of a censor when the new paths are opened by neuron surgery — then the change must have started almost at once." He slammed his right fist into his left palm. "The fool! Why did he have to drink?"

"Maybe he was desperate and had to seek escape by dulling his faculties," McMillan retrieved his crumpled sheet of paper. "Anyway, after trying to get a job he finally managed to get a place in the sludge pits at the spaceport."

"Radiation," groaned Whitney. "Hell! It was inevitable. What fools we were not to have guessed." He looked at the inspector. "I suppose that he ate a great deal as well?"

"Yes, how did you know? The spaceport canteen reported that he ate like a starving man."

"Naturally, he needed the food to supply energy for his changing metabolism. Once his body began to alter he would literally be burning his energy at tremendous speed. The alcohol would supply some of it, but he would need protein for new tissue." Whitney glowered down at the floor. "What a chance! Missed because we were too blind to see what we had done." He stared at McMillan. "I'm coming to Earth with you."

"That will hardly be necessary, doctor. I assure you that we can manage."

"Can you?" Grim humor curved the young man's mouth. "Do you know what you are looking for?"

McMillan frowned. "Baron, or a man with his fingerprints. Don't worry, we'll find him."

"I doubt it. Haven't you realized yet what we have been telling you? The man is changing, all of him, every cell and particle in his body. His fingerprints even. His face. His bone structure. Your men could pass him a thousand times and never recognize him for what he is. Look at those photographs! You can see what alteration has taken place within a few weeks. How long is it since that man, that Guru, was killed?"

"About ten days."

"There you are then. In ten days at the rate he is retrogressing Baron would be unrecognizable to anyone but an expert." He stared
at the policeman. "And there's another reason."
"Yes?"
"I want to be there—just in case."
"Have it your own way then, doctor, but don't step on my feet. As far as I'm concerned Baron is still a murderer, and he's got to be caught."
"Yes," whispered Whitney sickly. "He's got to be caught—but not because you think he's killed a man."
"No?"
"No. He's got to be caught because I shudder to think what might happen if one of our distant ancestors were to walk the streets of a modern city. A creature with the warped intelligence of a man and all the raw, primitive emotion of a beast. Now do you understand?"
"Yes," said McMillan quietly. "I think I do."
He was almost running as he left the room, heading for the rocket to take him and Whitney down to Earth.

VIII

THE CROWD ROARED. The sound of it echoed like the distant surging of a muffled sea through the great arena, filtering through wood and steel to where the long line of dressingrooms rested opposite the emergency hospital and the electronic computers of the betting ma-
chines. Promoters heard it and grinned over their fat cigars, attendants heard it and grunted as they massaged living flesh, fighters heard it and smiled or frowned according to their temperament. Baron heard it and felt sick.

He sat on a low table, naked but for a pair of shorts, his thick, hair-covered body shining with oil so that his tremendous biceps and thigh muscles gleamed as he shifted with nervous restlessness. To him the roar of the crowd was unclean, as unclean as the simpering women and affected men he had met while with the Eurasian. Memory of them made him draw back his lips in a soundless snarl of contempt and hate. Fools, the lot of them. Blind, senseless fools! And he had catered to their pitiful world of make-believe.

He was glad that he had killed the little brown man.

The door swung open, letting in a screaming roar of animal-like lust, and Hansard slipped into the room. The thin counsellor looked prosperous, his scrawny body covered in sheer synthosilk, rings twinkling on his constantly moving fingers, and the smoke of an expensive cigar curling about his shifting eyes. He slammed the door and grinned at the big man.

"How's it going, Baron? Nervous?"
"Should I be?"
"No. You'll walk over the opposition and tread 'em into the can-
vas.” He dry-washed his hands. “We’re moving into the big time, Baron. You’re the best fighter the Free Circuits have now and if you don’t get yourself killed there’s no knowing where we’ll stop.”

“We?”

“Sure. You, me and Carson.” The shifty eyes narrowed. “What’s the matter?”

“I’m sick of this.” Baron slowly rose from the table. “I’m tired of having you tell me what to do. I’m tired of going into the ring to beat stupid dolts to a bloody pulp, so that perverts can get a cheap, second-hand thrill and you can cash in on the bets. I’m through, Hansard. Finished!”

“Like hell you are!” Savagely the thin man jerked the cigar from his mouth. “Who took care of you when you killed the Guru? Who wiped your room clear of prints so that the cops couldn’t get them? Who hid you out, fed you, supplied all that rotgut you drank? Me and Carson, that’s who, and we can turn you in anytime we choose.”

“Can you?” Baron stared at the thin man and his skin glistened as he tensed his muscles. “Can you?”

“We wouldn’t, of course,” Sweat oozed on the thin forehead. “Take it easy, Baron. You’re sick.”

“Yes.” Tiredly the big man slumped back on to the table. “Yes, I must be. My head—” He broke off as the thin man produced a bottle. “Give me that!”

“Steady.” Hansard grunted as the big man snatched it from him, twisted out the cork and gulped the raw spirit as if it had been water.

“Go slow on that stuff. Damn it, man, where do you put it all? I’ve never seen anyone drink as much as you and still remain above ground. Why do you do it?”

“I don’t know.” Baron stared at the half-empty bottle. “It makes me feel easier, I guess.” He drained the bottle. “What the hell!”

Sound ebbed through the flimsy wall, the roar of the crowd mingled with a harsh, screaming yelling from disappointed customers. Bedlam seemed to have broken out above and men scurried down the corridor as fresh human material went into the ring to quell the incipient riot. Hansard listened to the noise, his eyes flickering over the white-painted room.

“A bad crowd tonight. They want blood and plenty of it. There hadn’t been a man killed when I came down, and they don’t like it. The promoter had to put a couple on with knives, and even that did not satisfy them.”

“Why don’t they use swords?” “Rapiers?” The councillor shook his head. “It’s been tried. Too fast and not enough blood.”

“Not rapiers—swords. Like the Romans did back in the old days?”

“Gladiators?” The thin man licked his lips. “You’ve got an idea there. I—” He broke off as
Carson entered the room. “Say, boss. Baron’s come up with a good idea. Why don’t we put on a gladiator show? You know what I mean, swords and shields and all that stuff. It should go down well.”

“It might at that.” Carson nodded. “Could we get material?”

“Sure! I could get any of a dozen who’d put on a show for a hundred credits and the promise of free medical attention.”

“I’ll think about it.” Carson jerked his head. “Get upstairs now and start placing the bets. You know what to do.” He waited until the thin man had left the room, and then he stared at the big man. “How do you feel, Baron?”

“Sick as usual. Why?”

“What are you sick about?”

Don’t you know?” Baron flung the empty bottle into a corner. “You think I like being your trained meal ticket?”

“It feeds you too,” said Carson coldly. “And the way you eat and slop back the liquor makes quite a hole in the bank account.” He smiled and slapped the big man on his oiled shoulder. “Hell, but you’re getting big! Muscle too, real stuff and not this flabby fat most of them have. We’ll clean up tonight.”

“Will we?”

“Sure, and then we’ll move on. The police were asking after you back at the hotel.”

“Were they?”

“Yes. Asking a lot of peculiar questions. Wanted to know had we noticed any change in you, stuff like that.” He smiled again. “As if I’d tell them.” His face lost its smile. “But you have changed. That scar’s gone and you’re bigger. Your face has altered too. I’d take a bet that your own mother wouldn’t recognize you now.”

“Stop it!”

“Hell! I meant no harm.”

“Maybe not, but I don’t like that kind of talk.” Baron gripped his temples between his palms and squeezed hard. “I feel funny, head seems full of mist and I can’t think straight.” He glared at the sleek hotel owner. “Maybe I’m getting punch-drunk.”

“Not you. If you ask me I’d say that rotgut you swallow has something to do with it. You want to take it easy on that stuff.”

“Go to hell!”

Carson shrugged. “Suit yourself, boy, but you’ve a hard battle ahead and you’ve got to win.”

He sat on the edge of the table. “I’ve put you opposite a real killer. You know the rules, bare handed and nothing barred. Get in there and finish him quick. Don’t worry about knocking him out or any stuff like that. There’s an ugly crowd upstairs and they’re screaming for action. I want you to give it to them.”

“I know what to do.”

“I hope so.” Carson looked up as an attendant stuck his head in at the door. “Right! We’ll be right
up.” He looked at Baron. “Remember now.”

The big man nodded.

The Free Circuits were a fetish of stifled emotions and a cynical authority. Regulated boxing was too tame to satisfy the customers, and the police worked on the theory that if a man wanted to risk his life and health in the ring he was at liberty to do as he pleased. So the Free Circuits became simulacrums of the ancient arenas, and men, stripped and oiled, fought like wild beasts to the screaming plaudits of a crowd of jaded women and soft-bodied men.

Sometimes men died in the ring, but mostly, however, the combatants took care to cover themselves with blood without serious injury.

Baron stood in his corner and stared at his opponent. A big, hairy, tiny-eyed man faced him, rolls of fat adding weight to a huge body, and his hands opened and closed like the claws of some horrible insect as he shuffled splayed feet in a tray of resin.

“He's a bad one,” whispered Hansard. “He likes maiming.”

“I've met worse.” Baron sucked air into his lungs and felt his chest expand.

Hansard grunted. “I'm warning you, Baron, Genso is a killer. They've only put him on now to calm down the crowd. Usually he's saved for the big events.”

“I'll handle him,” said Baron, and meant it.

A raucous-voiced man entered the ring and yelled towards a suspended microphone. “A big event, folks! Genso the Killer against the Cave Man,” he pointed towards Baron. A no-rule, no-rest fight to the finish between these perfect specimens of humanity. The winner will be the one remaining on his feet or until the loser admits defeat.” He stepped out of the ring. “When the bell sounds—attack!”

It was as simple as that.

Baron tensed as the clang of the bell cut over the hum of the crowd. Silence fell as he stepped forward, his shoulders bowed and his head drawn protectively between his shoulders. His chin rested on his chest, his eyes glowering from beneath their heavy arches of bone, and his hands swung almost to his knees as he held them out and forward, the fingers spread to grapple with oiled flesh.

Genso lurched forward with deceptive speed, his huge body quivering with his motion, and Baron shook his head as a fist thudded against his ear. He turned, gripped at an arm and swore as his hands slipped from the oiled skin. Genso laughed and kicked out at Baron.

It was a blow which would have killed an ordinary man, and as Baron twisted, the impact of the splayed foot numbed his thigh. He twisted, blocking a savage slash at the nape of his neck, and blinked
as stiffened fingers stabbed at his eyes. They missed, the sharpened fingernails tearing his cheek, and anger came with the blood.

He made a sound deep in his throat, a snarling, animal-like growl, a primitive sound stemming from the fire-lit mist swirling within his skull. Rage flooded through him, dimming his vision and sending the breath whistling through his nostrils. Savagely he lashed out with a knotted fist, feeling it smack against flesh, and he instantly followed up the blow, pounding and pounding at the gross body of the hairy man.

Genso struck back. Coldly, scientifically, sending blood spouting from nostrils and slamming his great hands against the ridge of bone over the eyes. He dodged, aiming at the kidneys, the nape of the neck, driving sledgehammer blows into the sides and stomach of the primitive figure before him. Baron grunted, shaking his head and grabbing at a thrusting arm. His speed surprised the killer. His hands shot out and grabbed at the slick flesh, his thick fingers digging, claw-like in sinew and muscle. Grimly he pulled the gross body towards him.

The crowd roared as 'they met. A knee stabbed at Baron's groin
and he whimpered to the throb of pain. Fingers stabbed again at his eyes as the killer tried his favorite trick of blinding his opponent. Like madmen they fought, like the animals they were, fist and knee, nails and teeth, ripping, tearing, smashing by brute force and surging energy.

Baron snarled as pain stabbed through him and his great hands reached for the killer’s throat, his fingers digging into the soft windpipe with irresistible force.

He didn’t know just when Genso died, but he did hear the roaring of the crowd.

He shook his head, trying to clear away some of the mist, and dropped the lax figure in his hands as he pressed his palms against his ears to shut out the drumming sound. Money fell around him, and Hansard, his thin face strained and sick, pulled at his arm as he led him towards a corner.

“Baron! Are you all right?”

“What?” Baron swayed as the drumming sound beat around his battered head. “What’s that you say?” The words were thick and guttural in his mouth.

“Snap out of it, man. Here.” The sting of alcohol washed some of the thickness from his throat, and he straightened, blinking as he tried to stare beyond the brilliant circle of light towards the yelling crowd.

“What happened?”

“Don’t you know? You killed him, that’s what. You beat the Killer. Man, you can ask your own price for a bout after this.”

“Baron!” Carson thrust his way through the crowd surging around the corner. “Listen. Can you take on a couple more?”

“More?” The big man grunted as he tried to focus the pale face before him. Carson frowned and stared at the counsellor.

“What’s the matter with him?”

“Punchy, I guess, or maybe drunk. He doesn’t seem to know what he’s doing.”

“Good.” Carson smiled. “I’ll fix it so that he takes on a couple of fighters at once then. The promoter will pay five thousand for the bout, the crowd’s gone wild and he wants to cash in.” He stared at the slumped figure of the big man. “Do something to get him conscious.”

“He’s conscious all right, but Carson.” The thin-faced man wrung his hands. “Two at once! He won’t stand a chance.”

“So what? He’s getting to be a nuisance. Just as well if he dies in the ring, and it will get the police off our tail. Forget it.” He smiled and was gone, heading towards the dressing-rooms and the waiting promoter. Hansard leaned across the slumped figure hunched on the tiny stool.

“Wake up, Baron! This time you’ve got a couple of them to face. Snap out of it.” Almost he slapped the heavy features. Al-
most, but not quite. There was something about the big man, a
sense of barely-leashed fury which restrained his hand.

Baron sat and felt his mind dissolve into flame-lit madness. Odors
wafted around him, strange and raw, searing his delicate nostrils
with warm, animal smells he did not recognize. His ears twitched
to the continuous roar of sound and his blood pulsed to anger and
fear, throbbing as it raced through his veins and accelerating the
pounding of his heart.

Again the raucous-voiced man yelled over the suspended micro-
phone. Again came the tense, anticipatory hush, broken as two
men, both big, both well muscled, both sleekly oiled, jumped into the
ring. Silence fell with the brazen note of the bell.

Baron rose.

Enemies waited before him. Strangers from some other tribe,
and he roared his challenge as he shambled towards them, his
knotted fists pounding at the barrel of his chest. He roared and
pounded, froth spewing from his writhing lips, his head sunk be-
tween his shoulders, his eyes glowing coals as they peered from be-
neath his shaggy brows.

For a long moment he stood there, proud of his vibrant strength,
sending the dull echoes of his beaten chest throbbing over the amplifiers, his snarling challenge
harsh and heavy with the sense of things and places long dead.

It startled them. It sent strange pricklings running up their spines.
It held them immobile with the utter inconsistency of his actions
and, before they could recover, Baron had flung himself forward
in a battering fury of bone and muscle. A skull crunched beneath
his swinging fist, and he caught the sagging body, lifting it high above
his head and flinging it at the remaining fighter.

Dodging, the man found himself in a grip of steel and he shrieked
as he felt himself being lifted, and screamed again as he was flung
from the ring, hurtling through the air to collapse in a lifeless heap
as he smashed against a row of pale faces.

In the empty ring Baron roared with savage triumph at the destruc-
tion of his enemies.

"Carson!" The fat promoter wiped sweat from his flabby jowls.
"That boy of yours, can he take on more?"

"Why not?" The sleek man licked his lips as he stared at the
distant ring where a solitary figure stalked like a figment of a forgot-
ten dream. "Pay?"

"I'd like to send them in until he's beaten. Five thousand?"

"Make it ten and you can do as you like." Carson grinned as he
listened to the crowd. "Get that? They're almost crazy out there. Send your boys round for extra
cash and send in a couple more. If they flop try it with three and then three again. Baron's big, but he can't last out forever."
"They'll kill him."
"So what? Ten thousand?"
"Yeah." The promoter turned to relay swift orders, and Carson edged nearer to the ringside to see the fun. The crowd was silent now, listening to the blur of sound from the speakers as the announcer yelled into the microphone, and men moved between the hushed rows collecting money from the eager patrons.

In the ring Baron had stopped moving about and sat, head bowed, on a small stool in his corner. Hansard leaned over him, whispering, his thin features ghastly in their pallor.

"This is it, Baron. Two more and then three if you last." He swallowed as he looked at the bowed shape. "Can you hear me? They're going to kill you, tear you to pieces for the mob, do you know that?"

He dabbed at his streaming forehead. "God! I didn't know it would be like this." He jerked as men slipped into the ring and the bell sounded its brazen note. "On your feet, Baron. This is it!"

He sat, shoulders bowed and head lowered, and within him surged a dreadful terror. Dimly, fighting vast tides of black emotion, his intelligence flickered like a dying star. The rage had passed, the blood-fury, and now he sat and trembled as he felt his mind totter on the edge of irrevocable oblivion. The past few minutes were a blur, an impression of possession, as if someone or something else had taken over his body and mind. He had the horrible fear that mentally at least, he was going to die.

One of the fighters, playing for a cheer, cocky in his vibrant fitness and contempt for all lesser men, danced forward and smashed his fist like a club down on the sunken head, his massive shoulders heaving.

Fire exploded within the thickened skull. A surging wash of searing brilliance, and against it the dying flicker of intelligence vanished like a blown candle. Baron snarled, air whistling through his flared nostrils as he caught an alien scent and, as the fist descended again, he caught it with a bone-snapping grip.

He rose, still gripping the broken wrist, and biceps and pectorals writhed beneath his oiled, hair-matted skin. He spun and, like a shrieking doll, the trapped fighter spun with him, his feet leaving the sleazy canvas of the ring, whirling in a circle, once, twice, then, as Baron released his hold, hurtling towards the other man.

Flesh smacked against flesh. Before the fallen man could struggle to his feet Baron had jumped forward, leaping into the air and
coming down with terrible force on
top of the half-stunned fighter.

The crowd shrieked. A surging
wash of roaring sound, and as
other men, not so cocky now
and moving with nervous caution,
slipped into the ring the pounding
roar became a throbbing chant.

"Kill! Kill! Kill!"

It turned Baron into the beast he
had become. He roared as he saw
fresh enemies and the deep boomin-
g of his beaten chest sounded
like the pounding of a primordial
drum. Turning, he gripped one of
the ring posts, wrenching it from
its socket and tearing free the
hampering ropes. Like a club he
swung it, a ponderous mass of
wood and metal, whining as it cut
through the smoke-filled air.

The fighters ran. They spun and
raced from the terrible monstrosity
behind them, jumping from the
ring and down into the crowd, their
nerves broken by something they
could not even begin to under-
stand. Others joined them, those
well-dressed men and women who
had paid highly for the ringside
seats so as to get a good view of
the fighting. They rose and fought
among themselves as they ran from
the snarling, roaring thing behind
them.

Baron followed them.

He grunted as he swung the im-
provised club. Within seconds the
great arena became a bedlam of
screaming women and shouting
men, all fighting desperately to es-
cape the terrible, blood-splashed
figure who, a moment before, they
had been urging to destruction.

Through them, swinging the post
like a flail, Baron moved towards
the dressing-rooms and the exit.

Suddenly the way before him
was clear, the frantic crowd had
forced itself from his path, and he
lunged forward, his sunken eyes
red as they peered from their bone-
ringed sockets.

Forward and out—into the ruins
of the old city.

IX

A MONSTER WALKED the streets
of Greater New York. Whitney
sat in McMillan’s office and read
the sheaf of reports, half listening
to the droning voice from a wall-
speaker as he scanned the closely-
typed columns.

Woman reported that a strange
man accosted her. Man states that
his fruit shop was robbed by an
ape. Two young people felt eyes
watching them and saw a giant
monkey squatting on a wall. Three
liquor shops raided and their pro-
prietors killed. A man found dead,
neck broken, his bag of shopping
empty by his side. A police officer
shot at a dim shape which refused
to halt when commanded. A drunk
swore that he had seen a gorilla—

Whitney sighed as he dropped
the sheaf and listened to the dron-
ing voice. It was from the mobile
patrol centre, and he frowned as he listened to the words.

"Are you sure that your men understand?" He looked accusingly at the inspector. "No shooting unless in self-defense."

"I've told them what to do." McMillan grunted as he examined a map and moved pins to correspond with the positions of the searching patrols. "They will move in and surround him, then notify us where he is."

"He mustn't be killed." Whitney rose to his feet and began to pace about the small office. "From the reports it is obvious that the retrogression has progressed beyond anything we dreamed about. Baron is no longer quite—human. His intelligence must have been submerged by the primitive instincts and he must be in a state bordering on complete terror."

"Yeah?" McMillan shrugged. "From the way he acted at the arena I wouldn't have thought so."

"The arena!" For a moment it seemed almost as if the young doctor would explode. "Isn't it about time you closed down the Free Circuits?"

"Why should we? If they want to grip each other apart, then let them. They'd do it anyway, and it keeps regulated boxing clean."

"Turning men into beasts and watching them maim and kill each other." Whitney shrugged. "What happened was poetic justice. You can't blame Baron for what they did to him."

"I'm not blaming him at all." McMillan stared at the young man. "Anyway, it happened two weeks ago, and I've got other worries. The thing is that Baron killed more than twenty people and over a hundred others were trampled to death in the rush to escape."

He frowned. "If Carson and that other man, Hansard I think it was, hadn't died we might have got some important information. I'd still like to know just how Baron managed to escape observation for so long. From what I hear Baron didn't even look human then."

"Do any of those fighters?" Whitney shrugged. "Oh, they send in a few fine, normal looking fellows now and then, just for contrast, but not often. They probably shaved him and disguised him as much as they could. Not that anyone would bother in the Free Circuits. The man was a fighter and good for a show, and the more animal he looked the better they would like it. It's the present I'm worried about, not the past."

"We'll get him," said McMillan calmly. "I've got every man on the force combing the ruins. They're bound to flush him out and corner him."

"Did you try the bait as I suggested?"

"We did. Baskets of fruit, all nicely drugged, placed about the
areas where he had been reported. Not one of them has been touched, but the robberies and killings still go on."

The inspector rifled through a sheaf of reports. "He seems to have concentrated on the butcher shops lately, and there are quite a few dogs and cats missing. Would he be changing his diet?"

"Man is an omnivorous animal, he can live on both meat and vegetables, but our very early ancestors were hunters, not farmers."

"Should we try drugged meat as bait then?"

"No. He can probably sense there is something wrong, perhaps even smell the odor of the drug or the men who handled it. Don't forget that his senses are far sharper than ours, smell, vision, hearing even. They had to be for man to survive at all back in the prehistoric age."

"You know," said McMillan thoughtfully, "the more I think about what you told me the more fantastic it seems. Here we have Baron, a civilized man, a space pilot, turning into a brute like that. I can accept the theory, for I've seen too much to be dogmatic about anything. But that a civilized, cultured man should revert back to a gorilla-like ape-man. It doesn't seem to make sense."

"It's true, nevertheless." Whitney listened to the droning voice from the wall-speaker and slumped down into a chair. "The alcohol started it, and then the radiations from the sludge pits, God knows what they did to his metabolism and mind. Then just to make it worse they had to make a fighter out of him. They deliberately put him in the very circumstances where he had to depend on killer instinct and brute force." He gritted his teeth. "They deserved everything he did to them."

"Would it have been any different if you had taken him in charge?"

"Yes. We could have plotted his physical structure change and by mental therapy kept a residue of his conscious mind in control. With drugs and neuron surgery we might even have been able to check the retrogression, but in any case he would have had scientific care and release from all pressure."

He stared somberly at the inspector. "Think of what we could have learned. The shift in some of the internal organs, the alteration in bone structure, the difference in the glands. We could have traced evolution back over half a million years and answered for all time just how we became what we are. We may have discovered just what is the purpose of the pineal gland, the vestigal 'third eye' within the skull. We could have traced the evolutionary life of the appendix and found out just how intelligent our ancestors were. So many questions, and instead of that—"
He broke off as the voice echoed with new urgency from the wall-speaker.

"Central Office. We have found the ape-man."

"Where?" McMillan threw a switch connecting him to the mobile patrol centre.

"Among the ruins, East Side, north from the river. Shall we go in?"

"No. Wait until I get there." McMillan rose from his desk.

"Coming?"

"You couldn’t stop me," said Whitney. He ran after the policeman and dived into the waiting turbo-car.

The drive was a short one, but to the impatient doctor it seemed to take forever. He stared at the bleak ruins of the waterfront, rotten with decay and abandoned as the city pushed out to the space-port. Before them the headlights of the car shone on a group of armed, uniformed men.

"McMillan." The inspector identified himself. "Where is he?"

"Just beyond the ruined warehouse. We spotted him about a mile away and tracked him down."

"Dogs."

"Yes, sir." The man hesitated. "They tracked him but refused to go any further. Shall we—"

"Get rid of the dogs," snapped Whitney. "They will only frighten him. Take them back to their kennels. We don’t want even their scent hanging around."

"Do as he says," ordered the inspector. He looked at the young man. "Any ideas?"

"I suppose that your men have surrounded the area?"

"Naturally."

"Are they sure about their orders? No shooting unless absolutely necessary. I don’t want some trigger-happy fool cutting loose just for the fun of it."

"They know what to do." McMillan stepped from the car and stared towards the dim shape of the ruined building. "A pity that it isn’t daylight, but we’ll have to make out with searchlights. Tear gas?"

"Yes, sir."

"Good. Then close in. Slowly and don’t make too much noise. Cut off the building from the rest of the city. Have plenty of lights to both sides and rear and issue gas weapons. Any man shooting without justification will be answerable to me."

"What do you intend doing?" Whitney glanced at the men around him, moving with quiet efficiency as they carried out the inspector’s orders. "Remember, I don’t want him harmed."

"We’ll do the best we can," said McMillan, "but I can’t promise anything. You seem to forget that there is a murderer in there. I can’t ask my men to let him kill a few of them just to preserve an interesting laboratory specimen. If
they are attacked they will have the right to shoot.”

McMillan glanced up at the dark building. “Once the sides and back are covered with lights we’ll move in. I’m trusting that he will be more afraid of the searchbeams than of us. Once we know just where he is the tear gas can be used to either knock him out or drive him from cover.”

“What then?”

“We’ve got some nets handy and a few men who have had experience in capturing wild animals. If nothing goes wrong we’ll have Baron nicely wrapped and ready for delivery before the morning.”

McMillan turned to an officer. “Sides and back covered?”

“Yes, sir.”

“Right. Lights.”

Fingers of stabbing brilliance streamed from the projectors while other lights, broadened and dispersed, bathed the sides and back of the ruin with floodlit splendor.

“See anything?”

“Not yet, sir.” The officer sent a beam of light stabbing into the dark opening of windows. “I thought that if we filled the upper section with gas we might drive him down.”

“Good idea. Do it.”

Whitney flinched to the thud of guns, and tear gas shells spat from the squat, wide-muzzled weapons and arched towards the gaping windows. They exploded with muffled roars, and a thick white cloud of released gas trickled over the face of the building as it streamed from the upper stories.

“More gas, sir?”

“Wait a bit.” McMillan stared at Whitney. “Any idea how he may react if we went inside?”

“It wouldn’t be too healthy. He is frightened and confused and the only way he knows how to react is by force. It is the only way he can react. The primitive reflex, in fact the only one in the early days, was to destroy everything and anything which threatened. The idea of gods and superstitions came much later in the evolutionary scale, and treating with your enemies later still. Charity and trust are almost modern concepts.”

“So you advise against it.” McMillan frowned at the drifting clouds of gas. “I don’t want to fill the building if I can help it. If I do we’ll have to use masks and they are cumbersome. I suppose that it’s even possible the gas wouldn’t affect him?”

“To a lesser degree, perhaps, but I wouldn’t like to be positive about that.” Whitney looked at the drifting beams of light. “There might be just one way. If I could appeal to his intelligence he may listen to me.”

“Listen? But I thought you said his intelligence had vanished?”

“Not vanished. It couldn’t do that. Just submerged by his subconscious instincts. There may be just a possibility that I could
awaken his awareness, his ego, and that he would respond enough for us to capture him without harm. Have you a loud-speaker?"
"Yes."
"Then if I could use it?"
McMillan nodded and turned to issue the order. He spun as one of the searchbeams died with a dull report and a shower of glass. "What the hell?"
"He's throwing things, sir." The man ducked as a heavy object hurled towards them and smashed against the housing of the light. "I caught a glimpse of a face at one of the lower windows."
"Down!" McMillan swore as something hummed through the air above his head and a man cried out with the pain of a broken arm. "Take cover!"
More missiles followed, hurled with incredible force, slamming against the metal of cars and equipment, smashing the lenses of the searchbeams and spraying the crouching men with splinters of broken rubble.
"Bricks!" The inspector cringed as one exploded, bomb-like, a few feet from his face. "He's bombarding us with bricks!"
"It's the lights," explained Whitney. "The beams frightened him. He probably thinks that they are the eyes of some monster. Let me call to him."
"Where in hell is that loud-speaker?" The inspector inched backwards and behind the shelter of a turbo-car. "Pass it over. Quick!" He handed the instrument to the young doctor. "Here. Just press this button and speak into the mike."
Whitney nodded, inching himself forward so that he could see the building. He waited until the last of the searchbeams died as McMillan ordered them to be cut. He pressed the button.
"Baron!" His amplified voice thundered from the shell of the building, echoing over the ruins and bringing a sudden hush. "Baron. Answer me, Baron. Baron." Grimly he repeated the name, trying to arouse individual awareness in the creature lurking among the ruins. "Baron!"
He released the button and in the following silence little sounds became remarkably loud. The shuffle of feet, the sound of a man coughing and of another nervously working the bolt of his sub-gun. Beside him McMillan breathed quiet orders and men moved into position armed with net and gas rifles.
"Baron!" Again the huge voice roared against the silence. "Bar—" Something whined through the air and smashed against the metal and plastic instrument.
Whitney grunted, almost stunned, and spat a mouthful of blood and broken teeth.
"What happened?" McMillan stared at the young man.
"He threw a brick." Whitney
dabbed at his injured mouth. “If it hadn’t hit the amplifier it would have torn my head off.” He ducked as another missile clanged against the side of the car. “This is getting us nowhere. I’m going in.”
“You’re what!”
“Going in after him. Get me something to use as a gift. A basket of fruit will do or a lump of meat.” He nursed his aching mouth. “And while you’re at it get me a shot of novocaine or cocaine. These broken teeth are giving me hell.”
“I don’t like it.” McMillan shook his head. “You’re crazy even to think of it.”
“No I’m not. The loud-speaker frightened him as the searchbeams did. He probably thought that the lights were the eyes and the amplified voice its roar. If I walk in alone and with a gift, he might not attack. After all he must be starving by now; with his increased metabolism he needs a lot of food, and he may decide to eat first and act afterwards.”
Whitney grunted at the pain in his lacerated mouth. “Anyway, it’s worth a try. I don’t want him injured or shocked any more than I can help. Scientifically, Baron is the most valuable human being in the entire Solar System—and I want to keep him that way.”
“If you think it’s worth the chance—” The inspector gave rapid orders instructing his men to fetch meat and drugs. “I’ll order complete silence while you’re making the attempt, but you’ll be covered and any attacking move will be the signal for a blast of fire. Here.”

McMillan passed over a compact medical kit and watched as the young doctor numbed the nerves of his face. “Here is the meat, fresh from a butcher’s shop, and undrugged. Anything else?”
“No lights. No noise. And no shooting.” Whitney rose to his feet, the raw meat in his hands. “Wish me luck.”

Slowly he began to walk towards the building.

It was dark and silent and he seemed to be walking over a pit of shadows. Even though he knew that he was circled with watching men he felt utterly alone and he had to fight against the instinctive desire to drop everything and run, and run, and keep on running back to the calm normalcy of the Luna Laboratories and the society of old friends.

He kept on walking.

Before him the ruined building loomed high and black against the stars, a thin nimbus of light seeping from its rear as the floodlights destroyed the darkness with their man-made brilliance. Eyes stared at him, the watchful eyes of civilized men crouched behind their guns, and other eyes, small and sunken, peering from beneath lowering brows as they stared at this strange animal walking with fresh meat in its hands.
Meat that Baron must desperately need. Food to fill the empty belly, to supply energy for the speeded metabolism, food for a starving primitive whose only instinct was to eat when he had to, and kill when hungry.

And Baron was starving.

Nearer to the looming building. Nearer, and every moment Whitney imagined a hairy arm sweeping back and a brick, the modern equivalent of a jagged-edged flint, hurling towards him with incredible force. Grimly he strode forward, his throat dry and his lacerated mouth tense as he forced quivering nerves and rebelling muscles to carry him nearer to the waiting creature before him.

"Baron!" He spoke quietly, the sound of his voice startlingly loud in the silence. "Baron." He raised the blood-dripping meat. "Baron. I am your friend. I bring food! Food! Food!"

Whitney fell silent, his legs still carrying him forward, and from one of the watching men, it may have been the inspector, came a muffled curse.

"Baron!" Now he was almost up to the building. "Baron! Food! Something stirred in the shadows.

"Baron!" Sweat oozed from his forehead, but Whitney forced himself to step even nearer. "Food."

He halted then, slowly bending down to place the meat on the ground and slowly straightening. He trembled, almost lost in primitive fear of the unnatural, but his coldly calculating scientific training made him move with cautious precision.

Whitney stepped back, still facing the dim shape in the shadows, and his hands moved slowly from his own body to the meat, from the meat to the almost invisible creature staring at him from the creature back to the meat.

Baron stepped forward.

Even though he had known what to expect, Whitney felt incredible disbelief. It didn't seem possible that a man could have altered so much, and he stared at the dim shape limned by the seeping light from the rear of the building, his eyes wide as they tried to take in every detail at once.

Hair, of course—a thick mat of it over the body and face, leaving only the eyes and ears, nostrils and mouth free. The forehead sloped backwards, the jaw was tremendous and the canines showed white as they rested on the lower lip. From sloping shoulders, bowed with their burden of muscle, long arms hung level with the knees.

The thighs were massive, bowed a little, matching the calves and splayed feet. The stomach and waist were thick, slabbed with muscle and fat, and the chest was a tremendous barrel-shaped thing, so big that the arms hung forward and out as the creature shambled forward.
It was armed. A great mass of concrete pierced with a length of twisted iron, rusty now and stained with damp, obviously fallen from a collapsing wall, but serving as a potent club. Whitney licked his lips as he saw it, noting the weight and the ease with which it was carried. One blow from that crude weapon and his head would be driven down into his chest, his torso smashed down to his knees.

Baron stared at the meat, stared at the man, and the great club swung upwards.

Light blazed from the watching men. A stabbing finger of brilliance striking from the projector and playing full on the brutish features.

"Cut the light!" Whitney swore with helpless anger.

He was too late.

Baron snarled and the great club swung up in the massive fist. He roared and with the sound something of the long-dead past touched the watching men, something primeval and long buried, some response to a forgotten threat and oddly familiar challenge. One man felt it a little more than the others. One man's instincts withered his lips back in a soundless snarl, forced his eyes to blaze hate as they sighted along the barrel of his weapon.

The stutter of the sub-gun came just as the massive club was about to descend.

Red blossoms flowered in a ragged line across the barrel-chest. Lead whined in a lethal stream as it spread towards the staggering figure, smashing through skin and muscle, bone and sinew, tearing into vitals and blasting the life from a thing which should never have lived.

Whitney sobbed with frustrated rage as the descending club, falling by its own weight, brushed his shoulder and sent him, bruised and numb, to the debris-littered ground. He struggled to his feet just as the snarl of the sub-gun faded into shocked silence.

Grimly he stared down at the lifeless figure lying sprawled out on the ground. The strange metabolism had converted a normal body into one which had walked the earth a half million years ago, stilled eternally now by the pounding impact of hot lead. The accidental miracle which could have answered so many questions, solved so many problems, terminated forever.

Looking down at the dead thing Whitney felt a great sadness and a great shame. He had done this. Science had done it, attempting far too much, restoring the dead to a life which, though brief, must have been worse than any hell. He remembered Baron's bitter scorn at the double-edged gift of being allowed to die twice, and, looking down at the crumbled shape, he was certain of one thing.

There would be no second resurrection.
THE PROPHETIC EDGAR ALLAN POE

By SAM MOSKOWITZ

From a daguerreotype taken in the Autumn of 1848 at Providence, R. I.

That science fiction would develop and eventually grow into an important literary force was inevitable as scientific invention and technology began to make gargantuan strides during the early part of the nineteenth century. The mood of the period reflected the pride of Man in his progress and the fascination which the newly created marvels exercised over him took the form of an overwhelming curiosity as to where all this would lead and what was to come next.
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America's most tragically romantic man of letters might have achieved fame as a scientist without writing a single line of fiction. His brilliance was many-faceted.

Edgar Allan Poe, with his supremely logical and brilliant mind, became the leading proponent of the science fiction tale in the first half of the nineteenth century. The literature owes to his influence an enduring debt, quite
on a par with the recognition accorded him for his contributions to detective and mystery fiction.

Basically, Poe’s science fiction stories were divided into two major categories. The first, including such tales as *Ms. Found in a Bottle*, *Descent into the Maelstrom* and *A Tale of Ragged Mountain* are artistic science fiction in which the mood or effect is primary and the scientific rationality serves merely to strengthen the aesthetic aspect.

In the other group, examples of which are *Mellonta Tauta*, *Hans Phaall—A Tale* and *The Thousand-and-Second Tale of Scheherazade*, the idea he wished to convey was paramount and the style was modulated to provide an atmospheric background which would remain unobtrusive, and not take the spotlight from the scientific concepts he was intent on dramatizing in the most effective possible way.

Poe’s greatest reputation and certainly the bulk of his most magnificent tales and poems have been built around themes stressing psychological horror. It is not surprising, therefore, that many readers tend to think of him as a supernatural horror story writer, with a decided penchant for ghosts.

They forget that not a single Poe story ever contained a legitimate ghost and the few angels which occasionally crop up, merely play the role of sardonic story-tellers. Poe abhorred mysticism in almost any form, including the notion of a deity in religion. If he was not an atheist, his published statements, taken at their most conservative, reveal a militant agnostic.

His classic tales of terror, *The Fall of the House of Usher*, *The Tell-Tale Heart*, *The Black Cat* and *William Wilson*, are actually coolly based on abnormal psychology and contain many elements which the modern writer, inspired by Sigmund Freud, mines for rich literary ore. Poe, through his own tormenting problems, knew that the ultimate damnation lay in the distortions of a man’s own inner consciousness and not in any supernatural event.

That he was skeptical of anything at odds with cold, dispassionate logic was made abundantly clear by his brilliant exposé of Johann Nepomuk Maelzel, a German, visiting America, who brought with him an elaborate mechanism which he claimed could play chess automatically. This device had duped Europeans since its invention by Baron Kempelen of Hungary in 1769. The machine would play a chess game with any individual. It was not infallible, and at times it would even lose a game. But what angered Poe was the fact that its showman Maelzel claimed that the entire operation was automatic.

With nothing to go on except
the manner in which the game was conducted, Poe, in his remarkable essay, *Maelzel's Chess-Player*, published in the April, 1836 issue of *The Southern Literary Messenger*, successfully exposed the machine as a fraud, manipulated by a concealed man. In that essay we get a clear picture of the superlatively logical mind that conceived C. Auguste Dupin, forerunner of Sherlock Holmes and cleverly constructed and unraveled cryptograms in the popular tale of lost treasure, *The Gold Bug*.

His brilliance in that respect demonstrates that there was nothing inconsistent about his writing spine-chillers on the one hand and legitimate science fiction on the other. That his epics of fear had, for the most part, a greater literary impact was more accidental than otherwise, for Poe might have achieved fame as a philosopher or mathematician without writing a single line of imaginative fiction.

But the writing of science fiction did not merely occupy a youthful phase of Poe’s writing career, to be later set aside for more “mature” subject matter, as was the case with H. G. Wells. Originally, Poe attempted to make his reputation as a poet, seriously turning to prose in 1832 when five of his short stories, including his very first, *Metzengerstein*, appeared in *The Philadelphia Saturday Courier*.

His first published science fiction story was *Ms. Found in a Bottle* which won a fifty-dollar first prize in a contest sponsored by *The Baltimore Saturday Visitor*, appearing in the issue of that periodical for October 12, 1833. From that time until his death in 1849, which year he published *Von Kempelen and his Discovery* and *Mellonta Tauta*, science fiction tales were a regular part of his literary production.

Edgar Allan Poe was born in Boston, Jan. 19, 1809, son of an English actress, Elizabeth Arnold Hopkins, and an Irish actor, David Poe. There was a brother and sister, and all three of the children had to be supported by the mother when the father deserted while Edgar was still an infant.

When Mrs. Poe died in Richmond, Virginia, in 1811, the children were adopted by well-to-do families of that city. Edgar was given a home by a successful merchant, John Allan, from whom he received his middle name.

Poe received good elementary schooling and was then sent to the University of Virginia where immoderate gambling eventually resulted in his removal. Admission to West Point, obtained through the influence of his father, ended in his being court-martialed for neglect of duty. Upon leaving the U.S. Military Academy, in the spring of 1831, he redoubled his efforts to get his poetry published
and began the first of his many
short stories.

THE BALTIMORE SATURDAY VIS-
ITOR prize for Ms. Found in a
Bottle brought him immediate,
gratifying recognition. The judges
of the contest, J. H. B. Latrobe,
John P. Kennedy and Dr. James
H. Miller, in letters and records
they have left behind, were per-
fectly aware that they had dis-
covered a writer of extraordinary
talent. Latrobe, in later describ-
ing the reactions of the judges dur-
ing the reading of six of Poe's short
stories submitted to the contest
under the heading of Folio Club
Tales, said; "There was genius in
everything they listened to; there
was no uncertain grammar, no
feeble phraseology, no ill-placed
punctuation, no worn truisms, no
strong thought elaborated into
weakness. Logic and imagination
were combined in rare consistency
... There was an analysis of
complicated facts—an unravelling
of circumstantial knowledge that
charmed ... a pure classic diction
that delighted all three."

After the reading, there was
a considerable discussion as to
whether to select Ms. Found in a
Bottle or A Descent into Mael-
strom as the winner. Ms. Found
in a Bottle is the story of an old-
time freighter blasted apart by
a sudden tropical storm and
slowly sinking. "At a terrific height
directly above us, and upon the
very verge of the precipitous de-
scent, hovered a gigantic ship of
perhaps four thousand tons. Al-
though upreared upon the summit
of a wave more than a hundred
times her own altitude, her ap-
parent size still exceeded that of
any ship of the line or East India-
man in existence."

The ghostly ship collides with
the wreckage and the impact
throws the narrator to safety on
her deck. The mystery vessel is
manned by a crew of incredibly
ancient mariners, who pay scant
attention to the new arrival. Though
in almost the final stages of senil-
ity, the Captain and the crew ap-
pear to be attempting to thwart
some inescapable doom.

It soon becomes evident that
the vessel is inexorably drawn
across the seas by a powerful cur-
rent or undertow. This river of
the sea races like "a tide which,
howling and shrieking by the white
ice, thunders on to the southward
with a velocity like the headlong
dashing of a cataract ..." Rush-
ing through "stupendous ramparts
of ice, towering away into the
desolate sky, and looking like the
walls of the universe ..." the ship
is sucked into a whirlpool of waters
rushing toward the center of the
earth.

While the atmosphere of the
story owes a debt to the legend of
the Flying Dutchman, the ending
seems to have been inspired by a
theory circulated by Captain John
Cleves Symmes of Hamilton, Ohio
in 1818. Symmes believed that the earth was hollow and that there were openings at both poles. He even estimated the size of the entrances to be four thousand miles in diameter at the north pole and six thousand at the south. Each opening, he claimed, was enclosed in a circle of ice.

A work of science fiction titled Symzonia and credited to Captain Adam Seaborn (possibly a pseudonym of Symmes), appeared in 1820, based on Symmes’s theory and involved strange animals, a lost civilization and much adventure at the Earth’s center.

That Poe was acquainted with the concept of the hollow earth may be drawn from the postscript to Ms. Found in a Bottle, which referred to his having become familiar “with the maps of Mercator, in which the ocean is represented as rushing, by four mouths, into the (northern) Polar Gulf, to be absorbed into the bowels of the earth; the pole itself being represented by a black rock, towering to a prodigious height.”

It has been pointed out that Ms. Found in a Bottle reads like the prelude to a longer story dealing with the Earth’s center. Similar observations have been made concerning The Narrative of A. Gordon Pym, which might conceivably have become a tale of a hollow earth, with an ending very similar to Descent into Maelstrom. Poe’s mention of the Earth’s north pole as convex in appearance in Hans Phaall—A Tale, affords further substantiation that he was familiar with Symmes’s theories.

Poe hovered on the brink of new adventures many times and always drew back. All of the tales which seem to have something in common with Symmes, are in a real fashion, unfinished. The impression, in each of them, is that for reasons best known to himself, the author preferred to leave the story hanging.

Perhaps the most imaginative of Poe’s science fiction stories, Hans Phaall—A Tale, was in the process of creation at the very time when Ms. Found in a Bottle was published. Thrilled by the selection of his story as a prize winner, Poe called upon the three judges individually to thank them.

The account of his visit to Latrobe is recorded: “I asked him whether he was then occupied with any literary labor. He replied that he was then engaged on A Voyage to the Moon, and at once went into a somewhat learned disquisition upon the laws of gravity, the height of the earth’s atmosphere, and capacities of balloons... presently, speaking in the first person, he began the voyage... leaving the earth and becoming more and more animated, he described his sensations as he climbed higher and higher... where the moon’s attraction overcame that of the earth, there was a sudden boule-
versement of the car and great confusion among the tenants.

By the time the speaker had become so excited, spoke so rapidly, gesticulating much, that when the turn upside-down took place, and he clapped his hands and stamped with his foot by way of emphasis, I was carried along with him . . ."

That Poe was extraordinarily enthusiastic about the writing of his "moon" story is undeniable. His preoccupation with science fiction was not a literary accident. Neither was it an outgrowth of financial necessity. It was undeniably what he wanted to write.

A very good case has been made for A Voyage to the Moon by Joseph Atterley, published in 1827, as one of the prime movers in arousing Poe’s interest in writing a moon story. It seems that Joseph Atterley was actually a pen name of Professor George Tucker, chairman of the Faculty of the University of Virginia, which Poe attended in 1826. Tucker’s novel is of historical interest on another count, since it is one of the earliest stories using what has come to be known as anti-matter, or in science fiction terminology, “contraterrene matter,” as a means of space navigation.

To accomplish his space voyage Poe used a balloon. Despite this, the story was far from being unscientific. He paved the way for the use of the balloon, by present-

ing the theory that the Sun’s atmosphere extended beyond Venus into the orbit of the earth in a somewhat attenuated form. As theoretical evidence, he offered the shortening intervals between the arrival of Encke’s comet, which could not be satisfactorily explained by the science of his day, but which he surmised might be due to the fact that there was more resistance to movement in space than was commonly supposed.

The narrative itself is documentary. It compares favorably with Destination Moon, the moving picture made from Robert A. Heinlein’s script, which graphically describes the mechanics of space flight in a completely realistic and believable fashion.

At the very end of his tale, Poe abruptly turns facetious and intimates that the entire thing is a hoax, but not before a city of “ugly little people” is discovered on the moon. The impression is strongly conveyed that the story was never truly finished and was quickly tidied up to facilitate a sale. Nevertheless, it is in the main deadly serious, scientific and well done.

Hans Phaall—A Tale, appeared in the Southern Literary Messenger for June, 1835, only a few months before another moon story which was destined to create a national sensation. The New York Sun, during the months of August and September, 1835, carried what
it claimed to be a completely authenticated news story titled Discoveries in the Moon Lately Made at the Cape of Good Hope.

This story, which today is known as The Moon Hoax, was perpetrated by Richard Adams Locke and purported to be the discoveries made by Sir John Herschel at his observatory on Cape Hope with the aid of a newly constructed telescope. The readers were completely taken in and other papers, including the Journal of Commerce, reprinted the account. The excitement reached such proportions, that the author, fearing unforeseen and unpleasant reactions when the hoax was finally discovered, voluntarily confessed before he could be exposed.

Poe was furious, largely because he believed the idea had been lifted from his own moon story. In a letter, dated Sept. 11, 1835, to his Baltimore benefactor, John P. Kennedy (one of the judges who had awarded first prize to Ms. Found in a Bottle), he wrote: "Have you seen the ‘Discoveries in the Moon?’ Do you not think it altogether suggested by Hans Phaall? It is very singular, but when I first proposed writing a tale concerning the Moon, the idea of Telescopic discoveries suggested itself to me—but I afterwards abandoned it. I had however spoken of it freely, and from many little incidents and apparently trivial remarks in those Discoveries I am convinced that the idea was stolen from myself."

When Hans Phaall was later incorporated into book form, Poe added a footnote pointing out that his story enjoyed prior appearance to The Moon Hoax. In his footnote, he mentioned that New York papers had reprinted his story side by side with Locke’s to ascertain if they were written by the same person. Though he refers to the “very celebrated and very beautiful ‘Moon Story’” by Locke, in a review which he wrote shortly after the appearance of the hoax, he figuratively cut the story to shreds, both scientifically and artistically.

There is speculation that the real cause of Poe’s anger stemmed from the fact that he planned a sequel to Hans Phaall. Possibly that was the motive behind the abrupt ending of the Poe story and Locke’s hoax destroyed his opportunity to add to it.

The longest story Poe ever wrote, actually a novel in length, was The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket, originally serialized in a magazine edited by Poe, The Southern Literary Messenger, Jan.-Feb., 1837, and later completed for hard cover publication.

Commencing as a blood-curdling tale of adventure on the high seas, the story becomes a science fiction tale as a lost race is discovered on islands near the south pole. The sequence of events closely fol-
allows those of Seaborn's *Symzonia* and the tale becomes more fantastic as it evolves, with the discovery of hitherto unknown aquatic creatures and water which is "veined" and peculiarly alive.

As the ill-fated ship journeys closer, the area near the South Pole seems to warm up, strange white creatures go drifting by, a peculiar ash falls continually from the sky and in the distance can be dimly seen through the vapor a "limitless cataract, rolling silently into the sea from some immense and far-distant rampart in the heaven. The gigantic curtain ranged along the whole extent of the southern horizon. It emitted no sound."

Overhead "gigantic and pallidly white birds flew continuously now from beyond the veil, and their scream was the eternal Tekeli-li... there arose in our pathway a shrouded human figure, very far larger in proportions than any dweller among men. And the hue of the skin was of the perfect whiteness of the snow."

There the story ends and what might have come next has fascinated readers for over a century, none more so than Jules Verne, who wrote a sequel, *Sphinx of the Icefields*, and H. P. Lovecraft, who in a sense also wrote a sequel in *At the Mountains of Madness*. Lovecraft’s novel of the exploration of an advanced and ancient civilization beneath the ice of the antarctic ends, as did Poe’s, with “the repetition of a single, mad word of all too obvious source: "Tekeli-li... Tekeli-li!"

Poe’s *The Conversation of Eiros and Charmion*, first published in *Burton’s Gentleman’s Magazine* for December, 1838, is of singular literary significance. A comet, passing through the earth’s atmosphere, alters its chemistry so that all life perishes. This being the case, the story is necessarily told by two spirits in the hereafter. But the fact that the earth had never before been wiped out in fiction, in quite this astronomical and scientifically sound fashion, cannot be minimized.

It is a striking commentary upon the attitude of publishers towards native authors in Poe’s time that one of his most powerful short stories, the gripping *Descent Into the Maelstrom*, which we know to have been in manuscript form as early as 1833, had to go begging until 1841, when *Graham’s Lady’s and Gentleman’s Magazine* for May of that year published it. Dramatic poetry in prose, this tale moves along with the speed of a modern thriller, recounting the adventures of two brothers, fishing off Norway, who are sucked down into an immense whirlpool off the coast.

They descend for many miles, accompanied by myriads of objects which the maelstrom has also captured. The tale is powerfully re-
lated, with scrupulous attention to scientific accuracy. Through the use of known natural principles, one of the brothers saves himself and returns to the surface, while the other perishes.

Those who have read *Twenty Thousand Leagues Beneath the Sea* by Jules Verne must certainly have recognized *Descent into Maelstrom* as the genesis of a similar incident in which Captain Nemo and his marvelous submarine, The Nautilus, steer into virtually the same maelstrom off the coast of Norway.

*A Tale of the Ragged Mountains*, appearing first in *Godey’s Lady’s Book* for April, 1844, has, strangely enough, not been one of the author’s frequently reprinted stories, though it certainly ranks among his better works. Under the effects of hypnotism and mor- phine, the protagonist, while strolling through the Ragged Mountains, which Poe knew well, since they were only a short distance from the University of Virginia which he attended, suddenly finds himself transmitted into the past and becomes involved in a battle between the British and the Natives of old India.

Though there is an element of the contrived, the tale is cleverly told and the writing is sheer delight.

At almost the same time, April 13, 1844, *The New York Sun* published a sensational extra with headlines that read: “ASTOUNDING NEWS! BY EXPRESS VIA NORFALK! THE ATLANTIC CROSSED IN THREE DAYS! SIGNAL TRIUMPH OF MR. MONCK MASON’S FLYING MACHINE!!!”

The same Poe who had shredded Richard Adams Locke for his moon hoax, had descended to an almost identical trick which was to become known as *The Balloon Hoax*. Poe was determined to give the readers of the sun their money’s worth. The technical construction of the balloon was described in a faultless scientific manner. A reprint of the balloon’s journal was published along with interpolations by one of the feminine passengers, Mrs. Ainsworth. For a brief time the hoax was believed, brought Poe a few dollars and focussed the public spotlight upon him and his brand of craftsmanship. Since the Atlantic was not to be traversed by a gas-filled flying machine for one hundred years after the appearance of Poe’s story, we can readily see that this fabrication qualified as science fiction when it appeared.

Hypnotism or mesmerism, was, in Poe’s time, of as questionable a nature as flying saucers are today. Reputable scientists frequently looked upon it as a form of quackery. Though few were more skeptical of the existence of anything of an occult or mystical nature than Poe, he evidently was fascinated by the possibilities of
hypnotism, because he utilized it as a device in many of his stories. *Mesmeric Revelation*, when it appeared in *Columbian Lady’s and Gentleman’s Magazine* for August, 1844, used a hypnotized man as a means of projecting Poe’s views on the nature of God and the universe, including the concept of the “Universal Mind” (all elements in the universe combined into a thinking whole), which later formed one of the primary tenets of Olaf Stapledon’s philosophical fantasy, *The Star Maker*.

The theme of hypnotism was employed again in *The Facts in the Case of M. Valdemar*, which appeared in *The American Review* for December, 1845. Therein, an experiment is conducted to see how long hypnotism may prolong the life of a dying man. Though the body dies, through post hypnotic suggestion, the unfortunate Mr. Valdemar, who is the subject of the experiment, continues to communicate. When after *seven months* the “dead” man is snapped out of his hypnotic trance, his body dissolves into “a nearly liquid mass of loathsome — of detestable putridity.” As a work of fiction this is a much more effective scientific horror tale than its predecessor, *Mesmeric Revelation*.

Though he was preoccupied with mesmerism, Poe had by no means discarded his interest in the more physical sciences. *The Thousand and Second Tale of Scheherazade* purported to be the further adventures of the *Arabian Nights*, and related the real fate of the marvelous fabricator, Scheherazade. Not satisfied with her past triumphs, Scheherazade continues the adventures of Sinbad, who now encounters giant ocean-going steamships with thousands of passengers and every conceivable luxury aboard, railroad trains, wireless telegraphy, calculating machines, chess-playing robots, teletypes, printing presses, methods of converting baser metals into gold, ultra violet rays, galvanic batteries, electricity, photography, the astronomical tricks of light and other modern miracles. The king, Scheherazade’s husband, had been perfectly willing to believe all the previous relatively reasonable adventures of Sinbad, but now he feels certain that Scheherazade is pulling his leg and not even being very subtle about it, so he has her choked to death. This story was introduced to the public by GODEY’S LADY’S BOOK in its issue for Feb., 1845.

The year of his death, 1849, found Poe still very much occupied with the writing of science fiction. *Mellonta Tauta* appeared in GODEY’S LADY’S BOOK for Feb., 1849. The story was laid in the year 2848 and told in the form of a letter written by a lady to a friend while taking a trans-Atlantic trip on a powered passenger balloon, travelling at the rate of 100 miles
per hour. Some of the marvels of that future date included telegraph wires floating on the surface of the ocean and railroad trains travelling 300 miles per hour on fifty foot gage tracks. Creatures on the moon and their civilization are observed through telescopes and the story ends with antiquarians excavating on the site of old New York a plaque for a monument in memory of George Washington upon the anniversary of the surrender of Lord Cornwallis. No one is quite sure who these gentlemen were and just what was implied by the surrender of Cornwallis.

Poe, in this story presents his concept of a finite universe, so balanced that it revolves around a common center of gravity.

Mellonta Tauta appears to have been written to create interest in a new theory of the universe propounded by Poe in his controversial essay *Eureka, a Prose Poem*, first published in book form by George Putnam in 1848. This non-fiction work was the basis of a number of dramatic lectures delivered by Poe and he believed it to be his supreme masterpiece. Literary researchers and critics alike have either ignored it or viewed it askance. Some feel it represents the product of a mind no longer rational, others contended that it indicated intellectual strength and the grasp of advanced theories which have since received acceptance, while a third school maintains that the ideas should be ignored and that it should be considered on its literary merits alone as a prose poem.

One of the theories in *Eureka* is the concept that all matter sprang from nothing and that there is a process resembling that of “continuous creation” of matter. Another is that there is an equitable irradiation of matter through a ‘limited’ space and that the number of stars and their extent is finite, not infinite.

Poe also believed that matter is attracted to matter and not to one common point in the universe and therefore that gravitation indicated a tendency of all things to return into their original unity: that the universe began from nothing and would return to nothing.

That further matter is only attraction and repulsion: “a finally consolidated globe of globes, being but one particle, would be without attraction, i.e., gravitation; the existence of such a globe presupposes the expulsion of the separative ether which we know to exist between the particles as at present diffused: — thus the final globe would be matter without attraction and repulsion; but these are matter: — then the final globe would be matter without matter: — i.e., no matter at all: — it must disappear. Thus Unity is nothingness.”

The last science fiction story of Poe’s to see print was *Von Kempelen and His Discovery*, presented
in the flag of our union for April 14, 1849, involving the successful transmutation of lead into gold by the title character.

The full range of Poe’s influence upon the science fiction field is incalculable, but his greatest contribution to the advancement of the genre was the precept that every departure from norm must be logically explained scientifically. This made it easy for the reader to attain a willing-suspension-of-disbelief and accept the unusual.

The greatest names in the history of the field owe a profound debt to his method: “that everything must be scientifically logical” and in some cases even stronger one to his inspired techniques of narration.

The details of Poe’s tortured life would not be believable or acceptable in fiction. The bouts with alcohol and drugs as a temporary respite from his plights, the strange circumstances of the marriage to his 13 year old, tubercular cousin and his own grievous personality faults, conceal a man who was essentially a hard-working, willing, self-sacrificing writer and husband.

The night of his death, Oct. 7, 1849, in Baltimore at the age of 40, it is reported that the corridors of the hospital rang for hours with his cries of “Reynolds! Reynolds! Oh, Reynolds!” Reynolds was one of the lead characters in The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym. Truly, this time Poe was being carried by a relentless current toward a roaring cataract which poured ceaselessly into a fathomless chasm, while white figures hovered nearby and the screams of “tekeli-li tekli-li!” achieved their ultimate meaning.

Did the shrouded human figure that rose before him at the last bear his salvation or his eternal damnation?

Thanks for the courtesy extended by the staff of The Poe House in Philadelphia, whose exhibits and elaboration on Poe’s motivations helped the writer attain the proper perspective on the man.

ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE: A Study in Science Fiction

by SAM MOSKOWITZ

“‘A Study in Scarlet’”, as everyone knows, made Sherlock Holmes a literary immortal. But the versatile Sir Arthur wrote science fiction as well—and very wonderful science fiction it was. Another of Sam Moskowitz’s brilliantly entertaining articles about great writers in the genre.
New ideas, new departures in human thinking and planning do not as a rule take on form and substance overnight. The time and place must be right, and the new idea shared by many thoughtful minds before it can become a concrete, satisfying reality. For some time now an idea, a plan, a purpose that is exciting and practical has been germinating quietly in the minds of a good many science fiction enthusiasts. It can be summed up briefly as follows:

Our age is science-conscious as no other previous age has been in the whole of recorded history. Science has become so important to every one of us that the very survival of civilization depends on a constant, ever increasing awareness of what science can accomplish in our Earth Satellite Era. And this awareness must be shared by young people—by the generation that will be responsible for the shape of things to come ten, twenty and thirty years from now.

Why not then—science fiction clubs in every elementary school, high school and college? One of the major aims of such clubs would be to get other readers interested in the field by promoting the reading of all science fiction magazines, paperbacks and books.

We are happy to announce that a committee of science fiction enthusiasts has already been formed to promote and advance this fine undertaking. The committee’s primary aim is to encourage the reading of science fiction by the youth of today. Fritz Leiber, a prominent writer in the genre, is one of the committee’s foremost sponsors. If you are interested in forming such a club as a teacher, a parent, a student or a scientific worker in the field—we suggest you write to: SCIENCE THRU SCIENCE FICTION, Box 9148, Chicago 90, Illinois.

Remember, SATELLITE SCIENCE FICTION is not sponsoring these clubs. They won’t be directly connected with the magazine. We are whole-heartedly and enthusiastically endorsing a movement that can only be of considerable benefit to the entire science fiction field.
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MY BROTHER PAULIE

by HARLAN ELLISON

Deadly fear walked with him.
In space ... up and down the catwalks ... there was no escape.

Impossible footsteps sounded down the catwalk. Impossible, because he was alone with his brother Paulie, sealed up in an experimental rocket two hundred thousand miles from Earth and Paulie was just waiting for an opportunity to kill him.

Impossible because this was the first ship to attempt a circumnavigation of the Moon, and God only knew how rough it was with- out Paulie constantly on the stalk, trying to burn away the top of his skull.

Brad Woodland pressed himself closer to the gigantic hydrazine tank, wedging himself in tighter between the tank and bulkhead of the Resurrection IX. Silently, he prayed his brother would drop dead.

The footsteps drew nearer, directly over his head now.

"Brad! Brad Boy! Out, Brad, c'mon out!"
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The deep, masculine voice of his brother struck Brad Woodland with the same terror it had held when they were both children, and Paulie had delighted in beating his younger brother up. “Brad, c'mon out and we'll talk, boy. It's a long pull there and back, Brad. We got to comfort each other—”

He slid his hands up the smooth, cool metal of the tank, clapping them without sound over his ears. It failed to shut out Paulie's insistent, sardonic tones. Paulie, with that damned blaster. He bit his lip, and he could feel his eyes beginning to water.

This was the way it had always been; he could even remember a similar situation when he was nine and Paulie had been thirteen. He had taken the more brilliant of the two balloons Dad had brought home from the company outing, and Paulie had chased him into the yard, yelling for a trade, and threatening to beat Brad's head in.

Brad had run wildly, and wedged himself under the rear porch. He had laid there, terrified and shaking, seeing Paulie's feet run past the porch—pause—turn—run a few steps back again—stop—and finally go out of sight around the house. Of course, Paulie had taken the balloon later, and had knocked him down with a hard punch in the stomach. But for those few moments he had been safe, and securely hidden, and Paulie had not been able to find him.

He was facing the same danger now. The years had not changed his brother.

With the dim light from control country upship filtering down into the fuel tank compartment of this third stage, everything was weird and dusky. Dimly-lit and soft-edged, as in a dream. The way things had been when they had put Brad through his pre-flight mental checkup, at Redstone Tower.

He remembered all the hours before blastoff, when he had lain in the padded troughs of the check-machines getting his brain gauged. The more he thought of the inexhaustible training and checking and priming he had gone through for this most important voyage, the more bewildered he was at the thought of Paulie stowing away.

How his brother had done it, under the very noses of a thousand guards, he could not imagine.

But less than a thousand miles out, he had discovered quickly enough that he was not alone on the Resurrection IX. While still strapped into his webbing, he had heard the footsteps.

And when the compartment door to control country had slammed open, and he had seen Paulie's big, wedge-torsoed body, poised there in the companionway, he had screamed. For there should have been no one else out here with him.
Not only was this a dangerous solo flight! It was a crucial test for him. Eight ships had gone before, and eight ships had exploded in space, or crashed back to Earth, or shot off into the void, or—

Eight ships before, and yet there was no reason why he should not have made it, for he was in great shape, along with the top shape of his ship. He would have made it! Except—

“Brad! Hey, dear brother, where are you?”

The footsteps clanked heavily overhead, and Brad prayed again in the cavern of his skull that Paulie would not look down. For, save for the area that was blocked off by the crossbeam of the overhead catwalk, he was plainly visible from above. In the duskling light that was still clear enough to see by, Brad knew his brother could aim the blaster and char him to ashes before he could extricate himself.

He pressed closer, his breath catching in his throat.

The steps passed by, and Paulie went further toward the “rear” of the rocket. On a lower level, the whine of the spin-turbos reminded Brad that without the centrifugal spin of the ship, there would be no gravity. And wouldn’t that be a help to Paulie.....

The steps receded, and Brad breathed easier again. Why had Paulie done this fantastic, incredible thing? Why? Well, he knew the answer to that, too. He knew exactly what had made Paulie think he could get away with the murder of his brother.

He thought back, remembering the first few moments of shock and horror. When the control compartment door had slammed open, and Brad craned his neck around in chill apprehension, he had found himself staring into a face that was almost identical with his own.

Almost identical for Brad and Paulie Woodland were twins.

But there were differences, too— in eyes and voice and gesture—and when they were together they could easily be told apart. Only when one was absent, did the other seem a replica of both.

“When all those flashbulbs go off, at the landing,” Paulie had said softly, smiling at him from the compartment doorway, “everyone’ll be so full of hot-juice and hysteria, they won’t stop to think you look different. You went up alone, you came back alone. Maybe, they’ll tell themselves, space does that to a man, sort of changes his face a little. No sweat, Brad boy. No sweat at all. You go out the lock, and into the sun, and I go back to glory. How’s that, Brad boy?”

Brad had been petrified with horror. The blaster had loomed enormous in his brother’s clasp. He had watched the bell-muzzle of it, and felt the roaring blast of its power, deep inside himself. He
had waited a split-second for Paulie to pull the trigger, releasing one of the gelatin loads into the reaction chamber, and then he had defended himself. He had fallen forward, and slammed his palm flat onto the light control switch. The compartment had gone instantly black. Only the stars outside the curved viewpoint had cast any light.

Then, as Brad had fumbled with the snaps on the webbing, as he had lunged against the web and fallen free, tumbling to the deck, Paulie had pulled the trigger.

The hissing roar of the blaster had filled the compartment, and in the light of the flash, his face had assumed a gargoylesque cast — the eyes wide with hate, the mouth slashed open and hungry, like the mouth of a killer fish, the cheeks strained across in a death-grin.

Brad had rolled, coming up with knees bent, and hitting Paulie low. His brother had cried out in pain and shock, and had gone over backward. Brad had grabbed for the blaster, but Paulie had fought back, stubbornly refusing to release it.

Then Brad had run!

He had been running ever since. Two hundred thousand miles from Earth, he had been dodging and running and trying to escape his brother. The ship could carry itself. The astroplot made the machine almost a robot — until turnover time came — and Brad knew he would not have to worry about getting back up to control compartment before they rounded the Moon. Eventually he'd have to go up and slap a few switches, compute a few vectors, blast a few bursts. But that could wait. Right now he had to figure a way to kill Paulie before his brother got to him.

Far behind him he heard footsteps clanking down the compartment ladder. When the ship was tail-down, the ladder ran vertically. But with the ship "horizontal" it was a runged catwalk down the center of the section. Branching off from it, were several smaller ladders, leading to the compartment floors. It was down one of these offshoot ladders that Paulie was climbing now — the ladder into the hydrazine tank compartment. He was getting closer.

Brad bit his lips again. He was trapped for the moment. If Paulie examined the compartment thoroughly — and why should he fail to do so? — he was bound to see Brad wedged in between the tanks. He had to get out of where he was before his brother came down to the deck.

He edged out, keeping the round bulk of the tank between himself and the ladder. He got loose finally, and heard the sound. Someone jumping, to land heavily. Then the footsteps started again.

Brad cast an alarmed glance behind himself. The corridor
stretched back for only a short distance. There was no place to go. Just more tanks, and water valves to the flow-through ducts, and tool closets, and —

Abruptly he felt a surge of relief. Had he stumbled on the answer — the only possible solution to his nightmare that had for so long seemed destined to end only with his death? Was the tool closet his salvation?

He edged down the corridor, keeping close to the tanks. In a minute he was at the end of the corridor, his back against the closet, his hand pressed to the opener. He pulled up on it with one finger, and it slid open easily. He rummaged inside for a moment, finally coming up with a double-thread wrench. Big and blocky and steel-jawed, it was not the most powerful weapon ever invented, but it was better than no weapon at all.

The hand-grip felt reassuring.

Brad melted back against the tanks, the wrench held tightly in his fist. He saw a shadow floating along the deckplates, in the cool dusk of the compartment. He saw the shadow’s arm extended, saw the blaster clearly. He raised the wrench over his head, and remained poised, waiting.

The shadow drew nearer, and Brad saw the toe of a boot around the tank’s bulk.

He drew in his breath sharply, and just at that moment — before he could bring the wrench down — the alarm went off throughout the ship. The sounding button went home, and the red alert screamed, and he knew he must get updecks to turn the ship. The shadow stopped moving, and edged backward, and Brad, hardly thinking, knowing he was doomed unless he turned the ship immediately took a quick step forward and threw the wrench.

It spanged off the tank beside Paulie’s head, and hit the deck with a crash. Brad did not hesitate. He was out and running, crouched low. He hit Paulie low again, and kept right on moving. He was halfway up the ladder before he heard Paulie coming after him. But this time the angle of the tanks and the bulk of the ladder protected him.

He raced down the long corridor, avoiding the tripstops of the ladder that lay along the floor, and hit the control country door with a crash that jarred every bone in his body.

He was inside then, and slamming the door. He braced it closed with a panel chock that fastened magnetically to the floor, and he prayed Paulie could not get in.

Then he was calculating the vectors — putting everything else from his mind for the moment — and slapping home the switches, and blasting the tubes in just the right way.

Beneath the ship, the bloated,
cratered white face of the Moon passed by, wheeling and glittering in his eyes as the banks of auto-recorders and telemetering devices probed downward and took readings. Man’s first jump around the Moon.

Brad Woodland stared fascinated, and speechless. He wanted to yell, “Paulie! Paulie! I’ve done it! I’ve made it where the others couldn’t! I’ve passed the Moon, damn it, and here I am!” But he couldn’t.

He watched Earth’s satellite for a long, long moment, and then he realized the shattering sound he had been hearing for the past few minutes was not in his mind at all but the compartment door being systematically blasted open.

He spun just as it crashed inward, and he got a full-face view of Paulie, his brother, and the blaster... just before Paulie pulled the trigger.

THE DREAM:
Youth in two parts. Split like a pea-pod down the center, with each section possessing a vigorous life of its own. The Alicia party, where Brad had won the girl by his quick wit, and Paulie had lost the girl because of his surly nature and quick temper. The days of wanting to speak, to say something, to get through the wall that stood between brother and brother, but always with silence. The days when Mama and Dad had looked strangely at them and asked themselves, “What’s the matter with those two? They’ve always been such good buddies.”

First there had been Alicia, when Paulie was the wiser, and Brad the angrier. Then the hot rod days, and the skin diving days and finally the high school college postgrad Army days. Then the tests for Resurrection IX.

Brad
Brad
Brad

No Paulie—just Brad. Paulie left on the outside, a lesser shot with the Redstone missile men. Just Brad into the sky and the night, and the fire with the silvered salmon that was a ship to space dedicated. That had been the way of it, with footsteps that came nearer, nearer, nearer as a face that was his face—and all faces—lived there in a ring of flame and fire from the blaster.

Brad Woodland awoke!

Somehow, Paulie had missed. He was still very much alive. He got to his feet, shaking. Silence shimmered through the ship. But Paulie was back there somewhere. It had to be. The ship tilted. The autoplot bleated, and Brad looked at the plot-tank. They were nearly home.

Comm Center Redstone Tower was trying to pin them with location leads; the board was going mad. He was going to make it. Somehow, he had escaped the
wrath of his jealous brother, who had always come second to him, always, always, and who would run also-ran this time?

He fell into the webbing, strapped down, and brought the flaming bulk of the *Resurrection IX* in for a perfect pit-landing.

Man had gone around the Moon, and lived to report the event in person. The ship was silent in its pit.

When the elevator brought Brad Woodland down from the ship, he wasted no time with the reporters. He ran instead to the little cluster of Army officers who stood waiting by the ready-pool, and saluted sharply.

They returned the salute, and congratulated him. Brad Woodland did not give them a moment to finish their congratulations.

"Listen, General, I don’t know how it happened, but you know my brother Paulie — the one who looks like me? Somehow he managed to smuggle himself on board at blastoff, and he tried to kill me all during the trip. He had a blaster, and he burnt away the control room door, and just missed killing me. Look, General, send someone on board now to get him off. I want to prefer charges."

The General motioned swiftly to the two heavyset med-men and, still talking calmly, still denouncing his brother, Brad was led away.

The General turned to his staff and his face was tight with the crease-lines of strain. "After they remove the suggestion leads in his brain, he’ll be back to normal," he said.

One of the reporters, who had been eavesdropping, stepped forward and impudently asked, "Just why did you feel that you had to drive him buggy, General? Statement for the *Globe*.

The General looked for a moment as though he would like to strike the reporter. But then with an effort he controlled himself, and explained in a level voice, "We sent up eight ships. Each trip was a failure simply because all eight pilots went mad. Space does that to the general run of pilots, apparently. So we hypno-conditioned Woodland to think he was in mortal danger, thus keeping his mind off the rigors of space. It worked. He dreamed up a death-brother who was stalking him, and it allowed him to make the turn and get back safely with the ship. That’s all I have to say."

The reporter pursed his lips, watching the crews who were bringing down the telemetering devices and autoplot parts from the ship. As they moved past, to the analysis sections, the reporter said, "So there wasn’t no brother and no blaster and nothing at all. Just hallucinations, right?"

The General nodded. "Precisely."

The reporter pursed his lips (Concluded on page 110)
There's one thing strange about fright. It isn't confined to any one space ... or to any one time!

Out into the New Mexico desert for the newest and most advanced series of rocket tests trooped the generals and their aids. They were accompanied by reporters from a hundred papers and wire services and television stations, and the forgotten men—the telegraphers who would transmit the news.

They are quiet, able men, these telegraphers. They are present at
every major news event, but few people realize they are there at all.

That is why it came as a surprise to Spencer, the chief Western Union telegrapher on hand for the tests, when he was wakened at five o'clock in the morning. The tests, he knew, were not scheduled until nearly noon, and all of the advance newspaper copy had been dutifully filed by the Western Union personnel the night before.

But realities can scarcely be shrugged aside and there was a hand on Spencer's shoulder, urgently shaking him out of sleep. Spencer sat up in bed and blinked, and after a moment realized that he wasn't being jogged awake without cause. For his caller was none other than Dr. Klaus, the bearded electronics genius in charge of the entire radio-signal operation for the rocket tests.

"Come," the old scientist urged, and Spencer saw that his face was very pale. "Get dressed, and come quickly."

Still a little bound by sleep, Spencer shook his head and groped about on the floor for his shoes. "What do you want with me?"

"You have a key, no? A transmission key? For sending?"

"A 'bug'?" Spencer nodded. "Yes, but what do you . . . ."

"No discussion, please," Dr. Klaus said with mounting agitation. "Bring it with you, please, and hurry. We haven't a moment to waste."

Half-dressed, Spencer took his sending apparatus from the bureau-top and stumbled out into the starry night and into the black sedan that waited in the driveway. Dr. Klaus moved quickly into the car, his tired old face lined and hard set, and the speedometer needle hit eighty as the scientist drove toward his distant laboratory in the desert.

"Now," Dr. Klaus said, as he unlocked the inner door to the laboratory and ushered Spencer inside, "you are standing in a room where very few men have ever been. Before we proceed, I must swear you to secrecy. I must have your solemn promise that you will not reveal a word of what I am about to tell you."

Spencer nodded dumbly, gazing around the room at the fantastic spray of panels and switchboards and knobs and dials and lights.

"This," the old scientist said, "is the core of our radio research. You know of course that we equip our rockets with transmission equipment—so we can hear and translate the radio signals they send back when we fire them into space."

Spencer nodded once more.

"Very well," Dr. Klaus said. "Then you must realize that this equipment has to possess tremendous power, to be able to reach so far . . . ."

Spencer nodded his head for the third time.
"Good," the scientist said. "Then you are familiar with the basic situation." He stepped to one of the control panels and manipulated several of the dials. "Now. What do you hear?"

It was a radio beping sound that filled the room, somewhat familiar and yet decidedly strange. Spencer listened. "Why," he said, "it sounds almost like . . ."

"Like what?"

Spencer moistened his lips. "Morse code."

"Yes," Dr. Klaus said. The two men looked at each other.

"He's just practicing," Spencer said, listening. "Hear that? C-C-C. D-D-D. E-E-E. He's going through the alphabet."

"Would you plug in your sending apparatus, please?" Dr. Klaus said. "Use this jack-hole over here. That's it. Unfortunately, when we build our modern laboratories we sometimes overlook some of the old-fashioned basics. Such as a sending key. That's why I needed you."

Spencer sat down at his key. "Doctor," he said, "one question. "Just who out in space is sending this . . . this alphabet we've been listening to?"

"I don't know."

"Where is he sending it from?"

The scientist smiled, but it was a hideous smile. "Ask him."

Spencer's fingers were cold, almost numb, as he manipulated his key. "What—are—you—doing?"

There was a pause. Then, in chattering Morse code, the answer: "Practicing."

"Ask him his name," Dr. Klaus directed, and Spencer's hand moved on the key. "Who are you?"

Another pause. Then: "Guglielmo Marconi."

"Get me out of here," Spencer croaked, rising from his chair. It's . . ."

"Ask him what year it is."

"What year is it?"

"Eighteen ninety-six."

"You see," Dr. Klaus said hollowly to Spencer, "that's why I needed your old-fashioned sending equipment. Marconi is just now inventing wireless telegraphy. Let's see—Eighteen ninety-six—sixty-two years ago. Well, I'm seventy-six here, so I must be fourteen there. I might even be able to talk to myself."

Spencer looked at him, wide-eyed. "Where is there?"

The scientist shrugged. "There are only two possibilities. One is that our radio range has finally encountered the bending of light waves, which as you know constitute time, so that in effect we're listening in on our own past. But that's doubtful, because this equipment has been installed for a year or more now, and we would have heard something before this."

"The other possibility . . . well, all I can say is, it's more likely. We're always talking about life
on some other planet. Suppose, Mr. Spencer, that this other life is not, as we always assume, different from ours, but exactly the same. Suppose its another Earth somewhere out in space, the only difference being that we’re sixty years ahead. Sixty years is important, you know.”

Spencer began to laugh. It was an hysterical laugh. “Reminds me,” he panted, “of that popular song back during World War One. Remember how it went? ‘When it’s midnight in Italy it’s Tuesday here.’”

“Let’s talk to Mr. Marconi some more,” the professor said quietly. “Get him on the wireless again.”

Spencer bent over his key. He worked it for an hour and more, but there was no answer from the other end. There was nothing.

“I don’t understand it,” Dr. Klaus said. “He must be there. Why doesn’t he say something?”

Spencer looked at the old man. “Maybe he’s scared!”

---
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again, and nodded his head in agreement. “I see, General. Then if it was all in his mind, and you’re sure there wasn’t no blaster on that ship — ”

The General cut in, “Quite sure. We searched that ship thoroughly before takeoff, to make sure there was no way he could harm himself.”

The reporter resumed quickly, “Then if it was all in his mind, like I was sayin’, General, how d’you account for that?”

The reporter pointed, and the General’s face turned quite white as he watched one of the dissembling crews moving past with a piece of metal.

It was the control compartment door — completely blasted and slagged, with the radiating white lines of glowing destruction that can be made only by a blaster.
Richard 3 knew that they would be home soon.

He looked intently for a moment at the space chronometer on the wall, blinking his eyes to steady his vision. Then he got out of the airfoam seat and walked to the viewplate, thinking about the word he had used, tasting it in his mind with wonder, with relish—yes, even with a slight shiver of fear ... Home.

Earth was a misty memory, a dream, a hope, a despair, dead in the dead mind of his father, Richard 2, who had never possessed more than a child’s memory of the planet of his birth. Earth was something you read about on the tapes, while you
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watched the green mountains and blue skies, the shining cities and peaceful rivers unroll on the visiscreens with the strange feeling that no part of what you saw was—or could ever be—quite real.

Earth was hope, Earth was despair. Earth was a treacherous lie invented by the Mutineers, a deceit, an illusion, a snare. It was all of these things and yet—there it was. It was impossible for him to doubt when he could see it so clearly, right before his eyes.

Richard 3 shivered. He did not know whether to laugh or burst into tears. He had brought the survivors home again, and Earth was near enough now to be cherished and admired, swimming misty green and infinitely beautiful in its robes of white cloud.

Its great continents turned slowly from the shadows of space to pass into the glory of the sun, and its vast seas, stretching from horizon to horizon, were as deeply blue as the eyes of Helen 4.

She came into the pilot room and stood beside him.

"Richard, is it real?"

"It must be. How can you doubt it." He spoke without glancing at her. He could not trust himself to look into her eyes now. "There it is, directly below us. We're coming home. It's real enough. We'll be there soon."

"Aren't you afraid?"

"Yes, a little."

"What will it be like, Richard?"

"I don't know," he said. "I just don't know."

He turned to look at her. She looked afraid. Her lips trembled. "I want to go back," she said. "Into Deep Space?"

"Our home is here. Our home is here, on the Astra. I am afraid of what it will be like down there. They have forgotten us, Richard. We will not be welcome. And it is so big it frightens me. I had forgotten how big it was."

"You saw it all on the visitapes, many times."

"A hundred times," she said. "No—a thousand times. But they were just tapes. Did you believe what was in them?"

"Not entirely."

"Do you believe now?"

"I believe," Richard 3 said. "We're coming home."

Helen 4 was silent for a moment. Then she said, "Richard, when will we land?"

"In fifty-four minutes. Don't be afraid."

"I can't help it. What will they be like?"

"Who?"

"The people the tapes described—all those billions of people."

"They'll be like us. I am sure of it."

"But there are so many of them!"

"Don't be afraid," he said again.

"Richard, I want to go back. Into Deep Space. That's where
we were born, you and I. Deep Space is home to us. The *Astra* is our world. We can raise our children just as you and I were raised.”

“And if they Mutiny?”

“There will be no more Mutinies.”

“You can’t be sure of that.”

“I want to go home,” she insisted. “To where it’s dark and peaceful. To where the stars and the planets are far away, and not dangerous.”

“We will land in fifty minutes,” he said.

“Why does it have to end?” she asked. “Haven’t you been happy?”

“Yes.”

“And the rest of our people? Our childhood friends, who love us and trust us. Aren’t they happy?”

“Yes.”

“Then why must it end, Richard?”

“Because.”

“You are being very difficult.”

“Because of the Orders,” Richard said.

She cried, “I wish the Orders had been destroyed in the Mutiny! I wish you had never found them! I wish—I wish—”

She wept.

She was afraid.

He could understand her fear, because he had once shared it. All the suffering and the despair, the blood and the tears which three generations had endured could not blot from his mind the glory and the passion and the pride. The glory of a spaceship constructed on Earth, crossing space to another star. He had read the Orders over and over again. He had committed them to memory. There had been a mutiny and Richard 1 had died. Richard 2 had defied the Mutineers as they circled flaming Alpha Centauri. He, the third Richard, would bring *Astra* home. He had to.

“What will they be like, Richard?” Helen 4 asked.

“Who?”

“The people down there. The people who are waiting for us.”

“They will be just like you and I,” Richard said.

“But all the new faces. Those millions and millions of different faces! All different, each one unlike the other.”

“They will welcome us,” Richard said. “We have much to tell them about the stars.”

“But they will have forgotten us by now.”

“They could never forget,” Richard said.

The Orders told him where to land. But he was puzzled. The cities seemed smaller, and more spread out—their grandeur was not the grandeur of the visitapes. But he knew that the peace, the gentleness of Earth’s bosom could never change. The landing was
being made ready for them. He saw men running back and forth, shouting, waving their arms—could see them clearly as he stared down.

Slowly, tiredly, the Astra settled to earth. Eighty years in Deep Space had scarred her bright curving plates, dented her proud lines, encrusted her tail tubes with residual dust. None of the carefully selected passengers and crew who had boarded the Astra in 2157 had lived to see her return.

So she sank tiredly, gracefully, gently to rest after her long journey.

Richard 3 was the first to step out. He took Helen 4’s hand, and felt the cold trembling of her fingers. He pressed her hand to give her some of his assurance and strength. He saw the blue of the sky, the green of the earth, the shining peace that lay over all the land.

The others crowded close behind him, breathing the natural air, their eyes shining with eagerness.

A man came running toward them along the ramp that crossed the pits. He was gesturing angrily.

“Get that crate out of here!” he shouted. “Who are you? What do you think you’re doing? Where did you come from?”

Richard 3 smiled at him. “We are the children of Astra,” he said. “We have come home.”

“I don’t care who—”

The man stopped abruptly and stared at them.

“Who did you say you were?”

“The children of Astra.”

The man stared at the ship as if he were seeing it for the first time. A look of stunned disbelief came into his eyes. Richard 3 could not understand the expression at all. It was a new face to him, the first new face he had seen in all his twenty-two years.

“They gave you up for lost eighty years ago,” the man said slowly. “I read about you on the history tapes.”

“We were not destroyed. We survived,” Richard 3 said proudly. “We have made the trip to Alpha Centauri and we have returned. We are the children of Astra.”

The man said something that Richard 3 could not grasp, something very strange.

“Don’t you understand?” Richard 3 said. “We are the first. We have been into Deep Space and we have returned. We have come back from the first interstellar passage ever attempted by man.” How well he had memorized the words!

“We are the first,” he said again.

The man turned his face away.

“No.”

“I do not understand you,” Richard 3 said.
"I'm sorry. It must have been hell."

"We had some difficulties, yes."

"I'm sorry," the man said. "You were not the first. Two years after the Astra was launched, a new space-drive was invented. A new ship was built. We have been traveling interstellar space for many, many years now. We have regular routes to Alpha Centauri and all the stars of the galaxy beyond. The trip takes less than two weeks." The man paused. "I am afraid we forgot all about you."

Richard 3 looked at the blue sky, the green hills, the sparkling sunlight on the faces of his people. He thought of the long journey to Alpha Centauri. He thought of the Mutiny, the suffering, the long, long, eternally long fall through Deep Space. He thought of the years and the cycles of years that had passed since the Astra had plodded to her destination. He thought of his father, and his grandfather, and all the parents of the other children of Astra.

It was beyond understanding.
So he wept, and he was not ashamed of his weeping.

---
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GLASSHEAD

by STANLEY MULLEN

In that bright carnival world
Glasshead seemed out of place
...a tragic, pathetic figure.
And he was!

If you had a strong stomach, the
freak show was worth seeing. Some
unknown artist had done a real job
painting the gaudy banners adver-
tising the show's chief attraction.
There was a big background pic-
ture in 3-d, with colors which flu-
oresced at night in the ultra-violet
spotlights, and the painted monster
on the banner, at least on windy
days, looked more real and con-
vincingly alive than the one seated
on the platform inside the tent.

© 1958, by Stanley Mullen
The sign said: THE LAST LIVING MARTIAN.

That, of course, was obviously untrue. Except for lichens, there are no living Martians, and there have been none for uncounted millions of years. A few ruins, a few artifacts weathered past meaning. No other evidence that intelligent life ever existed on Mars, or any other world yet visited by space-voyaging Earth men.

He was not a Martian. He was not Venusian. Nobody knew what he was, or exactly where he came from. Not even the carnival owners, or the two men who brought him back from the place where he was dently very hungry. They fed him real-live Martian, and nobody can call you a liar, since nobody ever saw one, and nobody can prove the thing is not what you say.

But there were charges of fakery. To the extent that he was advertised as a Martian, the exhibit was a fake. Beyond that, one guess was as good as another. Scientists, singly and in groups, had examined the creature, and none had been willing to stick his professional neck out very far. Most authorities, as far as they had knowledge of his existence, agreed in private and rarely in public, that he was exactly what he seemed to be.

Beyond argument, he was a freak. A peculiarly disturbing and interesting freak. But congenital freaks are common enough, and accidents or glandular ailments ac- count for a good many more. A few talented individuals manage to contort themselves into profitable freakhood by caricaturing human form, often disagreeably. But none of these origins could explain anything as oure as Glasshead.

Freak or not, he was different. Such a phenomenon would be hard to fake. Inside a head as transparent as crystal were networks of glowing wires radiating from a core of dazzling brilliance. Only by catching light-reflections properly was it possible to see that he had a head at all. To the touch; a head was there, at least a glassy, polished surface defining a normal head-shaped solid. There was mouth, nose, eyes, ears, and a smooth, hairless skull, and a startling sensation of energy, oddly between high-degree heat and a-c electricity.

Glasshead was different. Inside that invisible skull colors came and went, playing over the framework of filaments in strange harmonies, with a hint sometimes of unseen octaves above and below the visible spectrum. It was like watching music translated into light, fascinating and almost frightening.

"Is he real, daddy?"

"Of course not, son. It's a trick —something they do with lights."

It was much the same question with curious scientists and the general public, but the answers were rarely quite so pat. Except for the head, Glasshead looked like an
ordinary human being. A bit frail, perhaps, with spindly limbs, but not frail enough to seem abnormal.

He never made any claims for himself, never talked of his life, his origins, his past or his future. He had no vocal cords and never spoke at all.

He was a mystery, even to the people who knew most about him.

A SHADOW MOVED, far out across the barren surface of Io. The two spacemen stared through the faceplates of their helmets. Tired eyes and strange surroundings play weird tricks on a man sometimes.

But the shadow had a strange vitality to it, and it kept moving.

It came toward them, erratically, as if in trouble. A man alone on Io with no ship in sight would be in the most serious kind of trouble. And the figure was very markedly manlike. It was wearing an odd suit of space-armor, unlike anything the two explorers had seen before. And it seemed such a slight figure, almost girlish. They watched it falter and fall. Both started toward it, wondering.

They were a two-man survey crew. Their expedition had not been instructed to set-down on Io at all, but outside trouble had developed, and they had been forced to land for repairs. It was easier than trying to work outside in space.

Io has always been one of Jupiter’s most interesting moons. From Io, only two hundred and fifty thousand miles from its primary, the view of giant Jupiter is overpowering. The moon itself is bleak and cold and raw-looking, with no surface features that are in any way distinctive. It has an atmosphere of sorts, but it is too thin for comfort, and the wrong stuff for human lungs. And there is no erosion to smooth out the frozen wrinkles. The Sun, Earth, even Marş are a long way off. Early surveys have established the presence of valuable minerals, but getting them out and back home is a different matter—far too expensive. And Io is a place where most men would go quickly mad.

Barent and Carter wondered if they had gone mad with the boredom, loneliness and strain of their work.

They picked up the stranger and brought him to their ship. On Io, with gravity only slightly above that of Luna, the burden seemed featherweight. Inside the ship, he still seemed rather spindly by spaceman standards. And there was a very bad moment when they examined him, for there was a curious illusion about the helmet plastic which gave the impression that he had no head. Only some colored lights, faint at that, and dancing.

They did not try to remove the helmet until the eery stranger recovered sufficiently to be able to indicate by signs that he wanted it
off. Then they helped him remove it, and had another bad moment.

There was a head, of course. It was invisible, and the colors and a kind of webbing were actually inside. It is not a comfortable place to run across such an oddity. You can hardly call a doctor, or the police, or the army. If anything untoward comes up, you have to stand up to it and deal with it yourself. Or let it alone. There is no precedent, no superior knowledge, you can call upon. You handle the problem in your own unskilled way.

The creature set aside his helmet. He made signs. He was evidently very hungry. They fed him and gave him water. He seemed harmless enough, friendly in a timid sort of way. He was a problem, but not too immediate a problem. He was an alien, but apparently not dangerous. He was not too alien to breathe the oxygen-helium atmosphere of the ship. He hated ordinary foods, both the concentrated items and green stuff from the hydroponics. He drank quantities of water. He seemed weak and not too sure of his spacelegs. They wondered what the devil they were going to do with him.

As a survey expedition, they were licensed to bring back specimens, but specimens meant non-organic matter. Customs and Health Check Stations, both on Earth and Mars, took a dim view of all life-forms from other worlds—everything from molds, and lichens on up through the pseudo-life of the giant crystals found on Venus. Several serious outbreaks of plant-blight, and even animal and human plagues had been traced to incautious imports of unknown plants and animals. And no spaceship now lands on Mars or Earth without careful checking, thorough sterilization, and possible quarantine for as long a period as the bureaucrats think desirable.

Barent and Carter did not face the problem at once. It did not occur to them that they would be bringing the creature back with them. They hoped he had friends somewhere around, or at least a means of getting wherever he wanted to go.

They were tired of space and boredom and loneliness. They detected in themselves several indications of space-neuroses. They were a long way from home. So they hurried through their repairs, and got the ship ready for blast-off. They wished their new friend well and pushed him outside the ship. They tried to shoo him out of harm’s way, well beyond the dangerous blast-off zone.

They were patient about it, and not unkindly, since he seemed oddly friendly and likeable. Whenever they went into the ship, he followed them. He stuck around like a devoted dog. He tried to make himself useful. They forced him outside as gently as possible, tried
to wave him away, and closed the airlock door in his face. He pounded frantically on it. They let him in again and tried to explain by signs. He did not understand.

They went through the farewells again, pushed him outside and locked him out. Through the vision plates, they could see his distress, not only mental but physical. He seemed in a bad way, either from fear or cold, or possibly from causes unknown.

They weakened and let him back inside to warm up and get a good lungful of ship’s air. They fed and watered him again and puzzled over what to do. Apparently he was no more at home on Io than they were. He was just there, nobody knew how, or from whence, and he seemed demonstrably unhappy about it.

Finally he won out. They had to take him along.

There was plenty of space in the ship, and his weight was no problem. His thirst was a nuisance, but they rationed water and got by. He ate very little. He tried to be helpful. He was never a bother. All the same, he was a weird companion. He got on their nerves.

They bypassed Mars, which was on the far side of the sun in any case, and headed straight for Earth. They excused their folly by telling themselves that science would be interested in an intelligent life-form. And Government would be even more interested in any alien-life, intelligent or not. The public would be interested—and curious. There was a certain danger there. The public was easy to panic, often deadly and vicious in dealing with anything which disturbed the comfortable norm. Fear would deal the cards. Fear of disease, fear of danger from alien enemies. Fear of difference. The old enemy—Xenopobia, fear of strangers.

They might well be in for trouble when they got back to Earth. The last half of the run, they thought a lot about it.

“We could be in trouble, Paddy,” said Carter.

“Glasshead?” asked Barent.

“You know what’s likely to happen to him and us when we check in at spaceport?”

“Sure. I know. I’ve been trying not to think too much about it. They’ll put us through the wringer—maybe ground us for good. At least a heavy fine, besides the chewing out. And that’s not the worst. What about him?”

“End up in a bottle, I suppose,” said Carter unhappily.

“Maybe worse. Pawing and prying, trying to take him apart and see what makes him tick. Tests of all kinds in the Bio labs. And if word leaks out and the public gets hold of it, suspicion and fear. If they get the idea he’s dangerous, they'll kill him. Anyhow, they'll panic.”

“All that fuss over a harmless little guy.”
“Sure. To us. We know him. They don’t. Remember that early twentieth century ‘Man from Mars’ panic. They scare easy.”

Barent and Carter thought about it a while, in silence. Later—
“We don’t want Glasshead pushed around, do we?”
“Of course not. But we’ll have our hands full saving our own skins. It’s not altogether up to us.”
“I hate the idea of him getting the works in a laboratory. They might even hurt him some way. Or dissect him.”
“They might.”
Silence grew thin and tight between them.
“Keep thinking about it. Maybe we’ll think of something.”
They did.
An off-pattern landing in the hills went sour. The ship crashed. Not a bad crack-up, but half-in and half-out of a rock-rimmed lake. They dug themselves and Glasshead from the wreckage.
Crumpled and split open, the space cruiser lay on its side. But a good landing is still one you can walk away from. They walked away. Later, they flagged a ride by truck into town. Glasshead had a crude bandage wrapped around his head when they smuggled him through the streets and hid him.
For three months Barent’s younger married sister took care of Glasshead. It was a chore, but she never complained. It was no permanent solution.

Through undercover contacts better left unstated, the pair of conspirators eventually got in touch with Jake Fallon who operated a small time carnival and freak show. No money changed hands. But Fallon took over the care and feeding of Glasshead. He gave the creature a job, if you could call it that. His show provided flawless camouflage, and a living. Barent’s sister cried when the men took Glasshead away. But he seemed as happy with the show as anywhere, and grateful to be provided with the merest necessities.

For five years people paid just to look at Glasshead. He had no pitch. He was a brain in a bottle, but the bottle was his own head. He gave no trouble.
The show moved around. New audiences gaped. Among the ignorant, one wonder is no more wondrous than another. They came, they saw, they were conquered. They forgot about it. The fools were not so different from the wise men. They ignored whatever they could not understand. At most, they poked at the obvious in Glasshead’s appearance.

Time is erosion, not dimension. Nobody remembered Glasshead very long. At first, everywhere, the public was startled, shocked, enchanted. But they forgot as quickly. The mind longs for a glimpse of wonder, but after the first glimpse erects mind-blocks against the unknown. Even Barent and Carter
let their memories of him grow dim. Fallon cared for his unearthly charge, religiously banked a salary in his name, saw to his creature comforts, but made no attempt to understand him.

One day a man showed more than casual interest in the show. He came back four different times to study Glasshead, with more perception and sympathy than was generally shown.

Dr. Layter had no real business going to a freak show. Such exhibits were out of his line, and his stomach was sensitive. Ordinary freaks made him physically ill, and the sight of accidents and self-made monsters made him mentally ill. But he often haunted the borderlands of slums and bars and small-time shows in search of the colorful argot which was fast vanishing from modern speech. He was compiling a dictionary of slang and mock-technical terms, and the fringes of humanity were his best hunting grounds.

After his fourth pilgrimage to look at Glasshead, Dr. Layter sought out Fallon. The show-owner met him with quick-draw suspicion.

"Are you some kind of fly-cop?"
"Nothing like that," Dr. Layter assured him.
"Well, then?"

Dr. Layter introduced himself.
"I don’t need a doctor," Fallon fenced warily. "Nothing wrong with me that alcohol won’t cure."

Dr. Layter laughed wryly. "It’s a sick world, isn’t it?" I wish I could find my escape so easily."

As briefly as possible, Dr. Layter explained his interest in show business and its oddities of speech. Fallon relaxed only partially. He was used to lunatics, but knew their dangerous potentials. He humored the lunatic.

It was a hot day, and Dr. Layter suggested beer. He was trying the oblique, or Oriental, approach to a serious discussion. First, hospitality and general conversation, then get straight to the point. The intention was more politeness than dishonesty. Dr. Layter asked questions about the various performers, their backgrounds and their origins. Indirectly, he approached the subject of Glasshead. But still suspicious, Fallon veered away. Layter tactfully took the hint. They talked of other things, and he went away.

But Layter was patient and persistent. He came again and again. They drank beer, and later switched to boiler-makers. But Fallon was no fool, and his head was laminated oak, some said from the staves of old whiskey barrels. And indirection was not his method. He came to the point abruptly.

"You wouldn’t be interested in Glasshead, would you?"
"Interested, yes."
"What exactly did you want to know?"
"Anything. Everything. He
drinks a lot, doesn’t he. I can’t blame him, but I wonder why. Do you know?”

“I don’t know. Maybe it’s medicine for him. Maybe it’s food. Or maybe it just dulls his senses so he won’t feel the pain of being what he is. Why do any of us drink? I’m a souse myself, so I should talk. And you’re no teetotaler.”

“I know why you and I drink,” Dr. Layter said slowly. “But would the same reasons apply to him. He’s no ordinary freak. He’s not even a human being, is he?”

“I don’t think so. I’m not even sure of that. I can’t ask him what he is, and if I did, and he wanted to tell me, how could he? He can’t even tell me he’s sick, but I know he is. He never has been just right, not since he came with me. I worry a lot about him, but what can I do?”

“You could call in a doctor.”

Jake Fallon spat viciously into the sawdust. “I wouldn’t trust a sawbones a minute with him. Besides, if he’s what I think he is, no doctor on Earth would know anything about him.”

“What do you think he is?”

Jake Fallon grinned sourly. “Now that you ask me, I don’t know.”

Crudely but graphically he told the story of Io, of the two space survey men who found Glasshead, or were found by him. He told of the smuggled arrival, but was understandably vague on the subject of the transfer of guardianship.

“I shouldn’t have told you that, Doc, but it’s all I know about him. God’s truth. I’m not saying that I trust you, either, but you seem like a right guy. The little fella’s sick, real sick, and I don’t know what to do. Will you do me a favor and have a look at him?”

Dr. Layter frowned. “I’m not an MD. My specialty is semantics.”

“Specialty — smeshalty! Who said anything about a regular doctor? I didn’t say he had a disease. Besides, what would a real doc know about a character like Glasshead? He’s not sick with a disease. He’s just been going steadily downhill all the time he’s been with me.”

“If Glasshead is really an alien, as you say, it could be a little of everything. Our air may not be just right for him. The water might be different. Even the food could have different elements that he’s not built to handle. Not enough wrong with anything to poison him outright, but enough to cause malnutrition over a long period of time. About alcohol, I couldn’t say, but it is a concentrated food. Maybe he needs it.”

“Will you look at him for me?”

“Of course. That’s what I really wanted anyhow. But I just wanted to know him, to try to find a way to communicate with him. I didn’t want to take him apart clinically. I don’t want to hurt him in any way.”

Fallon nodded soberly. “I know what you mean. When you are
around him, even a little bit, you just naturally like him and want to help him be happy. He has that effect. And you get so you know if he’s happy or feeling low. Those colors in his head show his emotions. When he’s happy, they show happy-colors, and when he’s low, the colors jangle your nerves. He’s been low a heck of a lot lately. I’m afraid he’s hit the skids.”

Dr. Layter thought a moment. “I hope not. But if he’s in need of real medical care, I can arrange it. I have a doctor friend who makes up his own rules as the occasion seems to require. A friend we can trust. He won’t cause any trouble, and if Glasshead seems to need him, I’ll arrange it. Is that all right with you?”

“It’s okay — if you vouch for him.”

“Then let’s see the patient . . .”

Glasshead seemed pitifully weak and spindly.

“He was always skinny, but it’s worse now,” explained Fallon.

“Does he understand us at all?” Layter asked.

“Maybe not words. He’s quick and smart, though, catches on fast about simple things, especially pictures. If he wants something he knows about, he draws a picture.”

“Pictures, never words?”

“That’s right. No way for him to learn about words. His hearing is good, though, very sharp, can catch the drop of a nickel half a mile away. I’ve thought about it, why words don’t seem to mean anything to him. If a race like him had no speech, they might never develop the idea of words. Without the idea of words, how could they develop reading or writing?”

“Probably they couldn’t. But there are other means of communication besides the vocal. Bees dance. It’s a regular language, not connected with sound. And I’d say he was a representative of a highly intelligent race. It should be possible to communicate with him.”

Fallon looked dubious. “How?”

“I wish I knew. But he could learn that patterns of sound are symbols of things and ideas. There is always a key to unlock any door.”

“Not if there was never a lock.”

“I’d still like to try. For all we know he already understands us, but may not know the connection between sounds and written words. Can he control those colors in his head, or do they come and go at random?”

“I never thought much about it. There is a connection somehow between what he’s thinking or feeling. When you get used to him, you catch what he’s feeling just by colors. If he’s feeling good, they work together right. If not, they clash. Not according to any strict color theory I know, but it’s something you feel. When he’s happy or drunk—well, they’re different. Not that his colors and emotions are
the same as ours. Some of his happy-colors would jar you, except that they feel right."

"Happy-colors," mused Dr. Layter aloud. "Could be that those colors are his way of communicating. Color-vibrations taking the place of sound-vibrations. Color patterns instead of words. It could make a rich and stimulating speech. Or writing. Imagine a book printed in color patterns instead of words. They'd be works of art as well as instruments of thought."

"Interesting, and possible," admitted Fallon. "But it still leaves us on the outside looking in. Even if he knows that our talk means something, he doesn't know what. And granting that his colors may mean something, we don't know what. Probably not words at all. Maybe just ideas or emotions. Two languages with no point of contact. Even if he wanted to, he can't tell us what the colors mean."

"But he can. He can tell us in his own speech. It's up to us to understand him."

"But can we?"

"We can try. It's a lot like breaking any other code or cipher. If I were a mathematician with a calculator, the job might be easier. But I can start simply, with the obvious, and go on through trial and error."

Glasshead sat stiffly in his throne-like chair. He had been drinking, but not to stupefaction. As relaxed as he ever got, he showed no interest in the proceedings. Not at first.

Dr. Layter started with basic mathematics. Numbers.

Holding up a finger, he said, "One," very distinctly. At the same time, with his free hand, he drew the Arabic numeral "1" on Glasshead's slate. Invisible eyes watched him. Odd mixtures of color squirmed inside the transparent skull. Almost, Dr. Layter felt a stir of intelligence from the alien, a dim awakening of interest and curiosity.

Layter repeated the performance, varying it by tapping once on the slate. Symphonies of color flared and faded. Glasshead held up a slender finger, then reached out and tapped the slate. He redrew the numeral. Then he held up two fingers and waited.

"Two," said Dr. Layter. He drew the numeral. Glasshead repeated the maneuver, added to the performance by tapping twice on the slate.

They went up to ten and ran out of fingers. And Glasshead ran out of interest. He refused further response. But it was a start. A running start.

The next day, Dr. Layter returned. Excitement burned hotly within him.

Glasshead remembered. Dr. Layter marked numeral "9" on the slate. Glasshead tapped out nine. Instruction continued, but went slow. There were many frustrations, misdirections. Glasshead ap-
peared to understand a connection between sounds and ideas, but he never grasped a single written word. He drew some weirdly beautiful pictures of objects and seemed satisfied with Layter's spoken response. He ignored the written word equivalent.

They got past simple arithmetic and exercises in geometry. The work outgrew the slate, went on to large sheets of paper. Layter brought colored chalk and pencils, and Glasshead insisted upon tinted paper. It seemed important to him. In one fit of temper, or frustration, he became as nearly violent as anyone had ever seen him. He made his point.

Nimbly and surely, his pencil worked out complicated pictures of people and things, arrangements of objects, drawings of machinery with a quick grasp of their operation. In each case he demanded a sound equivalent.

Dr. Layter brought pictures, picture books, and picture magazines, which spurred Glasshead into renewed curiosity. Pointing, he silently demanded the vocal terms for countless objects and combinations of objects. Dr. Layter worked with him until he was hoarse. He brought recorded music and got a storm of brilliant color-effects from the workings inside his pupil's skull.

Such fragmentary education could have continued indefinitely, but Glasshead was sick. Physically and mentally, he was in a sharp decline. More and more often, he was too drunk or depressed to work at all.

Layter's physician friend, the man who made his own rules, was consulted. Reluctantly, he examined the curious patient, and gave his verdict.

"He's drinking too much, of course. Practically an alcoholic, but I gather that's nothing new. I'd have to know more about his metabolism and background to recommend any sound routine of diet or treatment."

A somber look came into the physician's eyes. "If he were human, I'd know what to say. Medicine can't do much even for human alcoholics, unless they want to be helped. We can throw them a rope if they want to climb out of the bottle. But nobody can haul them out if they prefer slow suicide."

"You think Glasshead is killing himself by drinking?" Layter demanded.

"Yes, definitely. Whether deliberately or not, I don't know. I don't even pretend to know too much about the humans I try to treat. I can't tell you anything about our friend here, except that he's in a bad way, and will probably get worse. He's burning himself out with an alcohol flame."

"We were getting along so well, too," complained Layter sadly.

The doctor grunted. "Well, that's your department. It won't
matter too much anyhow. In your ease, I'd really work on him, find out all you can while you can. I don't think he'll last very long."

"He's really dying?"

"No real question about that. I couldn't be more definite about it if he were human."

"Maybe he just doesn't like our world."

The doctor grimaced. "Who does?"

The next few sessions of study were harrowing. Glasshead was not too drunk, but acted dazed and unhappy. He grew steadily weaker, refusing food and sometimes even alcohol.

In desperation, the teacher tried to push through his pupil's education too rapidly. He ran into more difficulty. As a last resort, he attempted to get across the basic abstractions of yes and no, affirmative and negative. It took a great deal of time and patience, but it finally worked out.

Glasshead understood. Yellow was affirmative, blue was negative. It was a real Rosetta Stone.

Accommodating and polite as always, Glasshead tried to rally and carry through his daily word-drills. His vocabulary grew rapidly. Apparently he had already grasped some understanding of the meaning of words. Then, for a brief time, Dr. Layter found that he was pupil, not teacher. Glasshead obligingly slowed down the flare and fusing of colors in his brain, and laboriously coded them to Layter's understanding. They worked out a common alphabet and hammered the colors into words. It was a fearful strain.

Now they could converse, lamely. But it was already too late.

As Glasshead's abilities grew, his interest in study and in the world about him waned. He was too ill to respond to forced education, too ill to respond to questions about himself and the vast stores of alien knowledge which might be locked in his brain. He was almost too far gone to communicate at all.

Knocking at the gates of the great unknown, Dr. Layter forced himself to wait. He knew that even the simplest colors of speech were difficult for Glasshead. And he could not torture a dying creature. Not for any knowledge.

Dr. Layter hesitated. In his own way, he had grown very fond of Glasshead. He understood now why everyone who had come in contact with the alien loved him. Painfully distressed, he watched the last strength and spirit drain from the odd being.

Glasshead was dying, and he knew it. Through Fallon, he summoned his teacher to his side. In colors which burned like hot coals inside his transparent head, he said simply, "Soon I will go away."

"Soon," echoed Dr. Layter sadly.

"Perhaps today."

Despite his sadness, his aching
pity, Dr. Layter felt that he had to go on. The key had worked, the door was unlocked, and just beyond the threshold—all the knowledge. So much to know. So little time.

“What are you, Glasshead? Where did you come from?”

Ignoring the first question, as perhaps unanswerable in known terms, the alien said in soft colors: “Io.”

“I know that. But you were not native there. Where were you before that?”

Colors stumbled into visible words.

“With my people.”

“Your people? But what are they? Where are they?”

If Glasshead understood the question, he did not reply. Formless, wordless emotions writhed inside him, in jangling colors.

Dr. Layter tried again, more simply. “Were you castaway on Io?”

“Yes.” Yellow in the color code.

“Your ship was wrecked there?”

“No.” Blue.

Silence. Blue fading into neutral grey.

“You mean that someone took you there? Deliberately, or by accident?”

For a moment, the colors were scrambled. A flaring formula of hopeless distress flickered out, then died away as Glasshead mastered his emotions. Colors became words again.

“My own people took me there and left me. Not by accident. They cast me out to die.”

“But why—why? How could your own people do such a foul and horrible thing?” raged Dr. Layter helplessly.

Colors pulsed feebly inside the transparent skull as Glasshead roused for one more answer before he died.

“I was different from the others,” he said slowly and faintly. And as the coals died into ashes, he added: “I was a freak....”

---
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